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DEALER IN

GENTS* FURNISHING G00D8,
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in more one cm tlie finest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASS1M EKES, &c., chat can .be ibund «n
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
eare ami especially adapted to the fashionable trade.
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guarantee!].
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankftil to irienda
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
the
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DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole ot the Stove. Can be
put on anv
Store or Range ready lor instant use.
Water vitalised to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house tree from offensive odors
in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
BF“Send for a Circular.
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Drains & Sewers
Takes tin* lead wherever introduced and properly
laid. Contracts i<>r large amounts should be wa ne
three months cr moie before ilie pij e is wan to I. Order* received by \V. H. JEHK1S, Heal EstateAgsnt,
opposite I'rebiC House, or at 28 and I6i Dan furth st.

J. W. STOCK WELL & CO,
Alfco for sale by N. M. PERKINS & CO., Dealers
in Hardware, No 2 Free street block.
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One Secoid-Iland Engine Lathe
18 lee-

•f'so one New
Enquire ot

June 30Jtf

long, swiDg27 inches.
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To Let.
3 story brick Store, No. 50 Union St. Also 2
and 3 stories Hopkins’ Block Ui 1-2 Middle St.
ST. JOHN S.MITH.
Apply to
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Humphrey’s Homoeopathic Specifics,

Resolve relative to
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State
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Cts,

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
2
W'orms, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colic,
**
3
Crying Colic or Teething ot intan's,
4
Diarrhoea ot children or adults
5
6
“ 7
8
9
10
11
12
13
“14
“16
17

“18

It stands at the heart of all other preparations o
the day, as the “Materia Medica” of the age.
Being composed of Pure Vegetables ex racted
with great care, and put up in the best “Bourborn
■Whiskey” makes it so pleasant to tbe taste, it can be
taken by tbe most delicate constitutions.
In cases of Costiveness or Torpid Liver,

“21
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to the next
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Express Companies

and Melodeons

improved Style and Tone, Manufactured by

CHAPTER 193.
ACT additional to “An act to
the safeANty and
covenience of travelers
railroads,” apsecure

WM. P.

J

HASTINGS,

011

proved March t wet ty-six,
hundred and fifty-eight:
Be it enacted, tfc.,

l“w

Match_ Corporation.

3To.

MILLIKEIt,

The Organ is the best Reed Instrument now in use,
voiceil with a
rich, mellow and powerful tone. The
great aim hag been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satis y tue eai.
Aiso improved Melodeons. the latest of which Is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the in-

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.
public
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the
them the following advantages
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to

we
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Spring
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Electro Medical Instruments.
II

Magnetic

SUITS;

Beds

and

A

L

L

*

S

and Galvanic Batteries,
-AMD-

Bedding

Manul&ctured to order at short notice.
No. 31 Free Street.

Societies and others desiring the services of an excursion steau er, cau ar-

“Charles Houghton”
on TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS ol
every week during the season, upon liberal terms.
Inquire ot
HARRIS, ATWOOD &CO.,
145 Com mere ini St.
^jy15dif

street, is now located at his new store NoG4 Federal at, a lew doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business of Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
gy^Second-hand Clothing for sale at fair price*.
Jan 8—eodt t
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STATE OF MAINE.
Resolves providing for an amendment of tho constitution so as to muhorue » limited reimbursement
of municipal war expenditures
by loaning the credit of the Slate.
Resolved, Two-thirds of both the houses concarr1
proposed as an amendment
of the constitution of this at
ate, which, when apand
proved
adopted in the manner provided by the
constitution, shall become a part thereof, viz:

1, 1868.

ARTICLE XI.
The state is authorized to issue bonds
payable
within twenty-one years, at a rate of Interest not exceeding six per cent, a year, payable semi-annually,
which bonds or their proceeds shall be devoted
solely
towards the reimbursement of the expenditures Incurred by the cities, towns and plantations of the
*or war
purposes during the rebellion, upon tho
lowing basis: Each city, town and plantation
shall receive from tho state one hundred dollars for
every man furnished for the military service of the
United States under and afer the call of
July second,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, ami
accept- d by the
united States towards its
quota for the term of three
*n
8ame proportion for every man so
iurnubed and accepted for
any shorter period; and
tne same shall
be in lull payment for any claim upon
vne state on
account of its war debts by any such mu«
etpality. A commissioner appointed by the gov™?r a,,<J oouncil shall determine the amount to whicL
eacncity, towu and plantation is entitled; to be deotea to such
reinbursement, the surplus, if any, to
to the soldiers who enlisted or were
rarted and went at
any time during the war, or if
eceasod, to their legal representatives.
The issue
bonds
hereby authorized shall not exceed in the
three million five hundred thousand dollars,
id this
amendment shall not be construed to permit
1
l*le
to be directly or indirectly
w**® ,n »ny other case or for an other purpose.
■icesolved, That the aldermen of oitics,the selectmen
towns and the assessors of
plantations are hereby
and d*recled to noL'*y the inhabitants of
‘ir
respective cities, towns anr» plantations, in the
unn*-r prescribed
by law, at their next an:ig^ meetK* in
September, to give in their votes ou tmKtniend«nt
proposed in the foregoing resolve, and trie quesou shall
be, Shall the. constitution be amended so
or',ze the resumption of municipal war
r!
^
lldn?the credit of the state to an amount
tint
*n lh<t
aggregate three million firehunrifoa
U8a,,d do,iars, as proposed by a resolve of
th*.
legislature i” And said inhabitant*
^ ballot on said question, those in favor
nf
*®end»ent
expressing it by the word ‘YesT’
„n,hh
to l"e amendment expressing U
♦h«
by
; a,ld
ballots snail be received,
tort
and declared in open ward, towsi and
t,|-,lt
unJ 11“" u< ‘*“> vou-. .hull be
le
•eiuclmen and a..v »n,
aiid
‘iUl ■‘'TmKn'
eilla.. tuwi.B and plaiitutiona. in the
.amn
.hall bn reofliceof the secretary of .late within
twentv
election.
And
tho
governor
and
forthwith, alter the expiration of
^ duy®» examine and count said votes, and
ir it „v, ii
majority of the inhabitMits
8a,d question are in favor of the
proposed
Bn
^ “hall become part of the constitution.
a
na the governor
shall thereupon issue his proclamation, making known the fact.
wsolred, That the secretary of state shall prepare
*8^
,evcr;*l cities, towns and plantations,
hi.
blank return* in
conformity to the foregoing resolves
with a copy
thereol; also a copy of the question submitted, printed in lurge type.
I Approved March 7, 186.8.J
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Island ol Cuba.

Me«an.OHURaHLL,BROWNS &

MAN30W

Are prepared to make libera! advances on all kind*
Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to anv oi rho
Port.-of the Island, and rheir couneciions With tho

of

first class Houses <»t the Island, make this a desirable mode lot parties wisliiug to
ship Goods to that

market,
Portland,
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with him, and your head may not have been
exactly level. Are you sure about the reeling and tottering t” May it not he that instead of agriculture and commerce, it is your
new political associates who are afflicted with
these tit. Vitus symptoms? It is a maxim in
science that

Presidential Election, Tuesday, Nov. 3d.

Nomination**.

Republican

no

fact should be accounted for

by assigning to ft a cause greater than that
sufficient to produce it.
If the reeling and
tottering is where we have surmised, uiay it
not be caused not
by a foundation of any
kind piled upon the
head, but only by a single brick in the same superposition ?

We perceive the printers ltave murdered
the happiest figure of
your rhetoric. Tire
numbskulls make you say: “It is no time

FOR

PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S. GRANT,
ILLINOIS.

OP

to bandy arguments.”
liandaye is the
word that it is plain enough you met ut to
use,
and your illustration would ltave been as
apposite as professional. It is no time to bandage with argument*, wound round and
round the
reeling limbs of agriculture. You
might have added with equal truth.no time
for splints. To set the
dislocation before the
irritation becomes too severe bv
taking off
from oppressed manufacture Us
financial basis is the obvious treatment, and it
that
alone did not relieve the nervous
disturbance
exhibited tr the reeling and

tottering, why
coolitrg draught or art anodyne might
restore quiet; alter that the
bandages and
splints to keep the basis where every good basis should be, at the bottom.
You are right, too, in saying (hat “it is no
time to discuss questions of an ante-diluvian
characler, which can never arise unless upon
the question of the
adoption of a new constitution.” That’s just what we want—new
then

VICE-PRESIDENT,

FOR

SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Or INDIANA.

Far Elec lorn
At

Large—GEORGE L. BEAL.
S. P. STRICKLAND.

1st District—WILLIAM HOBSON,
2d District—AMOS NOURSE.
3d District—DENNIS L. MILIIKEN.
4th DistRicT—HENRY O. PERRY.
5th Distriot— EBENEZER KNOWLTON.

FOR

a

constitutions like tiros'* ante-diluvian ancosami uncles of Xoah,
through which they
were able to live and
keep spry till they were
past eight hundred, while we get so coil loll tided ugly and decrepit before we arc
sixty. It is
of no use to taik about it. It is invidious to
lay it to the incapacity of modern doctors
and the inefficiency of modern drugs. It is
tors

State Election, Moruioy, September 14/A.

GOVERNOR,

YTaYYYZ

('opp«rhrn«l ('•uaialracjr.

The consistency of the Argus and other
Copperhead papers is well shown in their attacks upon the Representative from this
district.
First they compliment hie
honesty
and ability but oppose him as an extreme
Radical. The (oliowing is au extract from
the Argus of June 27th:
nr. I.yack. A Wood Nensisslisi.
The nomination of Mr Lynch for Congress
in this district by the radical party, is a very
fitting one. He lias represented bis party
1
truly and served i* faithfully. Personally
he is

unobjectionable to anybody.

A

STRAIGHTFORWARD, HONORABLE
MAN, A COURTEOUS GENTLEMAN,

BUSINESS
A PUBLIC
SPIRITED
CITIZEN
OF
IRREPROACHABLE
CHARACTER, THERE CAN BE HO OBJ El HOB
TO HIM BUT HIS POLITICAL OPINIONS AND
his PARTY relations.
His renominaiiou
therefore presents the great issue to be fought
out in this district and ail over the country
just as we like to have it presented—upon its
merits.
Mr. Lynch is an extreme man in his polities! views and actions. He has followed Tbad.
Stevens with the
persistence of a devoted
disciple. Every extreme measure has had
Mr. Lynch’s vote—every violation of the constitution, by Congressional legislation, lias
had his sanction. He voted to put ten States
under military rule, “outside of the constitution,” he voted to give the negroes toe supremacy in those Mates by disfranchising
white men and allowing every negro—even
the most ignorant and
degraded, to vole.

Xext they say he is a great scamp but has
wonderful sagacity and financial ability to se-

the title to
property just where
Government must have it, and then
his
by
inuence
and
great
persistence
push a Rill through both House
of Congress and obtain tire approval of the
President to it, giving him a net profit of
more than half a million dollars.
And then
agais, when it is thought necessary to damcure

the

age him by holding him up as an “opposer
of Reciprocity” the
Argus says "In this matter Mr. Lynch labored with
industry and
success.

those who approve of the abrogation cf
t'ne treaty will of course regard the course of
JOSHUA L.
likely to, Air. Lynch “with
great favor and they uugl t
new constitutions that we can
hope to rival to. lie labored
OF BRUNSWICK.
efficiently to secure that rethe longevity, vigor and
of
those
old
hilarity
sult, and voted for it” Theu he was one of
ante-diluvian characters."
Far Keprr*enlntirc* in Cangreui
the original impeachers who succeeded In
The Doctor in view of the confidence
1st DISTRICT—JOHN LYNCII.
plae. forcing the whole party into
support of that
ed in him by the Records, Parrises and other
2d D1STUCT—«*AY»PEI, P. MORRILL.
measure.
To secure the passage of a Bill
31 DISTRICT-JAM KM G. Bl.AIMi.
Copperheads of the late war, thus expresses
4th DISTRICT—JOHN A. PKTFRM.
thiough all the stages of legislative and exhis “surprise, because of
my known adhesion
5th DISTRICT—EPGKNE MALE.
ecutive action, which puts more than half a
to the principles of the
Republican party dur- million dollars in his
pocket; to secure the
Aroaslaak Paautj.
ing the bloody rebellion tluough which we
abrogation of a most important treaty which
SENATOR.
have just passed, and ot
my lile long inflexiGEORGE CARY.
had been in force ten years; and to bring a
ble opposition to human
slavery, and to any graat party up to the unanimous
JCDOE OK PROBATE.
impeachor
measure
party
to
any
extend or
HENRY R. DOWNES..
aiming
ment of the President of the United States
sustain it. Early indoctrinated in the
COUNTY TREASURER.
princi- by the House of Representatives
certainly
CHARLES P. TENNEY.
ples of the Declaration or Independence, anil
required no mean abilities. But then Air.
RF.GISTBR OF PROBATE.
having a living and abiding faith in the jusLYMAN S. STRICKLAND.
Lynch had the presumption to introduce a
tice and rectitude of those principles, I eariy Bill lor the
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
resumption of specie payments,
JOEL BEAN.. joined issue with both the old Whig and
which has met with approval by Democrats
Democratic parties and rather than aid them
as well as Republicans and has received the
Cnmbeiland County.
in their concessions to the slave
power, prefavorable report of a committee of Congress
SENATORS.
ferred to vote with what was deemed a desand been made the special order for the secFREDERICK U. MESSER,
Portland.
picable minority—a scorn and byeword of the ond
JEREMIAH MITCHELL,
Pownal.
Tuesday in December next. Now comes a
great mass of the nation. And when in the
CHARLES E GIBBS,
of tactics, not by criticising or opposBiidgton.
change
M. D. L. LANE,
progress of events the aggressions of slavery
Siandish.
ing the measure, but by sueefingly comparbecame such as to force upon the
COUNTY ATTORNEY.
people of ing of Air. Lynch to Senators Sherman, FesNATHAN WEBB,
this country a
Portland.
necessity tor the formation of
senden, and other eminent statesmen. Why
SHERIFF.
a new
party whose foundation and crowning
EBEN N. PERRY,
doesn't the Argus publish Mr. Lynch’s hill,and
Capo Elizabeth. stone was
opposition to those aggressions, his
COUNTY TREASURER.
speech in support of It, and devo'e its ridthat party received my most cordial
PETER R. HALL,
Portland.
support, icule to the measure? After
having by the
and all who opposed it my most determined
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
force ot its logic and the keeness of its satire
SEWARD M. BAKER,
Wiudham.
opposifion. And still later when by the sucutterly demolished it, let it then bring forward
cess of that
party Abraham Lincoln was its
Franklin County.
own candidate, Mr. Chas. A. Shaw of
in
the Presidential Chair and the duplaced
SENATOR,
of whose financial ability land
Biddetord,
REUEL B. FULLER,
Wilton
ty of crushing out a most unjustifiable and
mental calibre the people who are asked to
JUDGE OF PROIIATE,
wide spread rebellion, waged in the defence
OLIVER L. CURK1ER,
support him are interested to know someNew Sharon
of slavery, was imposed upon his administraCOUNTY ATTORNEY.
thing. The Democracy confidently assert
I
to
noue
in
yielded
ANDREW C. PHILLIPS,
my desire to acFarmington tion,
that Mr. Shaw is to be elected, If such is to
COUNTY COMMISSIONER,
complish that object, or iu my opposition to be the
case he is the man the
people of the
LIONEL TRUE,
all those whose apathy and indifference reFreeman
first wish to know about.
SHERIFF,
tarded that result, and whose position was
Trot out Mr. Shaw.
ANDREW T. TUCK,
Farmington such as seemed to
give aid and comrort to the
COUNTY TREASURER.

CHAMBERLAIN,

WARREN MERRILL,

I*

Farmington

Kennebec

County.

SENATORS.
JOHN L.

STEVENS,
Augusta.
WILLIAM B. SNELL..
THOMAS S. LANG..
CLERK OF

COURTS.

WM. M. STRATTON.
SHERIFF,

'CHARLES HE WINS.
JUDGE

PROBATE.

OF

HENRY K. B VKER.
REGISTER

OF

PROBATE.

JOSEPH BURTON.
ALANSON STARK.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

ASBURY YOUNG.
Knox County.
SENATORS.

SIMON G. WEBSTER,.
S. S. GERRY..
JCDOE OF PROBATB.

N. T. TALBOT,.
RE SISTER OF

PROBATE.

SIMON A. FISH,.
COUNTY

ATTORNEY.

O. G. HALL,.
SHERIFF.

S. W. LAUGHTON,.
TREASURER.

CHARLES A. DAVIS..
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

CLEMENT RIPLEY,.
Oxford

County.

SENATORS.

W. W. BOLSTER,
S AMUEL

TYLER,

Dixfield.
Brownfield.

...

SHERIFF.

CYRUS WORMELL,

Bethel.

REGISTER

OF PROBATE.

JOSIAH S. HOBBS,

Paris.

COUNTY TREASURER.

HORATIO AUSTIN,

Paris.

COUNTV COMMISSIONER.

HIRAM A. ELLIS,

Canton.
County.

York

SENATORS.

GEORGE GOODWIN,
WM.M. MCARTHUR,
SAMUEL HANSON,

Wells.
Limingfon.
Buxton.

JNDGE OF PROBATE.

E. E.

Kennebunk.

BOURNE,
REGISTER

H.H.

BURBANK,

OF

PROBATB.

Limerick.

....

SHERIFF.
R.

H. CODING,.Acton.
COUNTY TREASURER.

JOHN HALL,

North Berwick.

COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

THOMAS QUINBY,

Surgical

....

and

Biddeford.

August the Democratic Convention at Auburn conjured Dr. Garcelon, a
somewhat distinguished abolitionist of that
| precinct, substantially in these familiar terms:
“If thou could'st cast
The watT ot our land, find lier disease.
a
sound
an t pristine health,
And pur^e it to
We would applaud thee to the very echo,
That should api laud again.”
The Doctor thus

conjured,

after

waiting

till the 15th ult., as the Nantucket skipper
said of his unmanageable craft, “undertuk
her" He thinks the case deserves, and ought
to receive the benefit of his skill.
We remember the exclamation of the poor
Danish Prince, when similarly importuned:
“Tlic time is out ot joint; O cursed
ever I was boru to set it right.”

That

spite

But then Hamlet was no doctor and never

quite

all his

wits about him.

Dr. Gar-

celon has all the wits about him he ever had,
and is not only a doctor, but a surgeon, au
surgeon general, and the
case of
the dislocated time

surgeon,

army

which we

not

are

enemy.”
Dr. Garcelon seems to have been rather
nice and exacting about his politics heretofore. Eschewing the worldly and
temporary
policies ol the great mass of his countrymen

he places himsell“ina despicable
minotity”
“tlie scorn and byeword of the nation.” Hut
it seems to us that a learned physician, whose
skill and

affability put him ahead of all bis
competitors and opened for him the hearts,
bouses and purses of all the sick people in a
circuit of tweuty miles, might bear bis share
despite and scorn, and never know
what hurt him.

Without intending to boast of such
easy
the Doctor means to say while
the Democratic party plastered its faith
upon
the Constitution as the bond of Union or the
States, lie, in the scorned minority, maintained a close adhesion to the Declaration of Independence, as the charter of the peoples' liberties. He knows very well that when the
old abolitionist quote I tlie Declaration of In-

martyrdom

dependence, he
ment ol it:

a

said in bis mind

“All

men

only

tills

created

are

and endowed

frag
equal,

by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights” &c. When too the conservative Whig or Democrat appealed to the
Constitution, he never inteuded to make the
slightest allusion but to this poor clause:—
“No person held to service or labor in one
State under the iaws thereof escaping &c."’—
To put it in a professional, anatomical or as
Pleasant Riderhood expresses it, a
“boony
light” the Democratic party regarded the fu-

follow

out

the

discussion

which this

queer letter of his suggests and
turn from some other gems of
want to ask him a

reluctantly
rhetoric, we
plain question.

Why having spent your whole manhood in
vindicating, on behalf of poor illiterate black
men, the equal rights affirmed in the Declaration of Indeiiendance, at the very time
when those rights have been awarded more
by the judgments of a just God than by any
repentance of their oppressors, do you torlonger despicable minority whose
early scorn you bore, but who now control
by their just sentiments the liberal hearts of
the great majority of the
people, and join
with Wade Hampton, and
your fortunes
Forrest, and Frank Blair, whose avowed purpose is the overthrow o State governments
built upon the Inudamental article of your
life creed, and the remanding to virtual slavery of the toiling millions, for whose emancipation you have been agita'ing for thirty
sake the no

vears

?

complicated
whets his professional enthusiasm to the highest point. And what a remarkable ease tor
surgical science it is, according to his diag-

you claim universal amnesty
the very purpose of
some of the heartiest Republicans, the consummation sure to he reached under Repub-

nosis :

lican

Laden as we are with an enormous public
debt, and burdened with taxes grievous to be
borne, with our commerce almost annihilated

agricultural and manufacturing interests reeling and tottering under an
unjust and oppressive financial basis, it is no

and

our

great

questions of an ante-diluvian
bandy arguments as to the poman, that or another upon
have been forever set! led and
which can never arise unless upon tbe quesoi a new constitution.
tion of the

time to discuss
character or to
sition ot this
questions that

adoption

Here is a complicated displacement for you!
Here are the agriculture and manufactures
on top
of the country with their own basis
crushed and
of them, and Instead of lying
would under iU own
still, as most anything
and totteriny !"
foundation, actually -reeliny
unable to
admit
though
us,
Pray, Doctor,
show a diploma, just as a relative and iriend
of distressed agriculture and manufactures,
to this consultation. You were perhaps out
aii the n ight before the 15th in attendance
upon a boy, whose supper of cold corn, cucumbera, milk and vinegar had disagreed

V arid i«-w.
—The

annually paid out of the public
of Great Britain, for the support of
the royal family, is £496,000—about two and a
half millions of our money.
This does not
include the large private fortune of Queen
sum

revenues

Victoria, or

the revenue of £60,000 per annum
which the Prince of Wales derives from his
duchy of Cornwall. Royalty would seem to
be a costly whistle.
—The New York Herald is melancholy. It
is also

prophetic, and declares that “the historical perspective is picturesque with the ruins of one more grand attempt to govern justly failing through human passion." Though

‘‘seeming
blare of

in the very

glory,

heyday

of life and the

treading irrevocable
steps toward calamity.” In short, we are fast
going to what Mr. Mantilini would call “the
we

are

demnition bow-wows.”
There was a time
when the Herald thought the election of Grant
might save us; but it has finally concluded
that such an event can only p istpone the

catastrophe for tour years longer. We are
doomed any way.
—A gentleman who was informed tliatPlanchette would answer anything, bought ore to
answer the door
bell, but found it wouldn't
work.
—A man who was never beard to swear an
oath, sing a song, whistle a tune, or utter a
prayer, and who was never intoxioated, and
never had a lawsuit, has recently died in Lincoln county, Teun., at the age of 91 years.

Well,
use

who cares? 8nch a man as that is of no
any way; be ought to have died before.

—Euphemism is a high art in California. A
gitive slave clause, the running-away part of paper of that State
speaks of an enterprising
the Constitution, as tlie
very two legs of tlie and highly successful murderer as having "a
political bony structure. Dr. Garcelon and wonderful talent for bereaving any family he
his school, the abolitionists, considered the
does not happen to like.”
Declaration aud this nub of it, the very head
—The Kaiser, Franz Joseph, has found the
and front, the cranium ol the whole
political way to his people's hearts, not more in Hungaskeleton. Not to put too line a point to it, ry than nearer home. He attended a shooting
festival recently in Vienna, and tossed ofl' a
the Doctor might say that the whole struggle
mug of beer, took a few shots with the rifle,
of the last thirty years culminating in the
scattered pleasant compliments right and left,
great war of the rebellion, was the attempt
put everybody in good humor, aud went away
of the slave atistocracy, with the
thigh bones with the admiration of the crowd
following
ol the running-away clause in the Constituhim.
tution to beat out the brains of the popular
—There have been received in this country a
liberties covered by the skull of the Declara- few copies of a beautiful Grant medal Siruck
tion of Independence. They (lid not succeed in Geneva, Switaerland, for a Republican Club
though they wrenched the jaw-bone of north- organized in that city. It has a fine head of
Gen. Grant on one side, and on the other his
ern greed to help them in the
onslaught.—
The Doctor weDt for brains as against heels, words, “I intend to fight it out on this line if
it takes all summer,” surrounding the legend,
for head in preference to shins, and he was
“Patient of toll, serene amidst alarms, inflexiright; but now as we cannot take the space ble in faith, invincible in arms.”
to

C'hii-naical.

On the 6th ot

had

only by getting,

of sucli

COUNTY TREASURER.

^?e

f-tmnJi* att?'8a‘d
said^il^ .8i1a

for the superior Steamer

Cleansed and llevaired
WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal

PARLOR

eighteen

EXCURSIONS!

ji*

OLOTH IN G

Match.
They answer both for Splint and Card Matches.
They do noi black the wall wl en rubbed on it.
They are packed in tine shipping order, incases
containing 10, 20 and no gross each, in 1-4 gross pack-

Domini

August 29,1868,-eodtt

strument out of tune.
Abo keeps on hand Piano Fortes of the best
styles
d< Deadly
WM. P. HASTINGS.
& I ricelisi sent by mail.

claim

er, over any oiber Match, viz:
Each hunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The Inn count is equals to about six hunches more
in a gross Hum other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card

ages.
Tue above named lirni are the solo
lor the corporation.
E. P, GERRTSH,
J. S. MARKETT,
MAN ASS EH SMITH,

15 Chestnut Street, Portland,
MAINE.

Portland, Me.,

Anno

Seot 1. All expressmen and all persons engaged
in express business, shall have reasonable and equal
t» rnis, facilities and ?ccoromodarlons for the transportation ot themselves, their agents and servants,
and of any merchandise and other property, upon
any railroad owned or operated in tbisSute, and lor
the u-je ot the depot and o*her building and grounds
of such corporation, and at any point o« intersection
oi two railroads, r« asonable and equal terms ami facilities and interchange.
vSlct 2.
Every railroad corporation offending
against tbe provisions of the foregoing sect on, shall
be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five hunured
dollars, to re recovered by indictment, and to the
p rty aggrieved, in an action of damages.
Sect 3. This act shall tak" effect when
approved.
[Approved February 29. 1868 ]
NEW ENGLAND EXPRESS CO.

greatest convenience of the age.
A. N. NOYES & SON, 12 Exchange
St,
aug!9 ilrn*
Agents lor Portland.

the

!

The following in n Ntafutc pn«RCil by the
Eegislatnre Inst Winter :

The

to

MONOPOLIES
-TO-

uisiato
Council

0. E.

and Crosmau A Co, Agents.

Sweelzor

dc6eodly

27-tltl_ _Secretary State.
Try Hatch’s Patent Tongs anti
Cover JLitter Combined.

W. &

“

Humphrey’s Specific
HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMP V
Office and Dcnot No 562 P.roAdwav, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted dailv at his office,
personally or by letter as above, lor all lorms ot dis-

MANCHESTER, MASS.

Of the latest

1 00

Of 33 large vials, morocco case
containing: n specific for every
ordinary disease a family is subject to, and a book of direction*, $10,00
Smaller •family and Traveling cases,
with 20 to 28 vials.from $3 to $8
Specifics tor all Frivale Disease*, both
for Curing and for Preventive treatment, in vials and pocket cases,.$ l to $3
BTT1 lese Remedies bv the case or single Box are
sent to any part of tbe Country, by mail or express,
tree ot charge on receipt ot the price.
Address

of

Star

charges

Wore Mouth, Canker,
50
Urinary %Veakues«, wetting bed, 50
Faiuful Periods, with Snasms,
50
1 00
Wnderiugs at Change of Life,
Epilrpsy.Spasms, St.Vitus’loanee,100
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Throar, 50

FAMILY CASES

Wholmnlr As<-nl«—W. F. PHIlXtPS Sc CO,
H. H. MAY, Portland, Ml*, to whom all others
should be* addressed.
juno3-Tu, Th & S 3mo

Organs

Debiliiy,Physi alWeakness,'0

50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
Weasicknes*, sickness from riding, 50
50
Kidney-Disease. Gravel,
Nervous Debility,
Seminal
Emissions, Involuntary Dis-

and

legislature.

™

july

General

“29
“30
*
31
32
“33

E^£ejVHi;v,^v^r-"meay,0br|g"^
‘hoserreiory
By
Ooverooraml
FRANKLIN M

Wcr«fula,enlargemilands,Swellings, 50

“24
25
“26
27
28

Cathartic Bitters!

Manufactured and Prepared

Industrial School for

(Approved March 6th, 18(8.)

to the office ol
defter ol the

“

25
25
25
25
25

Dynenlory. Griping,
Colic,
Cholera-MorbusNausea,Vomiting,25
25
Coughs, Coids, Bronchitis,
25
Ncuialgia, Toothache, Facenche
Headaches,Sick-Headache, Vertigo,25
Dyspepsia, Billious Stomucli,
25
25
Suppressed or painful Periods,
Whites too profuse I'eriods,
25
t_ roup, Cough, difficult Breath:ng, 25
Walt lihenm,Ervsipel:i8,Eruptions, 25
Rhenmntism. Rheumatic Pains, 25
Fever A Ague, Chill Fever, Ague, 50
50
Files, blind or bleeding.
Opthalmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50
C atarrh acute or cronic, Induenza.50
W'hooping Cough,violent Coughs, 50
50
Anthma, Oppressed Breathing,
Far Discharges.Impaired Hearing.50
Rillious

“15

Being prepared from a recipe from one of the oldest anu most distinguish'd Professors and Physicians, who has ma«ic"the above disc itea a life long
study, has stamped him without a pe^r.

Resolved, That it is essential to the highest interests of the Stare, that measures should be taken, at
f'e earlieit practicable day, to establish an industrial
school for girls, in accordance with tee recommendations ot H<*n. George B. Barrows, commissioner appointed under a resolve of the legislature of eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven, to investigate the principles and operations of such institutions; and with a
80t'ur,ng co-operation in so desirable a work,
the'ri°t
Governor and Council a-e hereby directed to inand receive
propositions from any town or city
vjte
52?“! ,h:lve B,,ch institution located within tlieir
lmitn, aud to report the

PROVED,

from flie most ample experience, a’i entire success; Simple—Prompt- Effiand
Reliable.
cient,
They arc the only Medicines
perfectly adipted to popular use—so simple (hat
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, ami so efficient ;<s to be always reliable.
They have raised the highest commendation Irom all, and will always render satisfac-

Ever Introduced in tlie Country.

168 Middle 8t.

CJUEANTUR.
#

Purifier I

THE

SIMIL1BUS

Discovery

to bo

at

Street.

For Sale or to Let,
first-class, three-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at. No 30 Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate’s, between 10 A. M. and 3P. M.
April 21-dtf

should be taken twice a week,in connection with tbe
Tonic and Blood Purifier.
Or in case of Jaunuice the CATHARTIC can be
taken alone and is a sure and speedy cure.
This preparation lias been analysed by some of the
best Chemists of the State, and pronounced by them

week.

No. 99 Middle

SIMILIA

of he Stomach or Bowels,
all Imparities of the Blood.

Compound

children.

McCarthy,

otci. ✓.
aii payments
received by any city,
t®WI* °r plantation, under the
provisions of this act,
shall be deemed as relieving the st*«te from ail further claims on account of their
respective war debts,
and the same shall bo
applied to the extinguishment
01 the" indebtedness of said
municipalities 'ncurred
prior to the passage of this act, and as provided for in
section six, and for no other
purpose; but whenever
any such municipality shal not be indebted at such
lime to the amount it
receive
from the state as
may
herein
it shall apply such
portion thereof
as
may be sufficient for the liquidation of its indebtedness ; and i* authorized to make such disposition of
the remainder as such
municipality may
for its corporate purposes, but in no casedetermine,
shall the
same be divided
or distributed in any mancapita,
per
ner among the inhabitants thereof.
SECT. 8. The commmissioncrs shall
report their
doings at any time when requested by the governor
and council, and shall make a final
report of all their
doings as soon as may be, during the year one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-uiue, to the said governor and council.
Sect. l>. Said commissioners are authorized
to
choose a clerk who shall be
by them sworn, and shall
keep a full record of thefr proceedings. They are
aleo authorized to administer oaths and
affirmations
to municipal officers and other persons.
Sect. 10. Any person
wilfully and corruptly
swearing or afliiuing falsely to any material niaiter,
before said commissioners, or either of them, shall
be d emed guilty of perjury and
punished by imprisonment riot less than one nor more than five
years; and any person procuring another to commit
perjtry before said commissioners, or either of them
shall be punished in like manner; and if
any person
shall wilfully aud corruptly endeavor to incite or
proaire another to commit perjury before said comor
missioners,
either of them, though it is not committed, he shall be punished by imprisonment not
less than six months nor more than than two
years._
And any person who shall falsely make,
alter, forge
or counterfeit any certificate, endorsement or
signature of said commissioners, or either of
them, or
their clerk, or with intent to defraud shall
falsely
make, alter, forge or counterfeit any public record or
proceeding, or any paper, writing or document filed
with or presented to them, or either of
them, and any
person uttering and publishing as true any instrument before mentioned, knowing it to be
false, forged
or counterfeit, shall be punished
by imprisonment
not less than one nor more than five years.
Sect. 11. To defray the expenses incurred in tte
execution of this act, the governor is
hereby authorized and directed to draw his wairant from time to
time, for said expenditures, provided they are audited and allowed by the governor and council.
Sect. 12. This act shall be published
by the secretary of state in some newspaper in every county
where a newspaper is printed, for three successive
weeks immediately previously to the annual
election
in September next, with the resolves of th is
legislature providing for an amendment of the
constitution
so ns to authorize a limited reinbursement
of municipal war expenditures by loaning the credit of the
state.
Sect. 13. Section twelve and thirteen of this
act
take effect when the act is approved
by the governor
and the remaining section shall take «ffeci
on the
of November,■'•ighteen hundred and
sixtyeigrt, but if it shall not appear by tbo proclamation
of the governor, as provided in the resolves
hereinbefore named, that a majority of the inhabitants
voting
on the question propo:*ed in sa*d resolves
are iu favor
of the amendment proposed
therein, and thut said
amendment has become part of the
constitution, then
said sections from one to
eleven, inclusive, of this
act snail be inoperative and void.
[Approved March 7, 1808.]

provided,

To Let-

shall kee

&

s;ate

liquidated.

FESSENDEN,
59 Exchange st.
For Lease.
Lone Wharf, ai present occupied!))-

27dtt

LEE’S

▼ills.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,
P.

To Let.
Third Stories
Harris’ Hat Store
SECONDofand
Middie and Exchange sts.
J. D. & F.

well

ns

STATIC OF MAINS.

I

HARD PINK PLANK.
HARD PINE FLOORING AND STEP.
■OABD8. For Sale by

W.

we

state

ClIAELETON & CO.

23-d

■
Apply
July9-eodtf

and sawed to dimensions.

Varnishing un.l Polishing done
notice, by

LET !

TO

any Disease caused by a morbid stale
of the System, Deranged or Disordered

Having been placed in charge of a man
ot experience can now be chartered to
carry parties sailing or fishing by the

Hard and White Pine Timber.

free

Dantorth Street.

SMALL FAMILIES, four tenements in New
Block on Hanover street, below Portland street.
Rent reasonable to good tenants.
A L* OKI) DYER.
Apolyto
y2Sdtf_27 Market Square, up stairs.

Tlie l acht Male Tonic and Blood Purifier

~

31

TO

Hcrofnla, Intermittent Fever, ar Fever
Ague, Dyspepsia, !,©»■ of Appetite,
Oeueral Prostration, Debility of tbe
NervousMy»tem, Knlargementof Liver,
Diseases of tbe Urinary Organs, and

BARTEAIJX,

Particular attention paid

heavy

Mo.

augCdtf__47

FOB THE CUBE OF

ARK

Casco Iron Company offer for sale their property near Portland, Me., comprising some 23
acres ot land, situate? at tide water at the mouib ot
PresuniD.^cot River, with a water frontage of several
hundred Fet, and of a depth at the wharf sufficient
for vessels of ordinary draught.
The works condsfc of A large Forge Buildivg 100 by
140 feet, containing Furnaces.
Engines, Trip Hamm rs, and ail the tools and m
chinery for inrging
cranks, car axles ami all kinds of Iron Wbih.
This property is within one-lialf mile ol the
city,
and will be sold at a Bargdn.
Apple to
J.M. CHURCHILL, Pres’t.
0r
W. H. SfKPHENS'iN. Treas.

Street, Boston.

Blood

Corner of Exchange and Fore Sts.,
prepared to make all kinds of pictures, Photographs, Ambrotypes aud Tin Types.
Pictures cojpied ai.y size and finished in Oil, water
color* or India Ink, at the lowest prices.
Tin-Type* 23 Cents per Dozen.

salt, Bags, Ac.

Wharf
No. 10 state

&

Photograph

Fellow and, Mixed Corn.
Meal, Cracked Corn,

hand

Pearl and Cumberland Bts,

J. E. FARMER.

Goal.

AND

«

NEW

Family Flour.

on

STORES

EEE’S

CHAJttLETON & CO.

OiTcra locale nt IN.. 130 Commercial
St,

®°"

LET.
ot

on corner

fitted up in goo 1 style for Apothecary,Drv Goods
Millinery business, with cemented cellars and
water conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terrace, tilted with all modern conveniences, abundance of pure bard and soft water.
Now ready lor occupancy. Apply to

OF THE AGE.

No 305 Commercial st. Portland.
174 bore ft. arid 6 Exchange at.

Act*.

^Portland. July 20, lfCS.

TO

No. 5.

Self-Ventilating

by

PHILUI‘8 & CO.

GREAT

Medical

Will Give Perfect Matisfactiou.
Manufactured l*y

»fc«._

May i«-dtt

Middle St.

Commercial St.
TUB

Ice Mallet, Ice Hades, and Movable Slides.

NO. 6 SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, MR.
Prompt attention paid to all kindsof Jobbing
«nr
apr22'ltt

NT.

W. F.

Sugar-Loaf Lehigh.

j

PKOVIDED "WITH

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Feed,

on

August 8,1868. cod2m

hand Hard and Soft Wood.

60

The Result of 20 years
Experience.

PLASTERERS,

Corn,

on

June 27-dtl

it may contain.

SflEEIDAN & GRIFFITH8.

8TUCOO & MASTIC

very large entrance

or

Randall, McAllister

Tire be»t and cheapest in use; are lined with
nine in sucli manner that it is
impossible for the
the wood to absorb
moi.inve; are .. eon*
..raced as to giro a tree circulation ot air
through
the provision chamber,
keeping it .weet and pare
and
preventing offensive odors from the articles

No. ill Union Street, Portland*

mayl

a

It is the best place in the
ily tor a wholesale Shoe.
Hat or f ancy Goods store, or any oilier
light business, and will be let very low. Apply to

REFRIGERATORS ! Arabian Tonic!

Fitters !

warranted.

feet, and having in*it

An Elerntor in the Rear nnii Hoisting Apparatus nt Fr.nl Door.

Upright and Chest

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

Gas

Also

Kcunebnnk. Me.
3-dtf_•
PATTEN ’iS

Improved

MAINE

....

with

dtf

Harleigb,

JOHNCOUSENS,

St.,

2-dtf

42

T WENTY LARGE TF1NDO TFS

Congress Streets,

for__Johns

Hazelton and

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

Wholesale Commission Dealer in

33

the

Cooking Apparatus.

A

REDDY. Proprietor.

LoVEJ

Removed to

63f*“For Furnaces and Parlor Stoves

™

same.

lan<Mrt_M.

Phillips’ Drug Store,

over

being 100 by

Patents,

Third—It will not clinker,, and for durability and
strength it is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It alwa>s comes the same.
We sell tho Jolius Coal at the same price as anv
other good White Ash Coal. We have lor froe-burniug Coal,

Kit M A N ’S

MERCHANT TAILOR,
AND

Story

FRONT
in McCarthy’s Block,
The Cooking Miracle of the Age
181 Fore Street, recently occupied by
A Stora No.©FFF'K
of
DIAMOND AND LORBERY. W. J. McDonald. Enquire
Charles
ZT MM

Co.,

REDDY,

H

2d

Law,

boor, hear.

the

C.

^tore to ILet l

undersigned having been appointed Agents
sale of the above Coal, would say to the
citizens of Portland
Before y«u lay in yonr Winter’d Coal, be
*ure and Try the Johns Coal.
This celebrated Coal has for rears stood the
highest lor domestic use of any White Ash Coal rained.
Iu preparation ami quality it has always been
kept
up to the standard. It the Johns Coal suits once, it
will alwa.ss suit; because there is no mixture. Tnis
we claim as a particular advantage over other coals.
Consumers Dy buying the Johns Coal will avoid the
continued trouble and annoyance of
getting every
other year bad elatv coal. Every one has had this
trouble. Johns Coal we will warrant lo suit in every
case.
We give a few reasons why the Johns Coal
the BEST.
First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—It is the most Economical and gives tlic

a

Occupied by G. L. Bailey.

Aug 17-dtf

THKfor the

JOHN E. DOW, .Jr.,

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
A
And Solicitor in

of

Exchange St.,

J. Da & F. FESSENDEN.

CO AL !

Hoard

Streets.

Park

Now

at

suit of nice rooms on first
floor, to bo
ltsu at No. 50 Spring
Street, between H igb and

v

St.,

occupied by them previous to the

Portland, March

Office,

hereby

COAL,

RATES I

IVfra. Lewis’, No. 15 Casco Street.
August 3, 1868. dim

AND

removed to tf*
ew and
erected foi uura

at

LET!

Store No 57

STREET,

BLAKE’S,

may be obtained witliin three minutes’walk of the

GOODS,
WOOLENS,
day
spacions

to

No. 10 Cross St., Portland. Me.
Sales Room foot ot Temple St, opp. Falmouth

Hotel.

AT

DRY

On the Old
great fir©.

H.

»ent18dti

State st.

TO

Made from the beet material and by EXPEKIENOKD
WORKMEN, at

EXCELLENT BOARD
MODERATE

Sole,
A lot oi Land 40x115, joiniug the above premises.
For particulars apply to
J. M. KNIGHT,

Show Cases and O/JIce
Furniture,
Of Every
Description,

gentleman anil wife. Also room tor one single t-cn*!?“>»" K,,r particulars addre-s with name, Box
2800 Post Office.
au29dtt

—

Also for

Coffins, Gaskets, Desks,

To Let,
Board two pleasant rooms, w'thin three
minutes walk oi the Post Office, suitable tor

DKERING, HILCIKEN & CO.,

TWO

Belting,

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

GENTLEMAN and wile, ami two gentlemen,
ca» l>e accommodated with
spacious and very
pleas tut looms and good hoard, at cornet of Church
and Newbury Bts, opposite Lincoln Park.
Aug 29-d3t*

Portland.

story house. No 2 Salem st, now occupied
"
by CaptOeo Knight, containing 11 room, pleasantly situated, with hard and soil water. Possession
given tlrst ol September.

CLIFFORD,

Solicitor
Has

A

Wholesale Agrnis for the Botton Match Co.
Maine. By permission refer to Dana & Co., J.
jor
W* Perkins <Jfe C&., Jo&iali H.
Drummond, Burgess,
Fobef & Co.
june26dtf

Vine st, containing
C. F. CORBY,
150 Fore st.

To Let.
A

OVAL!

H.

and rooms.

Sole

Bftve this

JM[

Corner of Brown and

If#. 90 l-*i < ouiniri(inl Street,

JOBBERS OB

M

Counsellor

aug25dlt

Board

W. T. BitowN & (JO„
Oeneral Commission Merchants,

on

WEB,

92 MIDDLE

Aad

board

To Parlies about to Build.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates made, and
Buildings Superintended by
GEO. B. PELHAM. Architect.
Office Canal National Bank Building, Middle st.
Portland, April XO, 1808.
dtf

to

IVTarrett & Poor’s New Block, where may he found a
lull assortment ot Leather Bolting, as
cheap, and

Wanted!
Posl

a

equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Books and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace
Leather,
Belt Hooka, Copper Uivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf

active Salesman in the re'ailDrv Goods business; one who can lumisli good ret ■retires wi 1
situation hy addressing Box I0'8 Portland

AKCHITBCTM.

(Thomas Block,)
Willard T. Brown, 1
Walter H. Brown, j

Has removed

WO.

aug26dlwls173 Fore Street,

juntti-dtl

BH E

Manufacturer of Leather

Coat Makers Wanted.
good Custom Coat Makers, to make
WEsimp Overcoats
du ling the dud season, at *3

each.

To Let.
lower part of house
THE
Enquire of
au31dlw*

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

or

want six

Bonnell & Pelham.
E.VGINEEU’H

EC. M

«ug27-d2w_131

Programmes, circulars,etc.,taithhillvutstribut»d.
Oroers lett at this oflice, or at iheiflh eoitbe Lailv
Press, ilia Exchange st, or Eastern Argus 113 Exchanges!, will tereive prompt attention. Baxcaxe
rm ted to and from the
Depots. Ushers and doortendcis
win

MR.

au26dlw*

Active, in a business netting 30 per
cent
To the tight man a rare chance is offered.
Address
STEPHEN BERRY.
Fore, toot ot Exchange s’,
or J. AMBROSE
MERRILL,
Middle St, Portland.

SPECIAL

lS~.

A

REMOVAL.

Partner Wanted.

SHAW,

V

ST.,

TO LET.

where slie will continue the mat ini; Men's and Boy's
Clothing. Friends old and new ore invited to call
Aug 22d2w*

au2Sdtt_

'The oldest and only well known)

33 ILL

very liberal patronage
solicit a continuance of

EXCHANGE

MBS. SC HU LAB,
Formerly of 38 Pleasant street, his removed
No. 6 Mechanic Street,

Foreman competent to manatre
Urge boiler soop. Address with
ATLANTIC WORKS,
Boston, Mass.

two hundred per cent profit; this
humbug. For particulars inquire at
A. J. COX A CO.'S,
351$ Congress at.

no

30

Office.

this

at

seven rooms.

PARTNER,

A is

for
respectfully

r

4 PORTLAND,

10-oudiu*

REMO

Wanted.

net, and all order# in town or
All kinds of jobbiug
country faithfully executed
promptly attended to. Constantly on hau l L ad
Pipe# and Sheet Lead and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
Fan Roofing and Conductor*.
August 6,1868. dim
mai

Paid

the.

KEWOVAL.8.

Wanted.

Cold and .shower Baths, Wash Bnvls,
Brass and Silver Plated Corks.
Every deserin‘'OhO* W«*r bixtureslor Dwelling
Houses, hotels
and Public Bui dings, Ships, &c.
arranged and set

E.

July

WANTED

&

and Losses

OFFICE

Insane Asylum.
I)r. S. D. Bro<>ks State Farm "School Mansion.”
J. C. Parsons, Aet Parson’s Paper Co.. Holyoke.
T. F. Con key, Amherst,
w h.
Aimv, Norwich. Conn.
|3P®Oraers solicite i and promptly attended to.
S. Stanton.
Portland, May 27, 1868.
may20dtt

Surplus $320,000.

the Public

Thanking

Northampton, Mass.

Assistant
ANworkmen
in

Issued

and

the past year, tvould
their favors.

_

ISO Fore Street, Poitlund, Die.

CHA RLKS

Policies

Hutubcdbuildings
iV>Va. MijMetTiask,

PEA RCE.

Force Pumps & Water Closets,

the best,

Capital

up tor hot or cold water in the city
or counti v with neatnessautl
dispatch.
Lead Pipe, Pumps, Marble Wash Stand
Tops, and
all plumbing materials
on band.
constantly
We refer to a few of the
whom we
many'persons
have
tor:
Mass.
Sprlngfle’d,
M. Sr. S Chapin, Ma*sasoit House.
Drs. Munday and
Denurston, (Water Curers)

MAKER OP

m

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. Comp’Yi Baltimore.

in

tlie past twenty years,
Plumbing work in dl! it»

branches.

PLUMBER,

up

Street,

Pbnnblng bu»ine«B

Tuesday Morning, September

J*^uine»

Monumental Fire Insurance Co. Baltimore,
Capital and Surplus, $230,950.77•

CO.,

Buildings fitted

WARE

Plum Street.

COOPER &

Having

"

Surplus, $555,025.00.

and

business under the firm name

B3T"Mark well tlio number.

Manufacturers of

Conductor, made to

Plumbing

It. E.

Coinp’y N. Y.,

car-

PORTLAND, ME.

EASTON,SAMPSON & TENNEY
WHOLESALE

Capital

ai

ot

by the state.
nereas, the several cities, towns and
plantations
Maine, in responding to tne calls of
their quo'as of troops durlug the
late war lor the
preservation of the national existance, were called upon to pay large bounties to
those of their
fellow-citizens who enlisted in deleiice or the men and
properly of the nation ; and
wnereas, in consequence of the.e quotas having
been furnished on
the basis of population within
ine
military ages, many of the smaller and poorer
towns are
unequally burdened by debts thus incurrea lor the common
defence; and whereas, the legl*y a resolve approved March
twenty imi', in the y ear of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and
sixty-f..ur,
recognizing the just ce ot
equalizing these burdens so far as practlcume, Uedared that the state
should assume some
portion of such debts ; therefore,
lit it enacted
by he Senate and House of llepre
sentutwes m Ligislt ture
assembled, ns folio*'* ;
fcWCTlon 1. Kach
city, town and plantation shall
receive and he reimbursed from
the state one hundred dollars lor
every man furnished for the military
service ot the* United
Mtates, towards its quota for
the term of three ears under the call of the
y
president of July
second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
and all
subsequent calls, and in the same proportion for
every man so furnished and accepted for any
shorter period, in manner as
hereinafter provided.
DECT. J
The governor and council shall appoints
commission of three persons of
ability, who shall be
qualified by oath before the governor and council,
and who sh 11 audit the
claims of cities, towns and
plantations for reimbursement under this act, with
power to send lor persons and papers, and they shall
meet at such
plaee or places as they may And convenient lor the
thorough investigation of each of
said claims, and their decision shall
be final and
Without appeal.
otcT. .1
Whenever said commission shall determine what ainomit
any city, town or plantation is
entitled to be reimbursed under the
provision of this
act, they shall issue a certificate thereof under their
hands to said city, towu or
plantation, ami a duplicate of the same to the stale
treasurer; and whenever said certificate shall be
presented to the slate
treasurer by the treasurer of said
municipality or
some duly authorized
agent thereof, then the said
treasurer shall issue to said cl'y, town or
plantation
the bonds of the slate, as herein
provided, with the
fractional excess less than one hundred dollars in
currency. Or if any city, town or plantation sliall
elect to receive the value of its said bonds in currency, then the said treasurer shall sell the same on acc.iunt of said city, town or
plantation, and pay to
the same the net proceeds of said sale.
tiECT. 4
1 he treasurer of state, with the advice of
the governor, is hereby authorized to
procure on the
faith of the state, by issuing lhe bonds
thereof, a
loan or loans of three million five hundred thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as may be needed for the
payment of su-'h sum as the cities, towns and plantations may be entitled to be reimbursed under this
act.
Said bonds to be dated April
first, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixtynine, reimburseable in twenty years from that date,
and bearing interest at the rate of six
per cent a
year, payable both principal an i interest in Boston
or at the treasury of Maine, at the
option of the holder; and the treasurer is
authoiized to is^ue
bonds therefor in sums
ot less than one hundred
dollars each, with coupons for the
interest, payable
semi-annually. Each bond aforesaid shall be signed
by the treasurer, countersigned by the governor, and
attested by the secretary of stale, with the seal
of
the state, but -the coupons shall be
signed by the
treasurer, or by some person
authorized by
duly
hun, or thu name of the treasunr may be
engraved
on said coupons as the governor and council
shall direct.
And the treasurer may advertis- for
proposals
for any or all of the loans hereinbefore
in
named,
euch papers as he shall deem
expedient.
8ect 5. There shall be raised by taxation each
year, commencing with eighteen hundred aud sixtynine, the interest on sucii sums as said commission
m ty find due uuder the
provisions of this act, togeitier with such a sura for a
sinking fund as invested
year by year will meet the payment of said bonds at
their maturity, to be assessed aud collected at the
same time und in the same
manner as the usual state
tax and in addition thereto ; and the last named
sum
so raised is
hereby pledged aud shall be held as a
sinking fund to be invested as hereinafter provided,
and applied to the payment of the
principal of the
bonds issued
the authority of the fourth section
of this act. The stutn treasurer, with the advice of
the governor, shall from time to time, as said sinking fund shall be received into the treasury, invest
the same, swell as the income of said fund as it
shall accrue, in any ol the bonds of this state or the
bonds of the United btates; aud the
proceeds of
such investments, as
they fall due and are paid Into
the treasury, shall be
re-invested in like manner and
be Field by said treasurer for the
purposes herein
mentioned. 1 he treasurer shall
keep a register of all
lhe investments made by him as herein
p-ovided,
the
showing
date, amount and number of eacli bond,
by whom issued and when it will mature; and in his
annual report he shall include an exhibit of
the
amount and condition of said
sinking fund.
SECT. 6. No towns or plantations which furnished
tFieir quotas as aforesaid without the
payment of
any bounty or by the payment of a less aggregate
bounty than the sum reimburseable under this act,
shall be entitled to receive the certificate
provided by
section third, until they shall have furnished the commission with a certified copy of a vote of such towns
or plantations
appropriating the sum to which they
would be entitled or the surplus of the same above
the amount actually
paid out, to the soldiers who enlisted or were drafted and went
any time during the
war, or if deceased to their legal representatives.—
No money or bonds shall be
paid to any city, town
or plantation for men when it is in evidence that
said
credit was granted by the state as a
gratuity for
wMch they have paid no consideration. No
payment
shall be made to any city, town or
plantation under
the provisions of this act, until all sums due to the
from said city, towu or plantation shall be
fully

Insurace at Fair Rates.

Corn Exchange Ins.

Copartnership Notice.
d s STANTON bare this day
COOPER
RF.
formed
artnershin tor the purpose ot*
the

Kinds of Fire

All

August 17-eod3w

coi

PORTLAND.

for ,he ®VwM**Won of municipal
^SrJ,ovMtoilimited
assumption and reimburse*

w
war
debts and a
ment thereof

in tne state of
tne president for

is tills day dissolved by mutual
consent, by the
withdrawal ot A. Butler. The business will be continued under the firm name 01 D> linell &

«

^

iw. ss.oo per annum,

DAILY PRESS.

Mate of Maine.

INSURANCE AOENCY!

FIRE

l'onnell, Greely & Butler,

1868.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

^TiTCTWOM;bl^F"

heretotoie existing under the

E partnership
ot
IIHstyle

KUSINE8S t.'AHifc*.

TI>

MISCELLANEOUS.

"notice.

on

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 1,

r._PORTLAND,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

same

it

ESS.

Following

and

us

impartial suffrage,

auspices, just
that the black man

as

soon as

can vote

it is evident
of the

along side

white man without being muni -red. Yon
turn your back upon the honor of your life*
and join your fortunes with the men you
knew as skulks and rebels in the war, wh <
clamor for universal amnexty for their on n
crimes, but are no more ready to share suf-

frage impartially with the blacks

than

thry

the outbreak of the

Rebellion, who
propose to remit the question ol suffrage to
were

at

meaning uot the States recognixed
by Congress and even ly the Ire-blent, hut
the gang of conspirators, who were tor tour
years presided over by Jefferson Davis at

the States

Richmond.

We do not
Montgomery
wonder that you express surprise, that such
men should nominate you.
The surprise
must lie mutual, tlieiis that a mau with your
antecedents aud your decent history should
so
thankfully ami eagerly accept their nomination.
and

a

—Jones says a New England summer is but
(huh of heat lightning between snow drifts.

—A delegate to the Chicago Convention,
during the last day’s session, happened to be
standing near one of Indiana’s noble sons who
was curious to know the name of each successive speaker. When Graut’s nomination was
announced, those present will remember the
effect with which a banner was disclosed on
the Opera House stage, representing Colum-

bia

welcoming

Grant to the

Capitol.”

The

Indiana delegate, sharing the enthusiasm of
the occasion, fixed his admiring gas a ou Columbia’s noble figure, and exclaimed, “Well,
Mrs. Grant’s a pretty good-looking woman,
ain’t she?”
—A severely slashed author complains that
are three degrees in reviewing: criticism,
hyper-criticism and viper-criticism.
—One of our Southern exchanges has an ar-

there

ticle on the “aim of the Southern Democracy.”
The aim of roost of them, jndging by the columns of the Southern papers, is good.
They
“bring” a negro whenever they see hint. They
are

excellent marksmen.

—The ill effects of the brick-layers’strike in
Xi'w York are already showing themselves.
The builders have expressed the determination to enter into no more contracts this seasou, hut to devote their w hole time to finishing such work as they have already begun. lu
a number of caws the owners of
build'ngs
have had the contracts altered so as to substitute iron, marble and brown stone fronts for
brick ones, ami thus

render themselves in
of the bricklayers.
Trp to the time the strike commenced the trade
was brisk, and many new
bnitdings were erected. Thus it it ems likely that the strikers will
be punished severely for their
and obelisome measure

uacy,

aa

when

they will find
ed,

as

independent

lolly
they are ready to return

to

work

to do. The strike has failthousands before it have dune
noue

—The Wewr Oaietle states that the North
Herman L oyd's Company is about to establish

a

direct line of steamers between Bremen

ami Nsw Orleans.
A French paper mentions that a gentleinfested
man whose cellar bad been greatly
with rata, fooad that tbsy disappeared very
a cask of petroleum in
loon after be
—

placed

the place.
—Tbe great question discussed al watering
is whether it is
proper to
places ibis summer
from the cob, and take chicken
eat green corn
bones in tbe Ungers.

THK

TkrBlMlIsa

Pl-tKSB.

Meetings-

Republican

at
Hon. JOHN LYNCH, of Portland, will apeak
Sept. 1

Limerick..

SUndisb, steep Falla, We lueaday Afternoon,
Weet Baldwin.Tbur. -ay Afternoon,

3

Gorham,.FridayAfternoon,
Windham,.Saturday Afternoon,

•

5

7

.Monday

0mco

Webb's

Evening,

Mills,...Monday

impossible to predict how high it may carry
the Republican majority.
In the Governor
election of 1864 the Republicans had a majority of only 18,977, which was increased to 29,

4

Evening,

7

098 in November. In 1865 the majority was
18,729; in 1866 it was 22,822; in 1867 it was 20,162. Last year the total vote was but 43,226, of
which 31,694 were cast lor the Republican candidate, and 11,510 lor the Democratic. Tbe
candidates are the same this year as last. Tbe

HAMLIN, of Bangor, will speak
HON. HANNIBAL
as

lollows:

..Wednesday Evening, Sept.
York.Thursday Evening, Sept. 3
Berwick,.Friday, Sept. 4
Buxton,.Saturday, Sept. 5
2

.

usual Republican vole in Vermont ranges from
31,000 to 43,000, w hile that of the Democrats
raDges from 11,000 to 13,500. To-morrow morning we shall be able to state bow Vermont

Ex-GOY. HAWLEY, of Connecticut, will speak at
Klttery,.Tuesday, Sept. 1
Hon. L. H. CHANDLER, ot Virginia, will speak

Saco,.Tuesday evening, Sept. 1
Cape Eliaabeth.Wednesday evening, Sept. 2
Cumberland Center,.Thursday evening, Sept. 3

“Abt Thou

Scarborough,.Wednesday,
Cumberland Centre.Thursday,

2

“

3

Portland.Friday Evening. Sept. 4

at

Portland.Thursday Evening, Sept. 3
JOHN L. SWIFT will speak at

Limerick.Tuesday Afternoon, Sapt. 1
Kennsbunkporl,.Sept 2d, eveuing
A'fted,.Sept 3d, P M
Wells,.Sept 4tn, evening
South Berwick.Sept 5th, evening

I

OEOHQE H. KNOWLTON, Feq., will apeak at

Limerick,.Tuesday, Sept

1st.

Wednesday, Sept 2d
Waterhorough.
Keuurbunk. Friday, Sept 4 h
Buxton,.Saturday, Sept 5th

Hon. WARREN H. VINTON, of Gray, will speak
as

follows:

South Berwick,. Sept 34, evening
Berwick, Beaver Dun,.Sept 4, evening
.Sept 8,
Lebanon Center.Sept », evening, G o\ lock
Aetoo Corner,.Sept 10,evening T o’clock
J. W. BEAU, Esq,of Maryland,and M. L. STEVENS
Ksq, ot' Portland, will speak aa follows:
Wells, Maryland Uiilge,.September 1, evening
Acton, Milton Mills,.*.Sept 2, evening
West Lebanon,.
.Sept 3. evening
Sprlngval ..Sept 4, evening
East Parson field,.Sept 5, evening
PERKINS BASS, of Chicago, will speak

Ho*.

as

follows:

Limerick, Mass Meeting,.Sept 1, 2 P M
Waterboro.Sept 2, evening
Lyman, Goodwin’s Mills.Sept 3, evening
Kennebunk,.September 4, evening
Sero,.Sept 5, evening
HON. GEO. W. WOODMAN and JOHN M. TODD
will speak at
Hollis Center,.Tuesday Evening, Sept 1
First page To-day—Surgical and Chitngical; Copperhead Consistency; Varieties.
Fourth pope—Sketches of Travel—A Southern

Lady’s Impressions of New England.

Postponement.—In consequence ot the detention of Mr. Ingersoll, in New York, who
was expected to address our citizens at City
Hall this evening, the meeting is postponed
until further notice.
Tsutisa af Vsilsl Slates Banda.
The Argus gives the following ilinstration
of the practical effect of taxing U. S. Bonds:
Mr. D. owns houses, stores, farms or goods
or other property valued at twenty thousand
dollars, on which he is taxed two aud a half
cent., amounting to five huudred dollars.
r. E. owns twenty thousand dollars in United Slates bonds, having six per cent, interest,
payable in gold, and with the premium od
gold would be equal to eight per cent, in currency, the income amounting to sixteen hundred dollars, and the income tax on this
amount at five per cent is eight dollars, but as
incomes to the extent cf one thousard dollars
are exempted from taxation, it leaves only six
hundred dollars of Mr. E.'s income to tax at
five per cent., giving thirty dollars tax to pay
to the bondholder owuing twenty thousand
dollars, but if equal taxation was adopted, Mr.
E. would pay a tax of five huodred dollars ou
his twenty thousand dollars ot United States
bonds instead of thirty dollars income tax.
The author of the paragraph quoted, falls
into the common error of supposing these Bonds
can be taxed by the States and towns.
It is
that onr local taxes have swelled
quite
from one per cent., or less, to two and a half
per cent., or more, since these heavy war expenses have been entailed upon us, and that
true

any measures pointing to relief in this respect
readily seised upon, and indeed ought, if
possible, to be adopted at once. A citizen
are

having property, large

or small, yielding an
income of six per cent., has to pay about one-

on

the

bodily. Politically, full ot bruises, of course.
But bodily in good order. He will be sick
enough in November, to compensate for the
rudest health for the prior fifty seven years of
his life! The specific prescribed, as the medicine that will bring him out all right at last

5

Freeport.Saturday Afternoon,
Hon. JAMES O. PUTNAM, of Buffalo, N. Y., will

Gen.

was

would not be worth the candle.” They want
the man who is run over the Presidential
road to salt river in November to be sound

Hon. WALTER HARIUMAN. Governor of New
Hampshire, will speak at

speak

well

New York on Sunday.
27th. That was Thursday. We trust his
health continues good. The Republican party
do not want to defeat a sick man. “The game

4

North Yarmouth,.Friday,

Brother.”—

my

He

1

**

Health,

in

Argus has the news, by telegraph, that
Seymour is well! This news was received in

The

Hon. SAMUEL McKEE will speak at

Tuesday, Sept.

up to her past record.

comes

at

Windham.

A Self :Hon.

(Vt.)

Free Press summarises the vote of that State by counties, and
concludes that Vermont can poll ten thousand
more votes lor John B. Page this year than it
did last. Even if the Democrats get out their
vote to a man, we can add eight or nine thousand to the Republican majority of the State.
We predict that this estimate is too favorable
to the Republican side, but the current toward
Grant and Colfax is now so strong that it is

1868.

Tuesday Morning, September 1,

Vermont To-Da7'

In

The Burlington

“Union pills.”
Another item et

of still more importance accompanies that .just named. Mr. Seymour is quite certain
of the success of the
Democratic ticket in November. “Ah! Horatio! There are more things in heaven and
news

want to say is, that the United
.Piow,
8tatet bonds cannot, in any event be taxed by the
cities and towns. Aside from the provisions
in tbe various acts of Congress authorizing
tbe leans, exempting the bonds from taxation,

Supreme Court of tbe United States long
ago determined, that “a tax imposed by a law
of any State, or under the authority of such
law, on stock issued for loans made to the
United States, is unconstitutional.” We quote
from the case of Weston vs. Charleston, 2
Peters’ Beports, page 449: And tbe exempthe

tion from local taxation contained in the acts
of Congress only follow out the principle of
the decision of the highest court of the counOf course Congress in making new loans
may make them on such conditions as they
see.fit. But the exemptions made in statutes

try.

already passed, nnder

Will Yon Vote far Such

b

Man?

man?
I.

a

On the nineteenth of Ferbuary, 1862, a General with his army lay dead drunk near Fort
Donelson, in Tennessee. A widow lady, the
relict of the lamented Colonel Bowie Deringer,
reposed in innoceoce about three miles and
to the nor’nor’east.
At midnight
the General, who was still dead drunk, stole
from his tent, rode to the bouse of Mrs. Derin-

one-eighth

ger, blew her brains out, ate them up, and
seizing three hundred and one bales of cotton,
of an average weight of 406 14-16 pounds, carried them before morning to Paducah, where
be arrived at five minuteB and thirty-one seconds after four o’clock A. M. By nine o’clook
of the

642,81 3-4

to

the

posited

sold for $37.
and the General de-

day the

same

cotton

Jacobs,
proceeds in the
Moses

was

Pharaoh bank at

Need we add that the General’s name
Hiram Simpson Grant? Widows of Ten-

noon.
was

nessee, will you vote for such

a

man?

n.
The

eminent and
Copperhead,
learned journal, published on a flatboat in the
queenly city of (the Venice of America), furCairo

nishes us with

narrative,

an

a

startling sequel

to

the above

At 2: 30 P. M. of the day last referred to at
General stole the entire lot of cotton from the virtuous vendee,the late lamented
Moses Jacobs, and sold it over again to Mel.
chisedeck Solomon for $37,642,831-2, and at
2:37 P. M. of the same day, deposited the proceeds in the Pharaoh Bank.
Upon Mr. Jacobs remonstrating with the General, the latter shot Mr. Jacobs, and swallowed him with
the exception of his nose, which fortunately
was of such size and curvature as to
present

No law of Mede or Persian was ever
more fixed and
unchangeable than this which

family,

they

Paducah,the

swell tbe great ocean of funds ot
the general
government, and will add to them as one or
our Northern rtrers adds to the
gleat sea that
washes our borders.
Besides, the bonds are
mostly held by northern men, while the money received from taxing them will be
applied
to the benefit of the whole
It is in
country.
efiect imposing a burden on as at the
North
for the use of tbe West whose
people hohl
small amounts of them and the rebel South
who bold none of tbe id.

The refrain of all the Democratic
stump

ators

a

Members of the original Jacobs
will you vote for such a man?

III.
The Papis (Ky.) Catamount supplies us with
postscript to the foregoing sequel:
At 11.30 A. M. of the succeeding day (Feb-

ruary 19) the administrator of Mr. Jacobs notified Mr. Solomon of bis superior tit'e to the
cotton. Mr. Solomon naturally, but respectfully, informed the General that he should
feel

obliged to “call
you?" said

“Will

Cumberland river.
Thereupon he
shot Mr. Solomon and swallowed him (wilh
the exception of his nose) and then added

as

long

as

grimly:
“Let

have peace!”
Descendant of the kingly race of Israel, will
you vote lor such a man?
us

is,

have to be taxed at all?

,Wa.nt

.Laboring Men
everywhere,

timi^o.aC1nat'nK

we

understand,

Rreat ‘“crease of remuneration and an sorts Of
advmi^s from the advent of
Democracy to power
They think that the system
Memphis and at a large
Southern cities, by which a

order to obtain

colored

him in warranty.”
the Genera], with an oath

or-

taxation! taxation 11 taxation! I!
Why
Who and what
caused the war? Why it takes
money to “carry on a peace” as it did. to
carry on the war?
How is -.t that we carried on the war
by borrowing, and now in time of peace are called
to
upon
pay the debt we contracted
during
the war. Allthese
are questions we are not
considering. What we insist upon and what
*° have
understood is, that these
bonds air ady issued, under acts
of Confess
expressly exempting then, from taxation
by
the local authorities, cannot be
taxed UDder
existing laws, and that it is not in |u,r power
of
Congress to pass any law under which they
may be so taxed.

we

obstacle.

an

declares that the cities and towns cannot tax
their bonds in any manner or to
any extent.

Now all the money received
by the United
States from taxing their bonds will after all
be a mere drop in the bucket
Whatever may
be paid by the bond holders
will only go to

man

fn

employment must present
certificate of membership of a
Democratic clnh“>

IV.

Currier has just come to
hand, thanks to the obliging and affable clerk
of the coal barge “Comet.” It furnishes
us
The Louisville

with

exciting
postscript:

addendum to the

an

forego in®

On the twentieth of February, 1862, at Paducah, it will be seen that the General had on
deposit in the Pharaoh Bank the sum of $75,-

285,65 3-4,

a

large enough to satisfy

sum

an or-

man, or even an editor.
On the evening of that day, at 11.30, while
dead drunk, be sunk a mine under the bank,
dug a hole near bv, in which he concealed the

dinary

earth he had withdrawn from the shaft and
galleries of the mine, and effected an entrance,
stole from the vaults the entire money of the
institution, amounting to $76,286 65 3-4. The
next day he drew a check on tlio bank for the
amount of his
deposit, and as the directors
happened to be personally liable, they paid
it.
Bankers of the United
States, will you vote
for such a man?

looks like it.
They are also

The Exchange op Prisoners.—Gen. S. A.
Meredith has taken the trouble with the most

the conduct of

letter to the Buffalo
Commercial, in reply to Mr. Rebe l Commissioner Ould s
charge that Grant was responsi*?r the cessation of exchanges and the
° 1DR atld
starving of our troops in Soutb-

impressed in the same way by
Welles, the Democratic Secretary of the Navy, in discharging laborers from
Kittery Navy Yard on account of their Republican principles.
They like the way in which Mr. Secretary
Welles adopts the liberal doctrine of
Democ-

racy

by discharging government employees

in

California because they
happen to be Republi-

cans.

‘The King and the
any boasting slew him.
captains of the host’ con'd not tell ‘whose son
is this youth?” But they soon found out; for
David said in reply to Saul, who asked him,
‘Whose son art thou, thou young man?1 ‘I
the son of thy servant Jesse, the Betlilehemite.’ And this‘new man,’who was nom-

laudable motives,

to

write

a

_y‘

air®I'rir()nS

v‘n'*'cation of Grant is

inated for President at Chicago by the unanimous voice of his great and patriotic party,
when some old fogy who years ago ‘should

»w

to
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Republican Town

<

COLUMN.

to Peak’s Island.
Deerisg Hall—Theatre.

Excursion

AUCTION COLUMN.
French Ci romos, &c.—E. M. Palteu & Co.
SEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Natrona Bl-Carbonate ol Soda.
Coupons of Dexter Town Bonds.
Notice- Wright & Clary.
M. C.M A. -S‘ephen Marsh
For Baltimore, Brig Eudorus.
Land lor Sale—David Young.
Tenement Wanted.
Ottawa House—Ge >r^e Allen.

Freedom Notice—Francis Cunningham.

Grand Rally at

CUy Hall.

Great Speech by Senator Fessenden.
A

TREMENDOUS

CROWD.

THE COPPERHEAD GUNS ALL SPIKED
As
ed

anticipated, there was another crowdassembly at City Hall last evening. Crowdwe

ed, say we?—the hall

was

crammed, jammed

have been embalmed and placed in tbe great
mummy chamber of defunct politicians,’ shall
ask,‘whose son art thou, thou young man?’
will

at

answer

him, ‘I am the

son

of thy

servant

Jesse, the Tanner.' Now Ulysses is like unto
David-, for we are told, ‘David weut out whithersover Saul sent him, and behaved himself
wisely; and Saul set him over the men of war’
and he was accepted in the sight of all the
people.’ And thus it is with Gen. Grant.”
Republican Meeting in

a

Demociatie

Mb. Editob,—A. Republican mass meeting
was held at Naples on the 27th ult.. which was
quite well attended, considering that Naples
is

a

Lake, Grant, 22; Seymour, 27.
Another Marylander, now in Europe, Hon.
John P. Kennedy, and a Whig leader in the
days of Clay and Webster, does not conceal
his preference for Grant and Colfax.
The La Crosse Democrat accuses Gen. Grant
of stealing molasses down South during the
war.
There can be no doubt about that, judging from the licking he gave the rebellion.
There is nothing like a good understanding
The address of the white
to begin witih.
South Carolina Democrats to the colored voters

says:
We know we can do without you.
We
think you will find it very difficult to do without us. We have the wealth. The houses in
which you live are ours; the land upon which
you must labor oi starve is ours. We have education advancement in the arts and sciaoce,
and in civilization generally. You are for the
most part, uneducated, just starting in the oareer in which we are so far ahead of you.—
We have the numbers over you; our race is
thirty millions or more; yours four millions or
less.

The National Union, published at Cincinnati, hitherto independent in politics, has hSisted
the standard of Grant and Colfax.
General Beauregard probadly believes with
Mr. Ould that our government was responsible for the failure of propositions for exchange
of prisoners.
He was at one time not very
strenuous for such an arrangement, as for instance when he wrote, November 10,1862, the
Hon. William P. Miles, Richmond, Va.: Has
the bill tor the execution of abolition prisoners after January next been passed?
Do it
and England will be stirred into action. It is
high time to proclaim the black flag after that
period. Let the execution be with thegarrote.
G. T. Beauregard.
General Blair said in a recent speech that
the Democratic motto is “Justice to white
men,” which cannot be regarded as an improvement on the maxim of the great Democratic exemplar, Jefferson: “Equal and exJustice to all men."
A World’s Washington dispatch
says that a
rumor is
in circulation to-day that Senator
act

Morgan, Senator Drake, and other leading
Radicals, who have been in Washington during the past few days have advised Rollios to
accept the proposition of McCulloch to appoint an equal number of Republicans and
Democrats to the twenty-five offices designat-

ed

those of supervisors in the new tax law.
Dr. John M. Johnson, a member of the Arkansas legislature was shot and killed at Oscola Ark, on the 16th just while
going from
his house to the river bank for the
purpose of
hailing a boat to take his family north.
as

News

Items.

Allen, “the wickedest man in New York”
who has been preparing for a reform, made up
his mind on Saturday, closed bis Water street
dance house, attended the Howard Mission
service, devoutly engaging in prayer, and
Sunday evening held a prayer meeting in his
Water street den.
Two

men were

arrested

New York, charged by
assaulted and committed

a

Sunday evening in
lady with having

au

outrage upon hex

in Central Park. Yesterday aftcrnoou after sbdB
and a lady companion had driven in a hired
carriage about the park the two men thrust
themselves into the carriage and the driver

drove under one one of the bridge where the
crime was committed, the lady companion
effecting her escape by flight.

Commissioners apnointed by the States of
and West Virginia in a meeting held

Virginia

Green Brier Springs have contracted with
the Virginia Central
Company to construct a
new road to the Ohio
river, name of Central
road now extinct and both roads to he known
at

Chesapeake

and Ohio B. B.
Company. Edward Fontaine President and H. D. Whitcomb Chief Engineer and Snperintcndant.
as

Operations are to be commenced immediately
and the road will be completed in three years.
Secretary of the Treasury has issued an order reducing the number ol minor officers in
New York custom house,among which are tew
sinecures and bringing into Treasury certain
perquisites. Amount saved to the government by this means estimated at $98,000 per
annum.

John C. Breckinridge who is now in Canada will petition the President, it isrumored,
for pardon.

Scarboro.—Were

full.

8 o’clock by N. A. Foster, Esq., Chairman of
the Citv Committee, who announced the fol-

lowing

as the officers:
President—Gen. Geo. F. Shepley.
Vice Presidents—William Willis, Rensaellier Cram, H. B. Hart, Byron Greenough, John
C. Proctor, W. W. Brown, Charles Holden,
Cyrus S. Clark, T. C. Hersey, Jjhn B. Brown,
Jacob McLelUn, A. P. Morgan, S. C. Chase,
S. E. Spring, Eben Steele, Wm. H. Hammond,
Geo. W. Woodman, John E. Donnell, H. J.
Libby, J. W. Waterhouse, Edward Hamblin,
Chas. E. Barrett, Russell Lewis, Wm. Deering, John C. Brooks, M. P. Emery, Nathaniel
Elswortli. Beni. Kingsburv.
Secretaries—Geo. Gifford, Enoch Knight.
Gen. Shepley introduced Seuator Fessenden
with eloquent allusions to his eminent services
as a member of the National
Legislature and
especially as Chairman of the Committee on
Reconstruction.

Upon coming

forward to begin his remarks
Senator Fessenden was received with flattering cordiality. After the applause had subsided he said that he was hardly able to suppress
his emotion sufficiently to address his audiHe had been ieluctant to speak at this
time. He had felt that his speaking in Portland was an old story, and that if there ever
had been a time when bis influence was appreciable with his fedow-citieens that time had
passed. This welcome had dis|>elled the unpleasant impression. It was 35 or 40 years
since he first began to make public addresses
here, and the changes that had since taken
place were of the most marked character.—
When he first went to Congress, 30 years ago,
the parties were the Whig and the Democratic. He received 1500 votes. The Republican
vote was something heavier now, but the Democrats throw now, as then, about 1000 votes.
The Whig party had goue the wav of all the
world, having fulfilled its mission. The Democratic party, too, had fulfilled its mission, and
he most sincerely wished that it had also dis-

ence.

appeared.

Out of the best elements of the two old parties was formed the Republican party. Since
it was first established there bad been attempts
to change its name, and we tome times hear of
the “Union party,” and ot the “Radical party.”
“For my part.” said the speaker, “1 prefer the
old name, and shall stick to it.”
In discussing political question Mr. Fessenden went no further back than the time when
he first went to the Senate. From that time
to this, he bad
honestly tried to do his duty.
If he had ever differed from any of his party
associates, or from his friends here, it must be
ascribed to the native obstinacy of bis nature.
Having onoe formed an opiuiou it was rarely
that be could bring himself to change it. But
his experience had taught him oue thing;
when a public man endeavors faithfully to do
his duty he may feel sure that he can depend
upon the sympathy, magnanimity and honor
ot tho people for his vindication.
The speaker then passed to a consideration
of the criticisms unfriendly to the Republican
party, and of tbe circumstances which excuse
its blunders and justifv all its acts. Wheu it
eaiue into power in 1861 it was a new party,
composed of new men, and with leaders whose
acquaintance with public affairs was but imperfect. Mr. Lincoln himself was a new man,
and, though possessed of an intellect of unusual power, and of nearly all the virtues and
graces of character that adorn humanity, he
was without experience in tho conduct of national affairs. There was only the nucleus of
an army; the navy was scattered to the four
quarters of the globe. Opposing it were men
of large public experience who for years had
been plotting for war. Laboring under all these
disadvantages its work had been done surprisingly well, especially when, in addition to its
war upon the
Rebels at the South it had to
contend with a bitter opposition at home. Ho
did not wish to speak disrespectfully of the
Democrats, for, said he, “recently they have
spoken very lespeetfully of me:’ (Great laughter). Speaking of the changes in parties and
in the times, he wished one thing tube distinctly understood; amidst all this changing
he had not changed in respect to his opposition
to the Democratic
party (Applause).
Resuming the consideration of the factious
couductofthe Democracy during lhe war he
said that his evidence was not necessary to revive the recollection of it in the minds of any
of bis hearers. All of us had seen it and
heard it—on the street, in conversation, in the
newspapers, everywhere. He would not accuse them of taking
part in the armed rebellion against the government, but their opposition to it was quite as calamitous as if they
had enlisted in the Confederate army. Some
of them, it is true, when tbe struggle became
one of life and death, joined their efforts with
those of Union men; but those that remained
at home—wilh what heroic calmness they bore
all our reverses!—how little depression of spirits they felt wheu news came of a defeat to
the Union arms! He knew from personal observation that no single circumstance so embarrassed tbe administration of Abraliam Lincoln as this disloyal conduct of Northern men.
But notwithstanding all these obstacles the
Republican party triumphed in the war, and
as a full
compensation for all ot blood and
treasure that the war had cost tbit party,
might point to the abolition of slavery. Senator Morton had said in a speech made upon his
return to Indiana, that if the Democrats succeeded they would restore slavery. The speaker was not prepared to believe that they would
do so; for it was beyond their pouter to accomplish that purpose if they would. He would
congratulate his hearers upon the fact that,
whatever dispute there might be about other
matters, the abolition of slavery was an accomfact. The Republican party has at
east accomplished that.
Thus the great occasion for quarrel has passed away. It was impossible tor the nation to
be a homogeneous people as longas that cause
remained. It had gone, and tbe time must
soon come when labor was to be more honorable than ever before, because never before was
it recognized as the foundation of all just government. And when equality is
fully restored, when all, North and South, stand on the
same platform of freedom of all men. our past
evils gone forever-jrp shall be a united, happy,
prosperous
But the battltrwas to be fought, and every
thing to be done. There were armies to raise,,
war material to provide, and the people came
forward grandly to the work.
The world
looked on amazed at the young nation which
could keep a million of men in the Held, aud
bear all war’s burdens so cheerfully. But
money must ba had aud in what manner?
Not by direct tax upon the nation, which
would be ruin, but by drawing upon posterity
for part payment. As Chairman of the Finance Committee during nearly all the struggle, Mr. Fessendon had occasion to know what
the nation had to do aud how they did it. We
had been obliged to contract a debt of nearly
$3,000,000,000. Tbe gentleman from Ohio accused the Republican party that the nation
owed so much. Those who brought about tbe
necessity of this debt were of that gentleman’s
party. The men of the South were the leaders and owners of the Democratic party.
The
same party that during
the war kept telling
us we must submit.
>v e were oongea to
Borrow money, ana we
are told we must pay.
The speaker's doctrine
had ever been to pay liouest debts. The platform of the Republican party tells us Ante we
must pay: Dot according to any narrow interpretation of the letter but according to the
spirit of the obligation. There must be no
shuffling, no pettifogging, no creeping into
small places—we must meet it and pay it like
men.
The American people always do meet
what is necessary and are able to do so.
After the war began the supply of gold stop-

{dished

peopjjjfif

ed, everybody suspended specie payment—was
the government to goon paying gold? No nation

did this

could do it. But the army
must be supplied and everybody must contribute to that eml. We must live on credit. Congress issued its promises,—or dollars in paper.
The value of a dollar is fixed by
law, and is a
certain number of grains of gold or silver. Did
mean
that
its
loans
Congress
were to be repaid
by pieces of paper, ad infinitum ? The bill authorizing $150,000,000 paper promises decreed
that those should be legal tender with certain
well known exceptions. Mr. Fessenden at fhe
time opposedj believing that it could be done
without making legal tenders, which ho foresaw would in some cases work
injuiyinthe
community. But Congress was wiser than he
and passed the law, which the Democratic gentlemau from Ohio and a certain geutleman in
Massachusetts interpret to mean that the principal of our bonds, as well as interest, may be
paid in paDer. By the second 10011011 of tj)c
act, those who held greenbacks to the amount
of $100, or more, might bring them 10 the
Treasury and exchange them for a bond bearing six percent, interest payable semi-annually, in coin. It is the last resort of a failing government to borrow money, or Issue
paper promises. without providing for the payment of interest upou them. It can be justified only by
necessity, at the crisis of a nation’s life, and
should then be continued only till the
pressing
necessity was removed. To soften the asperities of such 1 measure, we made notes receivable for bonds. There was no money in the
market; the nation must provide a currency.
The people could take the bonds and thus receive interest on their paper money, and government be enabled to float the loan in the
market. We were successful.
Our Democratic friends had said that we
never meant to pay more than the interest in
coin. Looking at tho language of the section
technically, it might be so construed. But we
are not to settle a principle
like this in any
mean way.
We are to appeal to the enlightened judgment of the world, before whom we
stand bound to pay our debts in
honesty and
good faith. When the bill in question passed
the House, it said nothing about coin.
Did
any sensible man dream that twenty years afterward we should be dealing in
paper money?
The Senate amended the bill by declaring the
interest payable in coin, to insure meeting the
immediate demands of the government, and
ever

or

tbs

infers lice tbdt It

|

t6 bs paid iu
intended to be made,

above all to raise the
money at once. And, also, when the bonds
were made redeemable in five
years, it was
the war would then be over and we
be
able
should
to adjust and pay off' many, or
provide tor the certain payment of interest.
The rate, six per cent., was too low tor a time
of war, and too high for peaceful times—no
nation in our situation could have
got money
at so low rate.
And now, we were told we would be
justified
in taking advantage of the
five-years stipulation in payment of our
because that
promises,
was the strict letter of tne coutiact. But was
it the spirit of the contract? To
carry it out
practically iu an example; if government pays
a man s bond in paper
promises, he may turn
around to the Treasurer and at once demand
for those greenbacks another bond
payable in
five or twenty years, which at
maturity might
be paid the same way, and this would be the
practical operation of the law.
Senator Fessenden then called
special attention to the fact that the language of Section 2
of the bill, was the same as adopted for yeirs
previous iu similar acts. It was specified that
the principal of the bonds should be
paid in
coin, simply because no one ever dreamed it
to be paid in paper. Gentlemen who
was
spoke upon the measure frequently said in
both houses of Cougress that both interest and
principal were to be paid in coin. The published letters of the Secretary of the Treasury
repeated saidly so, and no one questioned the
propriety of so doing. Our financial agents so
represented it to the people. On this whole
subject the speaker said he felt the more deeply, because he had lieen so intimately connected
with it. When lie went into the office of Secretary of the Treasury, the nation was near its
last struggle. A proposed loan for thirty millions only had just been withdrawn from the
market because it could not be negotiated on
terms honorable to any government. He found
$100,000 in unpaid requisitions, mainly for tlie
pay of our soldiers, auil a like amount coming
tor payment every two months with nothing in
the treasury to pay with.
After liis appeal to 1
the people he issued the 7-30 loan, and said
personally and through his agents that the
principal was payable in coin. He denied any
intention to deceive the people by this stateWhen the government made the promment.
ise it meant to pay in five years if it could in
if
not as soon as it could up to thirty
dollars,
years. So the people who took the bonds
thought, and so foreign capitalists who came to
our aid believed
Jar, t'euuieion proposed a year ago to pay
these bonds in paper, and now says the people
are adopting his proposition.
The gentlemau
spoke lor his friends and not lor the Republican people.
If to be thus paid the letters ol
Secretary Chase should long ago have been
declared contrary to law, and our agents not
allowed to make such representations at home
and abroad. The promise was fairly made, to
pay in dollars, os soon as we could. Mr. Fessenden complained that these gentlemen do
not a9h us to wait until paper money becomes
really dollars, hut they say it is depreciated
and therefore government should pay the bonds
now.
What says the platform of the Republican party? make paper up to par aud then
pay. The Democrats purpose to take unfair
advantage of its depreciation, and use it as a
weapon against the creditor. They say Government gave the notes as depreciated currency, aud hence must take them depreciated.—
But did they give their owu depreciated
paper
for the notes in the first place? This doctrine
of paying with promises because promises
originally, was a.sham,and if carried out would
lead to further depreciation and final discredit
and national bankruptcy. There was no justice, righteousness or honesty in it. There was
but one way to deal with the problem, and that
was to pay our debts iu good faith, in common
hoB 'sty, according to the letter aud spirit ol
the obligation. Whan and liow is a question
for statesmen to answer.

supposed

aucuses.

ENTERTAINMENT

tor

No decision was
pa^er.
but to quiet tears and

Advertisements UiIh Day.

Pendleton had not another man to hear
him, with all the flourish that preceded him,
than Fessenden bad last night.
The meeting was called to order promptly

there a thousand people
** ’ust as absurd
at the Scarboro Democratic flag raising, Mr.
to write a
tu
reply to the Tory pamphleteers of the RevoluArgus? Will not 999 do? We have *een a
tion who accused
Washington of being a gentleman who counted that meeting, and bp
bloodthirsty scoundrel.
i '» ready to make oath that there were not 200.
neces-

Vicinity.

Portland aud

am

following letter:

follows:

as

which the loans have
been contracted, cannot be
repealed without
such downright repudiation as is not
to be
of.
The
thought
language of the act of March
8,1863, for instance, (and it is but a transcript
In this respect of the other acts
pending for
loans to the government,) is as follows: “And
all bonds or other obligations issued under
this act shall be exempt from taxation
by or
under state or municipal
authority."
Thft income of these banks is already taxed
by the United States as
tax other incomes.

not the only new man who
in human history to astonish’
bewilder and amaze those who have driven so
long that they believe the reins of government
belong exclusively to them. David was a new
and quite a young mau, and had no experience
even in arms, when a deliverer of bis wonderful people was needed, and he went out to
meet the Goliath of his day, who had ‘defied
the God of the armies of Israel,’ and without

appeared

has

_

you vote for Buch

we

consolation; he is

Democratic town and the Democrats, fearing nothing more than a Republican meeting
earth than are dreamed of, in your philos- of this description, always do all in their power to diminish the attendance.
The meeting
ophy.”
was called to order by Mr. Cole and Hon.
This latter intelligence conveys to the mind
Samuel F. Perley was chosen chairman. AftIf Mr. Seymou r is ena melancholy presage.
tertaining any such nonsense as that, it is ev- er a few very appropriate remarks Mr. Perley
introduced as the first speaker Chas. J. Morident that his m:nd is affected! The weight
ris Esq. of your city. Never having seen
of anticipated honors, has been too much for
the gentleman before that day. we could iudge
him! Alas! poor Yorick! how oft have thy
of his speech uninfluenced by personal conset
to
siderations.
Seldom have we listened to so
friends,”
“my
pleasant greetings
their
calm, dispassionate, clear and truthful a disthem upon the broad grin! while
cussion of the topics of the day He was
the
blood
smeared with
hands
were
master of his subject throughout, and aiming
soldiers!
of orphan children and valiant
at no stump-speaking eloquence or flippancy
ot manner he deduced conclusions as forc;ble
Now standing upon thy rural grounds at UtiBold and
as his premises were undeniable.
ca, rumminating upon the uncertainty of posevere in his denunciation of the Democratic
litical favor,—one of these triends, struck with
platform, he indulged in no vituperation, but
the grandeur of this apostle of secession, rushcalmly and with quiet dignity exDOSt d and
destroyed its frail foundation and pointed
es to the telegraph offico and flishes the news
out the path of honesty and liberty
to all the Democratic and secession Journals
Mr. Morris may carry' with him the satisfacin the Country. “Seymour is well! he is confition of knowing that Naples has been made
wiser
and better by his visit there. Mr. Mordent of success!” When the biting November
ris was followed by Mr. Stevens of Portland,
winds whistle about the ex-Governor’s seat—
who spoke but brieflv on account of au evenand the more biting news by telegraph of his
ing meeting which he was to address. This
we were unable to attend.
The meeting broke
rural
retreat
in
to
his
defeat comes rushing
all appearing satisfied and hopeful
tfp—
he will be forced to exclaim with a greater
except
a squad of Democrats whose idea of
Repudiman than ever he can be (though he was a colation, Reconstruction and Suffrage had received a wonderful check and we trust a radical
ored man.)
cure.
“Farewell to the shrill flfe and spirit-stirring drum,
Anil all the pomp anil circumstance
Though a stranger in the place we could not
Farewell
1
Of glorious war,
but feel by what we saw and heard that Naples
Othello's occupation’s gone!”
on the 14th of September would cast her vote
in favor of
Republicanism and in thus doing,
for Liberty and the Republic.
Kappa.
Thh new Convert.—The Argus gays that
N. L. Purinton, Esq., presided at a DemocratIt la wot True. Captain.
ic meeting on Saturday evening, and that he
At the political meeting in which M. L.
has hitherto acted with the Republicans. A
Purinton, Esq., fell from grace, Mr. Gyro*
whether
writes
us, inquiring
correspondent
Sturtivant took occasion to speak on the dam‘Mr. Purinton was not a ‘Loco’ until a lew
ages done to our shipping interests and ship
years since? whether he did not get bis pipe
building under Radical Doiicy. If Mr. Sturtiput out because he was not at one time made ▼ant did not make any better headway in that
Councilman of Ward 4? and also whether he
liDe ot talk, than he made in convincing the
is not mad because Mr. Collector Miller did
Democracy that they ought to vote for him for
whisnot let him jew the government on his
when he was run, he may be said to
Mayor,
key operation last year? and il, when the Po- have lost his potatoes. Such a beggarly array
1 ce stopped hisjwhiskey from ‘ripening,’ and
of voters, so far as numbers were concerned,
since, he has not ‘gone in' and abnged the it is not the fate of that party to often see, alPress?”
though they have had hard times in this reThese are charges which we cannot answer,
spect.
but Mr. Purinton can. Perhaps be is dissatisThe fact is, Mr. Sturtivant did not do any
fied with the party which puls so heavy a duty
such thing as ascribed to him by that paper.—
on whisky.
Still, it has been much abated of It is
merely a sop thrown in to flatter a vain
‘‘
late, and unless he wants to get it off of that man. It does not lie in bis power to prove
cask” entirely, he ought to be satisfied with
any such statement. It will take a bigger
the reduction. We trust that Mr. Purinton
mau than he is, to make such assertions even
will look this act of his over seriously. It is a
plausible, and he ought to feel self-convicted
sad thing to see a man in the prime of life, and
when he considers how he is being used for a
iu tolerably good health, leaving the cause of false
purpose, by the drummers-iu of that
inas
if
his country and falling,
by magnetic
party.
fluence, a<leep in the arms of his enemies.
Politico! Notes.
Whether it is caused by spite,old attachments!
The Auburn, N. Y., News contains the rea
device
to
or
the
embroglio
whisky
of a number of votes taken in the cars:
run
whisky free, it is a pitiful sight, port
On the train from Albany, July 20, the votes
and Nathaniel will yet live long enough
stood: Grant, 344: Seymour, 66. Albany to
to bewail, in sackcloth and ashes, that he sacUtica, July 31, Grant, 241; Seymour. 32. Utirificed the principles of his later years, and
ca to Syracuse, August 1, Grant, 151; Seywhos.i
that
to
his
adhesion
poparty
gave
monr, 32.
Syracuse to Auburn, August 1,
litical schemes are as blighting to the grow14. Auburn to Geneva,
ing greatness of this country as would be the Grant, 99; Seymour,
19. Geneva to
prevalence oi infidelity to the complete suc- August 3, Grant, 88; Seymour,
Clifton, August 4. Grant, 73; Seymour. 16.
cess of Christian principles.
Cayuga to Ithaca, per steamboat on Cayuga

jected

what

armies of freedom to victory, and who is the
standard bearer of a party that never famished a man to Are a bullet at the flag of his
country. It is said that General Grant is ‘a
This is true, and we have this
new man.’

Town.

An exchange relates the following thrilling
story in “fourparts”. Yeomen of Maine, will

felt. So the indiVect taxes of the Union, by
way of tariffs, licenses, &c., are paid in part by
the producer and in part by the cousumer
and even doubtless sometimes wholly by the
producer, and do not bear upon us so heavily.
It is these local taxes that try our patience
and patriotism aDd lrom which the people are
crying to he relieved.

said: “The Republicans propose to elect a new
man President of the United States on the 3d
day of next November in the person of the
able and accomplished soldier who led the

are

halt of it for his taxes. No wonder the heart
of the most patriotic feels twinges of rebellion working within it, when it finds itself subto such burdens. The direct taxes of
the general government are small, and (with
the exception of the income tax) are hardly

James A. Briggs, Bsq., in his Speech on
Thursday evening, in the City Hall, at Bath’

the assumption 61 the Rebel

debt, and bfo-'

Vides that the leading men of the late Confederacy shall not hold office. All these measures were just. It was
right for us to protect
ourselves in this way. Yet we were told
that
were
they
oppressive. Messrs. Forrest and
Hampton were outraged. What do thev suffer, that the tender-hearted delegates at New
York should weep at the
recital, and that tears
should flow down the “Innocent nose” of the
Rebel general who told the tale? The Rebel
leaders are merely prohibited from
holding office and blacks ,*re made citizens.
The speaker had wept
during the war. He
had shed bitter tears at losses that time could
not repair. The loss of friends had
brought
sorrow upon him as well as
upon maov of his
hearers; but for his part he could not'shed a
tear because Rebels were excluded from
power and honest men were allowed to vote.
(Loud

applause).

This 14th amendment when first submitted
the Southern States was rejected. Johnson
opposed it, Northern Democrats opposed it and
the South opposed it. Mr. Fossend-n was
then, a second time, ready to say, “Stay out till
But when Couyou are 'eady to come back.
gress met at its next session there were many
reports of outrages at the South, and it seemed to the majority necessary that a new policy
should be put in operation. Among the various propositions that were submitted to Congress, that which provided tor the recognition
of Andrew Johnson's governments as legal
provisionally and for military supervision,
found favor with the members. The States
taking no steps under this law to bring themselves once more in'o their normal relations
with the Union, another act was passed with a
view to reconstruction under the direction of
Democrats complained that
army officers.
this act was oppressive, and that governments were forced upon the Southern
people
at the poiut of the bayonet.
Butin this respect there was no difference between the Congressional and the Executive policy.
oeveu aiaivs

naa now

Dseu

restored to the

Union under those acts. Should they stay ?
The Republican platform says “Yes;” the
Democratic platform says “No.” The Republican
platform regards the admission of those
States as a fact established; the Democratic
platform says that the acts under which they
were restored are
“unconstitutional, revolutionary and void.” Blair says they must be overturned, that this is “a white man's government,” and that the negro must be deprired
of the ballot. He says that the new governments
must be overturned by force.
On
that dootrine he was nominated, and on that
doctrine the Domocratic platform was built.
The question is left to the people to decide.
Are we to have another war? Shall all that
we have done go for
nothing?
Summing up the matters embraced in bis
speech, Mr. Fessenden said that the two great
questions now before the people are these:
First—Shall the national debt be paid according to the spirit of our promises?
Second—Shall we insist upon the permanence of the free institutions which are now
in operation at the South?
The decision depends upon the choice of
officers made at the ensuing election. The
men who controlled the New York Convention were the same men who are forbidden to
hold office by the Constitutional amendment.
It depeud9 upon the people to say whether
Shall we
they £hall be restored to power.
have the peace that Graut desires, or Blair's
war? We shall have the latter if the Democrats succeed.
The speaker would say seriously and earnestly, without saying a word more than he
meant, that he believed that the present crisis
is more serious than any through which the
uation has yet passed. We had gone through
the war successfully aud settled the questious
arising out of it as wisely as we could, though
it need uot he deuied that we bad made mistakes. But some mistakes and wrongs had
been charged upon the party of which it was
not guilty.
It had been said that the debt
The New York Convention says the debt is
was too large
and the current expenses too
burdensome. But who is U> lend us mouey in
great; he had already accounted for the size
of the debt, and as to the second charge he
tbe war which their nomiuees predict and
seem to invite, if our credit is
destroyed? was not couvineed that it hail much foundaNothing would suit that party better than to tion. If it had, he could only say that the
administration wa« Democratic, and that it
national credit
re| udiate aud destroy the
was responsible.
77i« Republican Congress had
which is the life of tile people. A great nation
not even given that administration all the moncould Dot afford to act like a miserable pettiit
demanded.
He
had understood that the
fogger aud trifle with its sacred obligations.— ey
Democratic candidate for Governor, Mr. PillsTo preserve the government has cost a million
of men and thousands upon thousands of. dolbury, had issued a circular called the “Laborlars. We cannot afford to lose the grand result
ing Man’s Friend,” in which he had made
by refusing to pay the expenses of the great many charges of extravagance against Conbattle we fought. (Applause.) Ho thanked
gress, and had much to say about penknives.
God there was no sed of so doing; we were
He (Mr. Fessenden) thought it likely they
able to pay the interest, and iu time, the prinplight have saved a shilling or two by exerciscipal.
ing a little care in that respect, but the im-ur. xessenuen next reiuteu tue slander that
mensity of the financial concerns with which
the Republican party were in favor of a nathey had been dealing, rendered these things
tional debt, which they believed a national
inconceivably trivial. If it were alleged that
blessing, "and replied that we meaut to rid our- Congress had not succeeded in collecting the
selves of the debt as far as we could without
revenue, he would reply that Congress could
distressing the people, raising meanwhile our not control the appointments, and in many
credit higher than it has ever been since we
cases the revenue had fallen a
prey to thieves,
had a government, so that we can effect future
generally of the oppositiou party, though
loans, and it some of the burden falls upon neither party could boast of exemption from
posterity, it will be no more than they can aud them. The very first thing the Democrats
ought to bear. The national debt must exist did after the war was to steal our President.
for some years in order to be paid honorably.
They captured him with flattery and cajolery,
When the debt of Great Britain was incurred
and so took it out of the power of Congress to
that country had not half our population, yet
control the Government. Give us the power,
bore the load and kept her credit good. She
put the man in the White House who says
did not talk paper, but encouraged industry,
“Let us have Peace,” (applause) and then
agriculture, manufactures, and trade, till she hold us to accountability. We can judge of
now
carries her burden easily.
the economy with which Grant will adminisWe have a
population of 36,000,01X1, rapidly increasing. ter the Government from the economical
Our resouroes are almost unbounded, in terrimanner of his
conducting the affairs of the
tory, varieiy of soil, mines, forests, and above War Department.
in
the
character of our people, their eduall,
Mr. Fessenden said be had not said much in
cation, and ability, to make this the most pow- relation to candidates, tor he regarded that as
erful nation on the globe. We shall yet carry
a secondary consideration.
The question was
our burden
as
lightly as ever warrior did his not candidates, but principles aud policy. Will
armor.
And he trusted that the Republican
the nominees of the party carry out the policy?
party meant to bear their portion of the inter- He believed that they would do so with the utest and principal of the debt. This was evimost fidelity.
At one time, he confessed, he
dently the only way to act, to cultivate frugal- had thought it wrong to nominate military
and
the
men
arts of peace, siuce nafor office, but he had now changed his
ity, industry
tional prosperity ever lies in the samo
mind. Military men were not perhapi better
path than
with national honesty. Let a nation once forothers, but he helioved that some military
feit her honor and it is gone forever.
men were better than some civilians.
ComparGrant
with Seymour, he said that fond of
ing
Mr. Fessenden said he gloried in the platlorm
horses as the former was said to be, he could
laid down bv the Convention which nominated
not after all ride two horses at the same time as
Grant and Colfax. His heart bounded when
his competitor is now doing. Seymour had
he read the third article of that
platform the
made, iu the speaker’s opinion, a better speech
true way to peace.
The Republican party
on finance than he himself could
must keep on the same straight path of
possibly do,
integrity so long as it manages affairs. (ApplauseJ yet by endorsing the New York platform he
had
obviated
the
If we try to see who shall go lowest in the race
possiblity of receiving any
credit for it. The speaker knew Grant perof dishonor, our enemies will beat us two to
one.
(Renewed applause.) We must then dis- sonally, and he was his candidate for the Presfrom the first, both because of the great
card all idea of tampering with our
obligations. idency that fitted
him for that high office and
qualities
We roust repudiate the repudiators, whether
because the people c'emauded him an<l ought
in Massachusetts or Ohio, for they are un
t** be obeyed. Grant’s marvellous
knowledge
worthy the confidence of an honest, God-fear- of
men and skill in
selecting them tor proper
ing, intelligent people.
would be of immense value to him in
positions
Besides the financial problem, Congress had
the Presidency. Johnson tried to do everyto meet the great question of reconstruction.
thing himself and tailed. Grant would be
The rebel States went out of the Union of their
able to select good subordinates. As to the
own accord; they chose to secede and make
candidates for the Vice Presidency, Colfax was
war on the government.
They failed, were de- very much to be preferred.
Mr. Fessenden enfeated, prostrated, aud by the laws ot war lost joyed the personal
acquaintance of Blair, and
all previous rights as members of the Union.
liked him very well out-of-doors aud on the
They forfeited all claims to resume their form- street, but regarded him as the last man in the
er position, though this forleiture was not to be
world whom he would entrust with
over
regarded as to continue always. The Presi- anybody. But he won’t have much power In
power.
dent undertook to solve tne difficulty. He
the first place he will not he elected; in the secappointed Governors and authorized them to re- ond place, if he should be
is
organize States and declare terms of entrance. not the sort of man to die toelected, Seymour
oblige anybody.
This he had no right to do; it belonged to the
Mr. Fessenden closed his speech with an
law-making power and not to the executive. impressive rehearsal of the evils
that would
It was said to be only an experiment to
come
upon the country in the event of the
hasten matters, and was permitted accordingly.
election of the Democratic candidates and the
When Congress assembled Andrew Johnson
consequent restoration of the Rebel leaders to
took an entirely different view of the case:
power. These men dictated the nominations
that the States were organized. Senators and
and the platform, and would dictate the manmembers of Congress, mostly flagrant rebels,
ner of
conducting the government. They
had been appointed, and all Congress had to
would try, at least, to restore slavery and dedo was to inquire into the qualifications of the
mand either the repudiation of the pensions
men themselves.
of our soldiers, or the payment of pensions to
But Johnson’s policy would have been dis- their own.
But all these evils will be preastrous to the country if adopted.
The bodiez vented
by the wise action of the people in
politic created by him were not those to which electing Grant aud Colfax in November.
constitutional amendments could be submitted
The meeting broke up at a late hour with
that would constitute a guaranty against future difficulties, and render to all classes of
cheers for Mr. Fessende n, who held the attencitizens equal justice.
tion of the audience to the very close. At
When Congress assembled the first question
least three times as many people went away
to be considered was the political status of the
from the hall without obtaining an entrance,
colored men. The speaker h id been called a
“Conservative Republican.” He cared not so as succeeded in
hearing the speech.
long as he was a Republican. Going ou to explain the character ot his conservatism Mr.
Demonstration at Uorham.
Fessenden said that he was Chairman of the
Reconstruction Committee, and of a sub-comThere was a spirited Republican meeting at
mittee made up of its members; to that comGorham Village yestjrday, on the occasion of
mittee three propositions were submitted. The
raising a Grant and Colfax flag.
first was submitted by himself, and it was in
the form of a constitutional amendment which
The meeting was called to order by Colonel
forbade any discrimination in respect to civil
Fred. Robie, who nominated for President Geo
or political rights against any class of citizens
W. Lowell, and for Vice Presidents, Hon. Topon account of race, color or previous condition.
This was the proposition of the “conservapan Robie, Col H. D. McLellan, Capt. Wm.
tive” Maine Seuator.
It was merely de- Johnson, Mark
Mosher, William Burton, Capt
signed to extend to all parts of the country John
Curtis, George Pendleton, Stephen Files,
that civil and political equality that exisis in
Maiue. The second was the proposition of William Strout, Hubbard Wilson, Oliver WinMr. Blaine, Representative from the 3d Maine
ship, Charles Paine, Samuel Cresaey, Charles
district, who wished to deprive of representa- Horton, James
Edwards, Gideon Stanwood,
tion those States that denied suffrage to their
citizens on account of race or color. John- Joseph Leavitt, Benj. Libby, Jacob Dingley,
son’s “policy” would have restored the rebel
Jesse Harriman, Charles Moulton, Caleb SkilStates with increased representation. They
lings, Nelson H. Carey, Freeman Harding,
would have been gainers bv their revolt, for
Merrill T. Files, Joseph W. Parker, Samuel
me oasis ot representation would
have been
enlarged by the addition of 4 000,000 people. Dingley, George H. Hunt, Alex. Freeman,
The speaker’* proposition would have cut clear
Charles A. Stackpole, Charles E. Jordan.
through. It would have forever settled the
Mr. Lowell opened the meeting by a brief
whole question of the franchise, by making it
uniformly jnst throughout all the States. Mr. but pithy speech, and after the flag was flung
Blaine’s amendment was
right and proper, to the hieeze amid the cheers of the audience
though it did not go so far as Mr. Fessenden's. and
stirring music by the band, he introduced
Mr. Tbaddeus Stevens, who was usually regarded as a tolerably radical personage, and Hon. J. H. Drummond, who made one of his
who was the House chairman of the Commithappiest speeches, holding the closest attentee, moved the adoption of the second instead tion of the audience throughout. The next
of the first proposition. It was not probable
speaker was Hon. Samuel McKee, of Kenthat Mr. Stevens and those who agreed with
him differed from the speaker. They thought
tucky, who occupied the remainder of the time
that the more radioal measure could not be
with one of the most logical and convincing arpassed by Congress or ratified by the States.
guments we ever listened to. His showing up
The speaker’s idea was that the work should
of the composition of the two political parties
be done thorouyhli/. If the thorough and comprehensive measure were not at once adopted was true to the letter, and must have convincthat year it would be the next. Others were
ed any candid man who loved his country that
in
a
hurry to get back the Southern
his place was in the Republican party. He
States.
The speaker, for his part, was
so “conservative"
that he was not in a completely exploded the Democratic lie about
hurry to have them back.
They went poor men paying rich men’s taxes. The meetout of their own
accord, and lie would
ing closed with cheers for the Republican nom*
let them stay out till they were ready to come
back. He would saytothein: Put yourselves inces and the orators of the day. A plentiful
in a position to be citizens of the Great Recollation was served, of which all partook who
public; acknow edge human rights and the
for as many more, as is
political equality of all men; if you are not ohose, leaving enough
willing to do this, stay where you are.” But always the case when the ladies of Gorham
the majority thought that the people of the
have charge of such entertainments. They
North were impatient. Perhaps
they were- are notorious for never providing just enough.
but it was the speaker’s opinion that if his
Everything passed off in the pleasantest
policy had been adopted in Congress, it would
The day was fine, the flag large and
before now have been ratified by the people.
manner.
The second proposition was preferred
by the beautiful, the speaking elegant, and the music
committee. Mr. Fessenden presented it in the
of course excellent, as it was furnished by the
Senate and Mr. Stevens in the House
In the
Portland Band: and though the crowd was
latter body it was carried almost
unanimously,
but in the Senate ft was defeated, Three facnot so large, as like the Pendleton demonstrations combined against it; the
Democrats, the tion in Portland a while ago to be reckoned
Johdson men and nine Republicans. The nine
Republican* who voted adversely wero not on by acres, yet there was a good deal more intelthat aceount “read out" of
party.
They ligence per acre. And if there were any Demwere
allowed to exercise
an
ocrats present whose minds were not as obindependent judgment. The words “race and color”
tuse as the blunt end of a
defeated it.
Those words were
wedge, and who
extremely distasteful to certain gentlemen, especially had any tender spots in their conscieuce, there
a distinguished
Seuator from Massachusetts, must have been at the close of Drummond’s
although there wiis nothing pointing specifi- and McKee’s
remarks some others even there.
to
race
or color.
cally
any
Both the origiH.
nal propositions having tailed, the amendment
known as the 14th, which lias since
the ratby
of
Breaking
and
Entkrinu—The
shop
ification of thiee-fourths of the States become
Mr. William Melaugh, at the .junction of Dana part of the
Cons 11 tut ion, was
and
proposed
adopted. It leaves to the States the regula- forth and York streets, was entered Sunday
tion of the franchise, but reduces represeaennight, by taking off the shutters from one of
tation in the same ratio that citizeas are proscribed for other reason than crime. This set- the windows and then breaking a pane in the
tlement of the question was well, though a
window. The blood on the sidewalk evinced
half way measure.
that the one who entered cut himself severeBesides the subject of representation the
ly. Twolboxes of tobacco and some other arti14th ameudmeut embraces three other
propocles were stoleo. The job was transacted by
sitions. It settles the question of citizenship,
it forbids the repudiation of the national or
lads, and the police have a clue to them.
_
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

happy cabal ihat makes it* abode in this city
is the squad that gather about the headquartejt.of the Repudiators’organ. Their torment

---

systems.

Westbrook 1808 luxes.
The Tieumer of the Town ot W«tbrook
hereby
*'*"» notice I hut thr Tike. for ime were contmmrd
to thk 'uilkctort lor collection on the Ut
day of July
wd that b< » rote ot aald i'ueru an abatement „f l<e
|Ut ecu*, will be made to those who rolualarUy t,ey
thrlr Tuw to the CollEctsra w thin three month*
from their rommumenr, end that it ranter will be
charged od all Uin collected after Jaouarr let.tM*.
OSO. C. CUDMAN, Treasurer.
Lkwit 1.. Recokii. Collecterof Weetbrook.
Offloa
Steens Puuus.
Stephen Kutot, Collector School District Mel.
Office Wooolord's Corner.
JyTtill octlsa

Iu some conditions of the body the
double. Sometimes he can't aee

sees

at all!

Salut*.—The guns that were heard in the
city yesterday forenoon were tired from the U.
S. revenue steamer Mahoning, iu compliment
to Commodore Howard, who had come on in

Tilton
Desire

the steamer from New York, where he had
been superintending the
repairs marie upon
her, and who took his leave of her yesterday.
The rig of the
Mahoning has been changed
from a topsail schooner to that of a
brig, and
her propeller gear has been
and ar-

ranged

so

that it

sails.

FIRST
at

Our citisens gladly welcome back
Captain
Webster and his officers, Lieuteuants Irish,
and
Johnson
Barstow, who have gained the
good will of the people by their kind and geu-

to

Republican Headquarters, LanHall, or go to his Ward Room, and ex-

amine the list

of voters, to

if his

see

is

uame

on.

A great manv votes are lost from persons
neglecting to ascertain whether their names
New lists are made out every year,
and it does not follow because your name was
on last year it will be on this
year. Examine
the list yourself. Copies of the voting lists
of all the Wards are banging up in the reading room at Lancaster Hall.
are

Thc^Suicioe on Board thr John Brooks.
—The evidence seems to point out that the
young man who jumped from the steamer
John Brooks, on Friday night, was James Pof Oxford.
at

He had been at work in

Lewiston,
He

morning.

was

which he left last

Mr.W 8. Main’s Elderberry Wine’
was

properties

Respectfully,

2t

20.
_
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Items.

Valuable Horses Should be Insured in
the .Etna Live Stock Insurance Co. Low& Thurston Agents, No. 8

Exchange

St.

Portland Akmt and Navt Union.—Members are hereby notified of the regular monthbe held this evening.
Jno. O. Bice,

this, Tuesday evening,

Sec’y.

at

7 1-2 o’clock.
Per order.

Bazar.—The

Fashion takes the lead of all others, and is
welcome visitor to the parlor circle.

a

Wholesale

A TER
W
”■**•■*■
-^ *•*

Agent E. L. St an wood A
Week* A Potter, M.
s* Bnrr & CO, Geo. C. Goodwin A
Co, Boston.
augtftohdtf

“To Owners of Horses and Cattle.”
Tobias' Derby Condition Powders are warranted
superior to any others, or no pay, for they cure Distemper, Worms, Bot*, Cough, Hide Bound, Cold*,
Ac, In horses, and Cold*, Coughs,Loss ot Milk, Black
Tougue Horn Distemper, Ac., in Cattle. These
Powder*” were formerly put up by Simpson I.
Tobia*, son ot Dr. Tobias, and since his death the
demand has been so great that Dr. Tobias has continued to manu acture them.
sate and innocent; no need of

Glue,” bandy and

useful.

your animals.
fine coat, claause the stomach and

st

Wf£EKfi.—D». B. O. Persy,
Street, New YorE, can be
c insulted at 41 Winter Street. Boston, tor all Diseases of the Sca'p, Loss of Hair, and Premature Grayness.
Also, Comedones (Grubs) and Pimples on th#
lace, Unnatural Red Noses, Moles and Wens effectually removed without leaving any mark or scar. No
charge tor consultation. Send ior circular.
August 19, 1868. eod4wsn
ONLY MIX

of 49 Bond

Brockway & Atwood’s

Standard

Soapn I

special attention to the Bxtra Bine
which is highly scented, and adapted for toilet or
We call

u.«*e.

Manufacturers prices by
JOHN DBUNIS 4k CO.,
aul4eod3m*sn
77 Commercial St, Portland.

See Bunch ot Grapes
On

Standard

STANDARD

in

another

column

WINK BITTERS.

ot

It is

SPEER'S

highly

re-

commendod by physicians lor dyspeptics, on account
of its tonic properties, its purity and Its delicious

flavor.

June &*snd«Stw3m

Patches, Freckle, and Tan*
The onlv reliable remedy lor those brown discolorations on the taee is 'Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion." Prepared only by Dr. B. 0. Perry, 49 wood
St., New Yo-k. aold every where uiar21d&w6msj|

ANDROSCOOOIN COUNTY.

Batchelor’s Bair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dye— Harmless, Keliaole,
Instantaneous. No disapp liniment. Noridieuiou.
tints. Ketuedies the ill edects m Bad Dres Invigorates and leaves the hair sou and beautiful Mure nr
brown. Sold by all Druugist* and Perfumers: and
properly applied at Batchelor's Wig factory IS Bond
JanM-mdlv
street, New Vork.

COUNTY.

The Waterville Mail says the dam of the

AOVERTI8EMENTS.

NEW

FRENCH

AROOSTOOK COUNTY

The Aroostook Times says the potato crop,
so unproductive last
year, is, we think, in an
unusually fine condition throughout tbis
The
rust
has
county.
kept ofi reinarkab'y
late in the season, and there is every prospect
01 an increased yield while the
quality will be
excellent.

CHROMOS !
AFTER

Eminent French Artists:

DEL10RO1X LEMEN3, AND OTHERS.

Ticonic Water Power Co. is making rapid
progress, and will soon be beyond the reach of
freshets. All men of experience pronounce it

Also

a

tew

choice

IMPERIAL

in

Photographs of Switzerland

NOTICES.

To be sold at Auction at

E.

Republican Caucus!
Republicans of Yarmouth are requested to
st tbe Temperance Hall,In said town, on Tues-

The

day, 8th inst, at

o'clock P M., to nominate a candidate for Representative to the i.egitlature.
Per Order of Town Committee.

stpld&wtd

1868.

organs

rtleth

We learn from tbe Lewiston Journal that
Sunday the two story house and L belonging to B. N. Merrill, on the river road, about
five miiea below tbe village in Auburn, was
destroyed by fire. The family were preparing
dinner when the fire was discovered. It had
then burned through the roof, and the attic
was on fire, indicating that it had kindled
from sparks on the root.
Che barn was saved
by tearing away the shed. The loss will be
about $1500 on which is a policy of $900.
The Lewiston Journal says tbe prospect for
a fine potato crop is not so good as it was several weeks since. Tbe rust is assailing tbe
vines somewhat,

_SPECIAL

urinary

and increase (he milk of cows. Try them, and you
will never be without them. Col. Pbilo P. Bush, of
the “Jerome Park Race Course,” Fordham, N. Y,
would not use them until told of what they were
ooitiposed, since which time he is never without
them. He bas over twenty running-horse* in hia
charge, and for the last thrs years has used no other medicine tor them.
Sold by Druggists and Store-keepers throughout
the United Slates. Price 25 cent* per box.
Depot,
10 Park Place, New York.
au29eod«&eowlm

on

the beat work of the kind ever constructed
this section.

perfectly

are

For sale at

State News.

KENNEBEC

Th jy

stopping the working
They increase the appetite, give a

laundry

A Gentle Whisper to Mothers.—If unfortunately you have lost your own teeth by
neglect or mismanagement, take care that your
daughters do not suffer the same penalty from
the same cause. See to it that they brush their
teeth regularly and thoroughly with Sozodont,
and thereby yon will insure them sound and
serviceable sets as long as they live.

Falmouth.
The Republicans of Falmouth are requested to
meet at the Town House on Saturday, Sept 5th, at 4
o'clock P M, to nominate a candidate for Representative to the Legislature.
Also to chooee a Town
Committee.
Per

!

■'•r«*leky»ll Draggiaia.

£y£

number for next

week, richly illustrated, has been received at
the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall. This journal of

Yarmouth, Sept 1,

‘Eyes

ROGERS’ Sore

Dermatologist,

The Union Drum Corps.—Any drummers
wishing to join the above Corps are requested
to meet in the ante-room at Lancaster Hall

meet

BAYES. Chemist

C UK E S

G. S.

*

Base Ball.—The game between the Resolutes and Rising Star Clubs, ou Saturday, was
Won by the Resolutes, the score standing 40 to

Spalding’s

D. State Assayer.

a. A. HAYES, M.
20 State Street, Boston, I
15th Aug., 1867.
)
leblldawttsN
S. DANA

Monday

Lane and Qen. Hobson.

Harper’s

it is

found to be an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing favorably with the rhokest
of
KSaiubuci wine,” and containing eve*
nampies
more more of the acid salt*. astringent and valuable
ol
qualities the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best
ot Port Wine, without Its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, it should replace the imi*orted wines.
It

in Mr. Q. W. Davis’ store

Republican Mbetino at Steep Falls
Standisb.—The Republicans of Steep Falls,
Htandish, are anticipating a pleasant time
Wednesday afternoon, when they will be addressed by Hon. John Lynch, Hon. M. D. L.

to

SAFE,

Has been received here, In the state in whk-h
sold in the market,— lor analysis.

*
YTT 4 mm I

Middle street, about 5 o’clock on Fridayi
and stated that he was going to Boston that
night, and went immediately to the boat.

ly meeting

RATE

Aasayer’s Ottlcr, Hsatso, Bsm.
A BOTTLE OF

Ntsle

a

on

ing

PROTECTION lathe

Finery, Waterhouso «£ Co.
Jan*15~8Nlstw in each mobadv remainder of tima

on.

White,
factory

that

PRICK, will plsase call on
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
Middle Street, Portland.
Or at IIO Mudbary ttirrd, Bsatss.
in exchange for sals.
Safes
taken
flT^Second-liand
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton & M Pariand’s Safes, can order ot

‘

either call at
caster

more

MODERATE

a

tleinauly deportment.
Republican Vetera.
Every Republican voter is requested

McFarland,

4k

cab theuttentlon to the the t that

Of their Safeegare AMPLE
late Are. Parties desiring a

can be raised out of water
the vessel be worked by her

desired, and

to

4 O

enlarged

when

Clergyman,

whi e residing in South America a.
S'lonarv, discoved a s ue and simple remedy tor
the Lure of Nervous We ikntss, Early Decav, DU*
eases <>t the
Urinary an Seminal Organs, and the
whole train ot disorders brought on by '■* >erul and
vicious habl s.
Brest numbers h*ve been curad by
this nobis
remedy Prompted by a desire to benefit
the afll.cted and unfor*unate, 1 wtM send the reetae
for preparing and
using this medicine In a sealed envelope. to any one wh needs It./Vee 9f charat.
Andress JOSEPH T. INMAN, station D. Bible
Bouse, New York City.
Jy«d3sa ax

and he makes another number of it, and so
they worry through those glorious occasions,
in which the young Republicans are marshaling their hosts for the coming victory! Perhaps the difficulty in ounting correctly grows
out of the different conditions of their bodily

subject

Card.

A
A

a m

at present, and they have many pressing one9,
is the splendid demonstrations of cur young
men at the recent flag raisings.
It seems as
though this squad would not be comforted.
They count the processions, and make them
contain so many. They run tor somebody else
to count, not being sure of their arithmetic,

Order Rep. Town Committee.

Sept l-d&wtd

On

M.

PATTEN A

Wednesday,

A Special Meeting of the Republicans of Ward 4,
will be held at Headquarters, Tuesday Kveniug.Sept
1, at eight o'clock. A full attendance is requested as
business of importance will come before the meeting.
PER ORDER.
sepldlt

Notice.
Republican voters of New Gloucester are
hereby requested to meet at the Town Honse, in
said town, on Saturday, tbe 5th day of Sept next, at
The

2 o'clock P M for the purpose oi selecting a candidate
to represent them in the Legislature of this Stats. £
Per Order of Town Coni.
New Gloucester, Aug 29, 1868.
sepld&wtd

3 o'clock.

UP DoR*t lose this opportunity to select
these little gems to decorate
your homes.
Sept 1-dtd

^FARMERS and

some

of

HOUSEKEEPER^

TAME NOTICE.

<•

BREAD is the stall of Hie—roar most important
article of diet. The health or your family 1 •rgslv
dep nds upon Its bein LIGHT and WHOLESOME
Would you have it so ? Then use only

NATHONA

Republicans of Ward 4.

at

CO-i,

SATERATUS.

It Is absolu’ely pure; whiter than snow; makes
Bread always light, white and beautiful. Take a
pouud borne to your wife to-night. She will be de-

lighted with It.
Buyers of soda should try

our

Natrona Bi-Carbonate of Soda.
We

guarantee it not only iar superior to any other
American mace, but even purer than the best New
Castle or English Soda. Manufactured by the

Penn’a

Halt

Manufacturing Co.r

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Importers of CRYOLITE, and Manalacturers og
following Standard (Jhemicale.
SAPONIPIER, the riglnal an I on’y genuine CONthe

Portland
—

Public

Institute!
AND

CENTRATED LYE.
Natrona Bi-Carb. Soda, Natrona Sale ra-us.
“
"
Sal Sooa,
Caustic Soda,
Porus Alum,
Sulphuric Acid.
Muriatic Acid,
Nitric Acid,
He d. Sapouifier,
Cop .eras,
••
Chlor. Calcium,
Fluor Calcium
Snlt,
Reid Petrol’m
etc.,etc.

—

IAbrary /

public
hereby
THE
Monday, July 1 Uh, the

notified that on and after
rooms will be closed dur-

are

ing tbe morning, and upon to the public in the afternoon trom 3 to 5, and evening trom 7 to 9 o’clock
every day, Sundays excepted.
Room in the North-West Corner of City
Building,

Under the New City Hall.
Subscriptions, with privilege taking out two books

at

a

time, two dollars per year.

eodAwIm

jyllsNdtf

JNOTICE.

—

YOU

CAN

bay your

Faraace

Coal, and

your Coal tor the Cooking Department, together
with that required for the Office, Store, and so on

from me. at the eery lowest possible figures.
My spacious Store douse Is filled to repletion, the
contents of which, got on at the most favorable prices
of the season,determine* myselfto share these super
excellent bargain* equally with my customers.
The Black kmiiks about town are rapidly findout that I bavs the best Cum. C'oal.

ing

augl3dsNtt

JOS.

AND L4THERS WA-KTim
PLASTERER*
Korun*,
at *5 00 per
day; -Jw^nU l.ih
pe,day- Apply
*"•
■EP.SKS:
Bo".?'.*
erers

sepld2t

M.
A
ry

iew

3

•ept

Curer I
for the LIVER

remedy
extraordinary
when diseased. It is comnoundTHISl KIDNEYS,
ed ot several of the best Hoot*. Herbs and Baras
an

known, which art directly on the LIVER and KIDNEYS, correcting Digestion, Purif\Ing the Blood,
Regulating the Nervous system, Curing Pain in the
Side, Shoulders. Back. Head, Neck and Limbs,Sinking and Kaimnoss ot the Stoiua li, Weakness of the
Limbs, Languid ness, Yellowness ot the Eyes and
Skin, Jaundice, Pain in the Bones, Dyspepsia, Dry
Cough, Sore throat, Night Sweats, Irritability, Nervousness, I/oss of Memory, Weak Eye*, Dizziness
Dropsy, etc. These difficulties arise trom a bad Liver.

Or-Itisa valuable remedy for Scrofulous and
Syphilitic Diseases,and all Glandular Enlargements
Canker, Humor in the Stomach aud Bowe s Co* t Irenes*, Rheumatism, etc. It is free from Calomel and
Aloe*—has all the quod propertied those Drugs
and nonect the bad. Tnis is a Purely Vegetable Remedy, sate lor all.

Prepaied

and

and Medicino

Dealers.

1

-Jt

JEREMIAH BUXTOX, JR.,
YARMOUTH, ME.
augUISNtt

J. NICKERSON A CO.,
doors from foot of Commercial

For Sale
jlterm
00x90.

°*

Apply

to

a

at

To Lease

or

yews,

scpt-dlw*

lot of land No 73 Casco at

DAVID YOUrTO,
37

Commercial

»t.

Tenement Wanted.
gentleman and two ladles ia
High
I!H)R
street
Parlor, kitchen and two bedrooms anh
a

or

near

pantry, clo*ets, water .tc ; np stairs preferred.
Inquire of, or address BUuK-KEEPER, 79 Brackettst.
sepldiw*

The Ottawa

Ec&zmOn Cuslil
season,

J_

on

House,

g’s Island, will be close,1 for
Thursday next, Sept 3<|

GEORGE
Portland, Maine, Aug 31, M89

...

ALLEv

Notice.
Is to certify that I have given mvson BarIds time t, act
nard Cunnlngi.a
for h
1 snail claim none of his
earnings nor nav
P / anvdabia
y
alter
his
of
tins
contracting

THIS

mi.^-

date"
hl|

Sold only by

A!»o Proprietor of the Groat German Cough Remedy,
Price #1.00.

The Brig Kudorua, (Cummings, nisiter,| will sail as above; for freight apply

J

/cl Al

A

iy“Sold by all Druggists

MARSH, Sac*y

For Baltimore.

——

an

bra!

_STEPHEN

POOR.

Liver Regulator

is

_M. X.

STATED MEETING of the Main*
Charttahla
A"° 'a,lon Wl11 be bold in th.
L
nine. Sept. M, at 74u’ci«k

1

Dyspeptic

C.

Mech?£,e
Room,
Thuraday Ey

»

WELLCOME’S

-AND

VRlfillT ft CURT.

KRANCIS H CUNNINGHAM.
mark

Portland, Aug. 31, 1868. septldSt*

Coupons.

Coupons ot the Dexter
THE
Sept 3d, will be paid at the

Portland,

or

Town Bond* duw
Merchants Bank*
the State Nafl B'k Boa ton. audldM*

THE

New

BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Tuesday Morning, September 1,

1868.

niin.

Hon. Henry Wilson at Yarmouth.

icttaiiiwj

OONNfiCtinif.

LATEST MEWS

RaVen, Aug.

31.—The trains to-day
brought thousands of strangers tc this city,and
our hotels and private
dwellings are rapidly
filling up. This is the last day of entering, and
Col. Needham, the Secretary, reports 500 entries since morning. An immense train over
the Hartford and New Haven Railroad has
just been telegraphed loaded with oattle and

agricultural imelements.

The entries of short horned Devons, Ayrshires, Aldemies aud Dutch are all very large.
Great crowds of exhibitors have been on the
gronnd all day. Two trots a day are arranged
lor every aiternoon, and the trotting horses
entered are very superior.

Large and Iilkailutie Meeting.

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE CHINESE EMBASSY.

[Special Dispatch to the Dally Press.)

Tabhouth, Aug. 31.—Hon. Henry

Wilson

has just finished speaking to the largest assembly of the season, a large number being unable
to

gain admittance. The speech occupied

two

half hours, and he held the closest attention of his hearers to the end.
and

a

The Hon. Hannibal Hamlin at
Waterville.
Enthusiastic Macs Meeting.

[To

Associated

Boston, Aug. 81.—The Chinese Embassy
to-day visited the United States Hospital in
Chelsea, and subsequently the Navy Yard,
where they were reoeived with a salute of fifteen guns

Col.

and

Rogers.

a

ooliation at the residence of

TWO BOYS KILLED BY

A

RAILROAD TRAIN.

A special

train from Lawrence to Lowell
with the remains ol Col Larrabee,
late landlord of the Franklin House, ran into
a crowd
of Iwys gathered on the railroad
bridge at Gorham street, instantly killing Geo.
J. Lee and Robert T. Dooley, aged ten and
s ven year-.
The boys were waiting to see a
military funeral, and the train came around
the curve suddenly.

yesterday,

The meeting closed with
three cheers for Grant and Colfax, Governor
Chamberlain and the speaker.
Old Kennebeo is bound to meet the enemy
on the 14th of September as its brave soldiers

82,0'*0bush.;

quiet aud without decided change.
New York, Aug. 31.—Cattle market.—Beef
t lerably active and lc higher; extra 17jc; prime 16|
@ 16J ; fair to good 16 ® Itye; inferior and ordinary
11® 15c; receipts 4967 he.id, mostly sold. Sheep
and Lambs in fair supply, and active and unchanged ; prices, Sheep
@ Cic; Lam s 74 @ 84c; receipts
31,458* Hogs higher with a good demaud; price 95
@ 1115-16c; receipts 15,242.
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 31 —Cattle market—The
receipts of Cattle, including those to arrive to-mor2600 liea». There are no cases of Cattle
disease. The demand is much better than it was
la9t week, and the Beeves are in excellent marketaih good request at 4@5Ac;
ble condi ion.
Lambs 6 @ 7c; supply fair.
are

Sheep

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 29.—Coal Market.—There
now a nanic in the Coal market, shippers
showing
no disposition to sell, while their customers are
very
anxious to buy, and clamorous to have tlielr orders
filled promptly. The market will probably become
settled in a week or so, when prices will be fixed for
future delivery, provided there is no fur her (rouble
among the miners. The Philadelphia and Reading
Railroad Company have given notice that on and
alter September 1-t nc-t, until further notice, the
drawbacks on Anthracite Coal shipped trom Port
Richmond to all points eastol New Brunswick and
south of Cape Henry will be decreased, so as to be
equivalent to an advance of tolls on lump 40c, steamer 30c. broken 50c, egg 15c, stove 25c, and
chestnut
This advance will make tolls on Coal from
Schuylkill Haven to Port Richmond tor shipment, as
above stated, net the shipper ns
follows:—Lump and
steamer $115; broken and egg $150: stove $170:
is

(iEVRUIA.

—

tically applauded.

Indiana

row,

Press.1

Hon. Hannibal
Watebvillb, Aug. 31.
Hamlin addressed a large and enthusiastic
meeting in this village this evening. It was
one of the most convincing and enthusiastic
arguments ever presented to an enlightened
audience. He was frequently and enthusias-

winnd h.w)»> Ohio «»

extra

extra Wc»tern 7 80® 9 75; White Wheat
extra 10 00 ® 12 00) Southern doll and dedihide;
sales 450 bbls.; extra 8 50 @ 14 6"); California dull and
Wheat dull
heavy; sales TO sacks at 10 00® 1200
ami 2 ® 4c lower, the decline chieflv upon Winter;
Chi ago Spring No. 2 at 2 02 in retail lots; No. 1 at
2 08 dtdvered, and 2 10 choice d»; Red
new
2 22; Amber Michigan old 2 30 @ 2 35; White do new
2 47 @2 524; Whi e California prime 2 77. Corn is
heavy and about 10c lower; Biles
Mixed
W estein 1 15 ® 1 21 tor unsound and 1 22
@ ! 24 lor
so nd; old Western 1 24 in store.
Oats about lc
better; tales52,000bush ; old Western 81c instore,
lioei steady. Pork steady and quiet: sales 980 bbls.;
new mess 28 75 @ 28 85,
closing at 28 75 cash. Lard
a shade firmer; sales 850 tierces at 184
® I9#c. Hotter dull: Ohio 34 @ 38c; State 87
@ 45c. Whiskey
dull and heavy; sales 300 bb-s. In bond at 70c. Got
ion steady and quiet; sales 900 bales; Middling uplands 30|c. Rice dull and unchanged. Sugar in fair
demand but ndt very strong; sales 500 bhds.; Muscovado at 104 ®1 $c Coffee less active and firm;
sales 800 bags Rio on private terms. Molasses dull
and unchanged. Naval Stores quiet and steady.
Oils quiet. Petroleum in fitlr demand; crude 14 @
14lc; refined bonded 31c. Freights to Liverpool

*1*10;

KJtW ENGLAND FAIR.

ALL

ARMED

ASSOCIATIONS TO

BE DISBANDED.

Atlanta, Aug. 31.—The Senate has unanimously passed a resolution authorizing the
Governor to issue a proclamation
disbanding
armed associations throughout the State.—
Armed negro bands exist
through the State,
and in one eounty have resisted the Sheriff.
In the House, Mr. Sims, a negro, continued
his remarks in defence of the
eligibility of negro members. He said the introduction of the
measure to oust the
negro members had cast a
fire brand into the House, and if the question
was pressed it would
precipitate war.
Mr. Porter, a negro, followed, and has the
floor to-morrow.

J5o.

kfmwUi Mill*, Bub; tcb Ethun A'.i«n, Bi*k».

Thoanuten
NEW VORK—Ar

MISCELLANEOUS

Mlat; KL LAW E0U»4

2itb. brig Cbks Heath, Coombs,

four sisters, Sheerer.
K U Sawyei. Keen. Calais ; Express.
Pomeroy.do: Whitaker, Cook. Machias; C W rteniley Baker; Hannibal. Cox, and Eastern Belle, Coir.
Bancor: Delaware, crocket.:
Herald, Hall, and Geo
Washington. Henderson, Rockland: Leader. Davis,
do; Star, Gasper, Ellsworth; duniatta Patten Haskell. Gardiner via Portlaad; Anna Leland. Eennett;
Modestv. Weaver; Gertrude, Brock way. and Ellen
Merriman, Hamilton, Portland; E G Glover, Ingersoll. Providence lor Philadelphia; Gov Coney, Parker, Elizabethport tor Providence; J Tinker, Stanley. do tor Salem.
Ar 2Jtb, baruue Harvest Moon, Bartlett, tm Bordeaux; brigs Chasta, Brown, Cow Bay; Rocky
3 Glen,
Wallace. Glace Bay.
Ar 211th, brigs Edith, Hinkley, Maohlas; Monica,
Trncey Bangor; Timothy Kleld, Emerson, do; sch»
Transter. Bunker. Windsor, NS ; M B Mahoney,
Coltin. New Brunswick; Helen A Hoyt. Crandall,
Georgetown tor Providence. Henry G Kay. Preeoott,
and Add.e Murchie, Chapman, Calais: Jess e.Strom
do: Kalmer, Lambert, and Sinaloa. Steele. Macbias;
L M Knowles, Knowles, Addison:
Ann, Mavo, and
D.widWa<son, Jones, Bangor. Andrew Peteis Higglns, EllswoUb ; Mary Shields, Waite, Gardiner;
b A Pike, Gove, Perry; Monitor,
Robbins,For*.land;
Dot is, Remick Salem lor Elizal>ethport.
Cld 2»thv brig Chas Poole, Sherman. Mobile: sch
Sarah Maria, Hortun, Baracua; Del
mar, Lock, lor
Newbern, NO.
('Id 29tb. brig D S Soule, S^ule, Cow
Bay.
NEW HA\ EN—Ar 26 th, brig Potomac, Coomb.",
Boston tor
Cow Hay :

Elizabetbiwrt

| sobs

—

NEW FALL GOODS!
JUST

OPENED

PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, brig Wm K Sawyer,
sch Fair Dealer, Remick, tlrom
Ellsworth.
Ar aoth, sch Gov Coney, Parker.
Elizabethport.
S d 2sth, sch Addie, Drown, Portland, or N Vork;
Algoma, Smith, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, sch Ratan. Cuitis, trom
Ellsworth.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar

N.

—

helmboli>’s

l

I. MITCHELL’S.

Yard Wide Bro. Cottons,
Yard Wide Blea, Cottons,
Good Bleached Cottons,

PUEPoixtoiTiojr:

Eluid

Extract

A Positive

and

N. I.

stand

and

!

A KISS IIV THE DARK !
Pricea ot Admbsi

THE

Box

HOLMES,

AUCTIONEER
300 CoBffregg
Street.

50

Referred Seats 75 cts. I)re*t>

m:

Gallery

cis.

October 12.

~~

bk

1.

and

hire

°UR

XEW

baa.ih.ie

STOVE t

COOK

“MACiEE ADVANCE”
Before you purchase.

jmyBuu*

^

«
Kirhasife

»°K;

**

—-

Mirrel.

Patented Oototu-r 22*1. 1867.

25 ots.

Oflice open tYoni 10 A. M. to 4 P. M.

September

(}f

mt

Last and Rest

Dropsical Swellings.

FOB

THE

SEASON/

—

Case* Hired
THE
Society will make

MITCHELL,

August 26-d&.tl

SrnlLE

FALL DRY GOODS!

Subbnth Nchaal and

an

PATENT

excursion to

Renovator !
PEAK’S ISLAND, Feather
the Feathers of all
and make*

Wo. 139 middle Street.

FIRST

HAILEY, Aiutiuoeer

kind

MRS. HOLLER,_Sallik Brownsox Goodrich
STRANGER,...Mr. S. k\ Hand

circle,
OF

PROPORTION 1
OF

-_-^

o. W.

"" no

Hoi a

of
,*rs»l« of gny
pro|.en, in th, Clt
clnlty, promptly attended to on tl.e n.oat favorable

T® conclude with the Farce of

Specific Remedy

FOB DISEASES

STBAKOER

kt Auctlo*,

r>f\ n<*Y’/iaWaeres’ &c'
Qarrluis, iia...^a|l'k^8tri*<.
O.

Thi,Ju»onE&»pe^J“:tT.^ofP'*-

BUCHU,

All other Dry Goods
Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel,
—

kales,

A‘ M
E niaJk “VtUMU,£Y' al 11 °,,:lo,'k
I 8li»H Mil

**

supported by an

THE

Compound

AND

the old

1*^ixs&sssr*01

__AUCTION

terms.

Remnant Prints

AT

HALL!

Excellent Dramatic
Company.

OF THOSE

At Ten Cents Per Yard,

G

Miss Sallie Brownson Goodrich !

H

10

Case

._

...-—-77TT..

DEERIIV

“HIGHLY CONCENTRATED"

Another

__

THEATRE.

GENUINE

12 1-2
12 1-2

ALSO,

29th, sch H Curtis, Rich-

ardson. Calais.
BOSTON—A r 29th, schs E M Bran scorn, Branscou, Elizabethport; Mary A, Jellerson, New York;
Pearl, Cobb, Bristol; Arrival, Farnbam. Boothbay.
Cld 29th, brigs Oneco, Haskell, San Francisco; R
M Heslen, Jones, Baltimore; sch Laguna, Shannon,
Caluis.
Ar 30th. brigs Fanny Lincoln,
Hopkins, Cienlue
eos ; Poinset, Anderson, Guantanamo;
Reporter,
Coombs. Elizabethport; schs F Arthemios, Cates.
Shulee, NS; Mindora Higgins. Elizabethport; MaPatten.
ry
Cummings. Rondout; Leesburg Davis.
Newburg; Fannie Barney. Barney, Hoboken* Crescent Lodge, Hatch, New York; White Sea. B'atchf'ord and H Prescott, Freeman, do; Vesta,
Haupt *
Bangor; J M Miller, shea, Wiscassct.
Sid 29th, ship Lorenzo
N
Ar3lst, ship
Boynton, Hvler, Shield!, E; brig
Sophie, Strout, Rondout ; scbs Ellen M Pennell,
Mitchell. Rondout; Bepj Franklin, Patterson, Wiscasset; Alnomak, spear, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 29th, brig Susan Duncan, Turner,
Hob>keu; scbs Euletia, Dunham New York; Jaa
Henry, Oliver,do; Sparta, Hopkins Bancor.
Ar 30th, schs Ann Carlet Wescott, Port Johnson;
Uncle Tom, Look. Elizabethport.
DAN\ ERS—Ar 27th, sch Clara Norton, Saunders.

eSTEKTAINHESll.

-5

“

Bangor.

Wallace, Cherrytield,

--

This medicine increases the power of digest on,
and excites the absorbents into
healthy action, .by
which the water or calcerous depositions and all unnatural enlargements are reduced, as well as pain
and inflammation, and is taken by

Men, Women and Children !

-ox-

Thursday, September 3d,

By Steamer Gazelle, leaving Custom Route Wharl,
at
o’clock
7J

A M.

ci^„krchTw“:i##enui
Cream
Kfr~
Ice

on

the

and

grounds.

ch,,,,reu

Confectionery

*>«•*«•.

will be for sale

JT~Bring a Bowl

Clearsas
J*i'm
buoyant
tinc men and

and elastic

impurities,
as

w*en

new.

Sc lea-

Physicians have deckled that it is the

i»e»t plan yet made known for
process is

Hot

Injurious

the purpose.

to

This

Feathers !

It is done entirely by steam, and If proves to be
exac ly what all conditions and qualities of l eathtnm
an entirely nw to old aud much worn,
er*,
need to render them as perfect as age. quality or
condition will admit or their being made,
irfy this
process all animal matter, and
For

and Spoon.
and chestnut »100.
Bepld3t
Ohicago, Aug. 31.—Flour moderately active at
just
returned from tbe New York and
8 00 (to 9 75 for Spring extras. Wheat active and deBo*ton markets, 1 am
prepared to show to my
DEATH or CHARLES
clined *c; si.les No 1 at 1 71 <$ 1 74; No. 2 at 1
customers au
BRANCH, ESQ.
PB,xnvi,VAIIIA.
are
59*.
Corn dull at 99 *99*0 for No. 1 instore. Oats duii
{Special Dispatch by International Line.)
OF
BASE BALL.
anil remnveil the Feather,
at 51| @S3c. Rye lull at 1
eleanaed, the (there re25@ 1 25* for No. 1 in
iteved irotn their matted positiou,
giving to a bed an
Gardiner, Aug. 31.—Charles Branch, Esq.,
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.—The great base store. Barley firm at 1 51 @ 1 52 tor No. 2 in store.
ostouitdiing increase ot bulk, otton more than OnkMess Pork firmer at 29 50. Dry salted shoulders in
ball match between the Athletics, of this
died at the residence of Win. Gay, Esq., in this
Halv! also removing all disagreeable sceM.which
city,
fair
at
®
request
and the Atlantics, of Brooklyn, N.
llj
llj[c loose, Lard steady at 181c.
is so common to new
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June29deod<&eow6mis

met the enemy

on a

hundred battle-fields.

HAVING

EXHIBITION

Entire New Stock

FALL

In New

|

GOODS

Styles

Thomas Hill’s Great

Extract

$250*(K>0 000*ime

Painting

Vo

Semite

Valley!!

and Colors!

All Wool Corded

DDESS

Destroyed

Buchu !

Poplins,
Tbibets,
Alpaccas,
Chinese Clotli,
Silk Warp Poplins,

WASHINGTON.

All Moths & Worms

HELMS OLD’S

Poplins,

Eastern

Insanity

Express Co.

Consumption?

GOODS /

Dr.

House-Keeping

Goods I

GREGORIE LAMONT.

Organic

Helmbold’s Extract Buchu

—

169.
ROBERT E. MITCHELL,
A

14

of

CHANCE

SAVE MONEY!

Decline

$40,000

DRY

of Life,

NEW ENGLAND

—

Express Couip’y.

OWNED

ROODS!

m

svtoAUsssi. www&n-

F^hbd.

Change

LEACH,

PARKER

Clapboards & Shingles.

& CO.

...

..

PRINCE’S EXPRESS 30.000 £'AFBOARM’

Far Below the Original Cost,

_MARRIED.

Exchange Street,

CONNECTING

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrn*

B

Immediately

Change

in Business

NOTICE.

(Jse Helmbold’s Extract Buchu !

THE

‘Westward the Star of Em-

pire Takes its Way I”

Purchasers of Dry Goods

_DIED.

SECURE A HOMESTEAD

IN

FALL

Licensed _Plumbers.

CALIFORNIA 1 1 riEumleTsfgned

SUPPLY,

IIVIIGRANTS’

—

Country

HOMESTEAD

o

Dealers

plying,

ASSOCIATION, Hoi •se§ lor Sale*

Of California

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY!
—-

MARINE NEWS.

Replenish

m

Prcyiding

their Stock !

BOLD,

Leach,

Parker &

Co.,

Homes for its Members, To Grant and Colfax Clubs.
$100,0001

Capital

Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation.

UNIFORMS

Powder aud

No. 5

DEERIM

CLUB

Fuse!

I-

BLOCK,

CO.,

Portland

Bakers9 Flour.

OfiOH

Water Co.

THE

—

STEPHENSON,
CHANDLER

Commission Merchant,

teDd(TinJenCti

WIJVTEH

D

HATTERS !

SEED WHEAT

COMMEHCIAL.
cent!

Wide Awake Uniforms

lead!

Drug

COM

Grant Clubs of this City.

__

Rare Chance for Business.

Depot,

WE

O’Brion, Pierce & Co.

NATIONAL TRUST 00%

mf.mibet,er

Mew St. Louis Flour.

sllsdwmgweU

of Forfeited

rrencNbFNewNYofkC0^Ar
^P^»AP^n;,4Cnow*-.
HavFba.AL°LA~U

CaT>ttal

ANY

Triple

_

Helmbold’s Genuine Preparations

Me“blqREo?k^rt~Ar

Chicago

F)R

New Tailoring Establishment. NOTICE
OLSON,

All

profit.

1SS TRANCE.

Corr«spoudetice.

REAIi ESTATE.

[The communication which
low will have a special Interest

House Lots for Sale.

priDt

OT oi land. 130 feet front
on Alder 8
Apply to

Atted

life Insurance

be-

for our readfrom the pen of

from the fact that it Is

ers

we

OF

who
Maryland lady,

NEW

Conip'y

YORKl

THE

protits may have instead

a bonus addition ot oneol
at once.
Members accommodate I with a loan of one-third
ol premium when desired, but no note tequired.

third

CHEAT BIVKB BKCUON—TUB “DBEW" AND
TUK

HUDSON
C A KM I NO SKA

—

ALBANY TO BOSTON
BHOBE BOUTK TO POBT—

jar"Truveling

LAND.

The eye of the tourist does not often note
greater changes of scenery, or more striking
contrasts, than in a journey from Cheat River valley, West Virginia, to the green level
meadows, pleasant villages, and woods which
lie along the New England route to Portland,
Maine, especially if his view embraces as

|

James
Office—49 1-9

June 9-dtt

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance Company.

to

supply iu some
small measure, the care of yearning hearts
far away. We realized more fully, the loneliness of those sick ones on the Rappahannock,
who used to tell us they came “ a long long
distance—from Maine” as we journeyed to
New York, from thence on the splendid
steamer "Drew to Albany, by rail through
Pittsfield and Springfield, to Boston, tlienee
by Eastern railroad a charming ride, along a
shore, fanned by invigorating sea breezes,
through Newburyport and Portsmouth, to
Portland, on our way to the great attraction
the White Mountains.
What a journey we
had! Worthy to be held in life long rememlook back

Wall SI, cor. William, NEW YORK,

B1

The whole profits ot the company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during ihe year; and lor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend o!' 30 per cent, lor 1867.

The

(13,108,177

Europe does not boast a steamer ot
magnificence as the “Drew” and we
doubt much if any floating palace sails amid
scenes of so much beauty.
Its ligl.ted chan-

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,

Wm. Sturgis,

Henry Coit,
Wm.C. Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis,

Dennis

Applications tor

popularity ol tlic Peerless Nonp,
to its appreciation by the public.
Thp Proprietor,
no

testifies

euolist, takes pleasure
ntgWy
with his
endeavor to educate the American public to the use
of the higher grades o* Soap, as embracing economy
n Time, Labor and Money.
that he

that

the

Peerless

Noap is manufactured by strictly scientific principals out ot the Very Rest material, so combined
as to render it highly detersive, without
resulting in
the slightest iifjnry to the most delicate fabric or
band. The Proprietor has no hesitancy in assorting
it to be
Far Abead.of any r other Brand in the

of cultivated

market,
For all purposes ol
Manulactured by

FAMILY SOAP.

a

CURTIN BAVIN, Boston.
ISi^For sale by all Grocers, and warranted to give
perfect satis tact ion or mouey reiunded.
jy3l*2mo

Class House for
new

c 1<1 water, and all'the modiuu rovements, together with a good
stablo and fine garden spot.
No pains or
expense has been spared in the getting up
ot this house, < ither in workmanship or materials.—
TLe lot con mins about 6000 square led. It will be
sold on very easy terms of payment. Apply 10

rooms, hot anti

W. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Asent. Portland.

Laud for Sale.
valuable lot of land
Middle Street,
THE
ed by Franklin and Fore Streets, being the
It will be sold
favorable terms.

Apply

on

corner.

WM. H. JERRIS.
Real Esiate Agent.

to

aprl8dtt

For 8ale at Gray Corner.

'Die property known as the “Ford
Stand,” consisting cf a large 2 story
recently put in complete repair and made convenient tor twc
jaa n
tenements; good porch and barr
and a large shop suitable tor any 1? itd of a mechanic.
CLtern on the ] remises of 75 hogsheads; line yard

A

house,

in front and very fine garden.
A.
Gray. March 28,18G8.

W. ANDERSON.
mar31-dtf

Kcal Estate lor sale.
subscriber offers tor sale two new houses,
In the most substantial manner and in
modern style. These houses are near the corner ot
C ongress and North streets, two s'ories high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unfailing supply ot hard and soil water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent Teadilv at laree perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEaRN & CO, Corner ol Congress and North sfs.
GEORGE HEARN.
Portland, March 25, l868.-dtf

THE
built

House Lots.
near State Street,

Lewis and Thomas streets, lor
W. H. STEPHENSON,
At 2d National Bank.

FOKSALF.
At

Gray

and
a d
five
_£ acres good land, a good orchard and
uever iaiiiug >prmg ol water.
The above house is
thoroughly finished c-m ntcd cellar, shade trees,&c.
Also a <e\v rods south, a one story house and ell, a
good well ot water, two acres land, orchard, &c.—
Both places well thnc**d with stone wa 1.
ALBERT HILL, on the piointsos.
Inquire ot

Farm lor ^ale.
In, Gray of 100 acres, 10 miles from
Portland, 1-2 mile from meetings,
mills, store and school,beavily wooded, well watered.well divided, pleas--{antly situated. Buildings a one story
honse. wood houRe and bam that cost $1200 in ’57. A
tine dairy farm, and will he sold at a
bargain, together with a wood lot and
pasture adjoining and thirty
acres ot good intervale a mile
away, it desired. Inquire of R, A. A LLFN, near the premises, or of the
subscriber in Portland, Exchange st., corner of FederalBENJ. ADAMS.
Aug 16,1867.
wtf
w^gMMrw,_i||,,||^n|||Mi,'M hi m ■will.

which he has renovated throughout, and tarnished
lor a first class
—

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that his old friends will drop
in
out."
He is also prepared to serve
help him
Wedding Parties and Families with every variety in

anti

Printing House!

the way or

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,
will be open

on

MONDAY next,

JJf The subscriber is happy to announce that he
lias secured the services or Mk. BENJAMIN BAKNETT, the well known French (JO E, who lias for
so
man, years officiated at most of tbe Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.
ISAAC KAHUH

FOSTER, Proprietor.

March 21.

dtt

Great Remedy is also an exeeMenf A ppetiser.
It Purifies the B'ood, Invigorates the system, possesses great Nourishing and
Strengthening Power,
enables the stomach to digest the heartiest food,
mak2s sleep refreshing, and Never Fails in Eradicating Disease, estab ishing sound health, and effects
ing a c imp'ete and permanent cure. The wonderful
Fattening Properties this medicine contains make it
very beneficial to the delicate of both sexes.
See
Testimonials.

uung

DR. BURTON’S ANTIDOTE.
Lewiston. Me., June 13,18(18.
I nave used Tobacco over twenty years, and have
been cured ot all desire lor it by Dr. Burton’s Antidote. It is all that it is represented to be. Every
one using tobacco should try it.
Levi Abbott.

Lewiston, Me., June 13, 1808.
Dr. Burton’s Tobacco Antidote is
working as a
charm in removing the desire for tobacco without tae
least trouble or inconvenience.
Lewis F. Ryan.
Hampden, Penobscot Co., Me.

Having been informed
Mr.Temple, ot this place,
of the great success atteiubrg Dr. Burton’s Antidote
lor Tobacco, I send fifty cents for a box to test it.

by

JOHN G. COOK, Lewiston,
receipt of fifty

A liberal discount to the trade.
WMT Sold by Druggists generally.
August 11, 1868, dim*

cents.

Seventeen Years

BROWN

&

FAST

PRESSES,

,J l,IT

*

|

;

American

Seines, Weirs, and Netting
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Furnished and Fitted Complete in the best
manner.

SUPERIOR PRINTING I

Mackerel, Pohagen, Herring

and

Blue Fish Gill Helling.
Cotton Net, Seine and Patent Twine,
SEA
We

are now

adding to

large

our

office

COTTON, FLAX, AND LINEN

ISLAND

GTLLING TWINE.
Sea Island Cotton Mackerel JLines.

a

stock

Seine Rope,Cork Buoys, Leads, &c,
Constantly on hand and manufactured to order at
Cowcsi Prices, by
H. d; G. W. LORD,
89 Commercial Street, BOSTON.

OF THE
TH E

Concrete
Latest and Best

Is the best and

Styles

Pavement,

cheapest

And lor any place where
Orders

O

O

use

a

1>

solid foundation is

No. 6 South
promptly attended to.

l.eft

at

G1TI.BV, NIIEBIDAA

A

re-

Street

GRIFFITHS

March 31-eodtf

STOKE-!

YEW

-AND-

E. L. STANWOOD & CO.,
Have
taken

For Jobbing

Purposes!

Sea

Foam

And having purchased

Dentifrice

l

recommended by eminent
Preparation
THISDemists,
Phy sicians
Chemists,
being
cond
is

and

to

in

lor

as

se-

cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teerb hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in tact it cannot be excelled.
It acts not onlj as a powder, but as
a soap ano wash, three in one.
Contains no mjurion* grit or acid. Try it. For sale by al» druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist*
^
none

October 30.

use.

*1

For Sale!

0?£J?195T
STEAM ENGINE;

One

Moulding Sand; Ladles,

uugUwtf

an

entire

large Crane; OncCupoApply at
COMMERCIAL ST.

sc.

2IX

new

Aud

all

the

stock

stock oi

usually kept in

a

First Class Drug House,
now offer to the trade ot this
and
goodR on aa reasonable terms as can be
Ho-ton or
aud
belore

will

City

elsewhere,

do well to

parties

charge.

Office, 22

Federal

Block,

Corner E amt Seventh Streets.
P.O.Box
O.

WASHINGTON,D. C.

249.

E.BnoVH,

ot Me.

H.

W. Beadle, ofMase.

Boots and Slices.
New Store Just
lO

No.

Opened li

Temple

St.,

may be found a large assortment of
Bouts and Shoes selected expressly for the retail trad
and will be sold at prices that cannot fail
to give satisfaction. All in want of

BOOTS

OB

SHOES,

invited to call and examine our stock before purWe would invite special attention to our
department which will receive our personal
attention, and we shall endeavor to please all who
favor ns with their orders.
SKIT*remember the idace No 10 Temple st.
W. BOUtHfcH A CO.

State,
oought in
purchasing

Call and Examine Onr Slock and Prices
June l-eod&wtf

au!5dlm_M.

.BUNTING

Campaign Flags
A 1.1,

POLE ABB

BOSTON.

Tents.
A FULL supply of
Touts, of all sires, for sale at
v store
Commercial Street, head
Widgery’s
Wn»rl,
tupf tCn

T

ceDtd-_

Rrducedl

REDUCED

_J.

LITTLE

Me.

Beach,

FARE,

Co,, Agents.

Truvelcrtt

Through

Tickets

|

Impure

Mail

House !

Ocean

Lino

Steamship

Halifax,

N.

S.

Co., Agents.

Jn&A.

PQRTUNY& RMHESTER R.R.

RETREAT^

SUMMER

Book-keeping,

BRACKETT,

Inside Line

Falls,
Hiram,

S. B. GUNNISON’S

to

Bargor

Bonny-Eagie,

Atlantic House,

Beaeli,

Scarboro
Eight

from

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Fryeburg Academy,

inarg

66._

rpHE

WBMy8aa4iw

Infirmary,
LADIES.
particularly

Inland

Route.

To Mt. Desert and Machias,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

School for Girls I

Cottage.

Cape

1

THE

September.

WHEREAS,

Institute!

BITTERS! GRAND TRUNK

WINE

City

WATER VILLE

Classical

safety

thoroughly

City

THE

hint tor more than a quarter of a century, the subscriber bopeb,
experience and uniirIng efforts lor tl»© lnierC'w «»• v.-_
and receivo a continuance o** c nfidence.

adjudge

with list

Mr. Comer’s work-*

O'

on

PEN-

Casco

St.

S

Seminary

rnHE Fall Term of this School for Yoing Ladies
X and MisBe.-s will b» gin

7th,

September

August aJW*' ^^WICK,

teach.

Competent assistance

N

of Portland.
USE ! 1

Jason H. Davis and

a n

w

Public
ay in said city, to wit: That Beckett’s
Lane (so called] be widened and accepted as
public
s reet: and whereas said petition was referred by the
City Council, August loth, 1js68, to the
for them to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby jpven to all parties interest'd,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on the 7th day of
September, 1S68, at live o’cl »ok In the
at siid Beckett’s Lane, snd will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the pub ic
convenience requires said street or way to be laid
or

undersized,

tT No Bitter* Equal ta them !

Given under

August,

ol

our hands
A. 1>. 1868.

on

this twenty-eighth day

Jacob McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK,
*ZRA CARTER,

WINE, IIEBBS

T,

J. E. LEA VI

f Laj mg Out

JAMES NOYES,

August

GEO. H.
29. dtd

CHADWICK,

j

New
Streets

AND
so

The Evening School connected with the above is
open to the punlic where any branches may be
ot the student. Particular attention given to Writing and Bookkeeping.
Open
rom 7 till 9.
Terms $2 00 per month.
For further particulars address,
P. J LAKRABEE, a. B. Principal,

Ail

Exchange,

Exchange Street.

to

A.ugl5-eodtf

P.O.Box 933.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OP

EATON

Norridgewock, Maine.

Having completely
Great
with

refurnished our office since the
all kinds of Mew Material,
Fire,
Presses, &c.. we are prepared on the shortest possible notice to accommodate our
friends and the public with

(Established 1856.)
received IntQ the family of the Principals where they enjoy the privileges of a pleasant home.
They liave the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them the aid and direc- ion
necessary

rapid

are

studies,

advancement in their

BATON

April

and

Ladies’

Young

Fall Session of
THE
dny Septllih.
For

exer-

1

Eais,

thorough Inslruction in

Science.

Graduates obtain most desirable positions.
Reopens Sept 9. For the New Annual Register, giving full information, address Professor CHARLES
DROWNE, Director, Troy, N Y.
augl.llm

dc

For
64

Free

THE

Notre

We have

Institute
Young Ladies!

WORCESTER,

Catalogues, &c.,
Which tor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed
gy Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

H' *•

for

Send for

<***• Pl»l-

The New NJusic Book

Songs

Daily

iVo. 1 Printers9 Exchange,

virtue of a license troui tbe Probate Court for
tlie County ot Cumberland, the subscriber as
administrator ol Lucinda K. barker, late ot standish, deceased, will otb'r at public au« tion,on Wedne
day, the 3 uh day 01 Sept next, ut ten o’clock A M,
the following desetibeti real estate b. longing to the
estate ot said Lucinda B Parker, of the following deFC'iption, viz: Ten acres o» land wi h house and
stabla on the same, skua’ ed in Standish, County ot
Cumbcilaud and Slate ot M line, on tlie County road
leading from 'lie Carrying Place, so called, to Gray,
on the north-west side ot said road, and
nearly opposite tbe residence of the late Benjamin Parker,deceased, ami foimerly the rosidenee of the late George
W. Parker, deceased.
Sale on the premises. Terms made known at sale.
LKMIXEL RiCH, Administrator.

BY

Farmers and

Mot*tts,

iriends, adaptvvan‘8. °( Choirs, Association?, Conventions
and the thome circle.
and accurate sys.em
Complete
ot elemeutary instruction.
Paper, Bin<ling and Type superior to any similar
work ever offered to the American
public. Spcci®ia-°9 ^ uuzPUll J LAND, BAILEY & NOYES.
w4t33

DRY GOODS STORE
sale.

ot the best in the city, now
doing
business. Stock new mid desirable

ONEial

a

city

will

find

a

IF

Saponifier,

NO.

1119

HUDDLE

(sign ot tbelarge j.are

:

ol

balmoutb House.

August 19,1808. eod3w

glass),

two doors west

or

Concentrated Lye,

Mauufacturinf/ Co.,

PITTSBURGH,

Portland, Me.

auglleod3m

UURSELL’S

PURITY FOR THE HAIR!

MAINE

ol CKYOT.ITE, and Manufacturers ol tbe
following Standard Chcmioals:
Natrona Bi Curb. Soda,
Natrona Sa'eralns,
Sal

soda,

Oausic'ods,

porons Alum,
Murin’ic Acid.
Reid. Pelro eum,

Chlor

ol

Fluoride,

•<
•<

Calcium,
"

««

MOSEY
118

Water

MIrcel,

Sul. Acid.
Nitric Acid.
Bel 1 Saponifier
Sal',
Copperas, etc,

CO.,

Agents lor New England.

•HI. O. PAL.HER.

aug31eod&w3m

•ess.iifi'j

i.;

liajnw!

No article was ever placed before e j ublle composed of sucli perfect ingredients lor proraoib g the
growth of the Hair, or tor rendering it bcautimlly
dark and glossy, cau lug it to ettrl or remain in any
dei ired position. It prefects the hair having a harsh,
It prevents all iiritaed, itching scalp
wiry look.
sklu. It afiords a beautifully rich lustre, Its eflects
will outlast any other preparation.
Assaykb’s Office, I
st., Boston. )
Ht’ttsELi, Wood At Co„
Gentlemen—I ha-e analysed Hursell’s Purity for
the Hair and am lamiltar with the fbrmula with
whiehit is made.
This preparation contains Ingredient* which give
to It the desirable characters t*i a superior hair dressing. Is tree from Sulphur. Lead, Silver, Acids, Alkaliss, and may be u-e with satire sals' y.
State

Messrs.

KespeettuUy,
S.
(Signed)

DAN V HAYES,
State A stayer tor Massachusetts.

Hoil.n

C. liUBSELL & CO.,
Prepared only by
No 5 Chatham Bow. Boeton.
tntv a 'I hSTu
ly
Sold
r.
W,
Phillips & Co.,Wholesale

hjr

CENTRAL

SPRING

R.

vJonueciiug

00 A M

7

iQr*Freight trains for Waterville aud all intermediate stations, leave Portland at8.23 A. M,
Train from Bangor is due at Portland at2.J5 P. M,
in season to onuect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.

£r-V'

June 91.

Maine

Druggist*,

our

Steam and Gas

‘l!0,aiul

Livery

are

us

ioiIowr;

•“°-Sf,A¥

“d

fitted npwith fino

?

WltaM, Portland.
‘,1^NU.'i.f.OX,.Ua“'"
AME!’’ R.trilo E. K. New York.

Solti'*'

May

fok bostoiv.
Summer

will
will

rn» ,»
run
the

f Arrangement l

The new and superior sea-go pg
steamers .JOHN
BKOOKS.
MONTHKAJU haring been fltt,
'U[. ai great expense with a iai^
numb, r oi beautilul State
^
season us

Rooa*L

follows:

•nd**n^

Porll»nn
7.’clock
inuu wimri,
Boston, everydarJ at 7 /clock
moc*» P
M, (Suuuavs excepted.)
Cabin tare,.

•iii

Freight taken as usual*
L‘

May 8, 1868-itt

“U-WhiOii,

Agent.

ORE ATI. Y HBlirtUB
RATE®

CAL I F O It IV I A r
Passage Tickets tor wlr at the reon c*tb’
application at

th'o*^ lal0'

_TICKET OFFICE
4® I-® Eirhaagr Afreet, Petllaed.

w.d. little & co..
Agents.

SHUTTERS,

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland. Me.
September 12. dtr

eV“y

Ffanconta

tun

Jawarded

busi-

{-rating*. Pumps* Ac., Ac.,
and are now prepared to furnish them as low as
they
can be purchased in Bostou.
Our stock is entirely new, aud is selected from the
latest aud most lashiouabie styles.
We invite persons who intend to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.

notice,

ac.ominoda Ions ior
ibis tha
passengers,
most convcniei t and eonitoi table making
louu iur travelers
bel ween New York aud Mai e.
Pasug. in btaie Room »5. CaUn Passage
*4.
•
Meals extra.
*
to and from Mont- eal, Quebec,
Halifax. Sr. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers
to >eud heir 1
eight to the Steamers
r- M> 00 *he
days they le >,e Portland.
Por freight or panca e
apply to

Fittings,

IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW

»he l*th insl. the fna
Dirig° »nd Franconia, will

iH R.bAY,ra7p.M.,k'
[>"
*!*

Line I

On “”1 a,l«r

f■

^"Flf®SBLkStea,,,er
^WWfej^ruiitil farther

of

ness

3TU^

Steamship Company.

Semi.Weckly
J

Gas Fixtures!

We have connected GAS FIXTURES with

A~ B

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

noOdti

Gas Fixtures!

at

ana

p1!?

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

Nov. 1,1808

Calais,
an A

and

''1!ESh

ARRAN gJSMENT,

at ter Monday, April
CMHHBan
13tb,
^/"■Wurqrrent. trains will leave Portland lor
and
all
Intermediate
station on this line, at
Bangor
**°r ^jew,8ton ftn^ Auburn only, at

Steamer BELLE

tlobhtnstou

Kaliwaj lor Wooustock

St. John with E. & N. A Rai w»
intcriuediu'e »ta<io 9; and wit
i, r Lugby, Winusur aua Pallia*
aieaw,ti
si,M
»n
'*1,11 Steamer
lor Fredericton.
¥rUi*U' r*oe**eu ouu*>s 01 sailing until 4 o’clll
for Suedia«

R.

and

0n

_

THE

AMERICAA'

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming
-AUD-

Sewing Machine

!

Wonderful Invention.

ant!

Boarding

STABLE.
MIt. J.

w. ROBINSON.

of the Portland Riding Academy, has the pleasure
to announce that he has leased the c uuumdioos stables a1 the City Hotel, where he intends to keep a

first class

Livery, Boarding

&

Baiting

STABLE.
These Stables are adm rably adapted both on acof their superior vt ntlllation and other accommodations, and their central location, ami the proprietor intends at all times to keep a good assortment

count

ot

Saddle Horsrn* Single anti Double Turu•uic

of every

description,

to let upon the most reasonable terms.
He trusts
that bis long experience in the busim ss may be a
snthcieui recommendation to the public.
A
CARD.
The subscriber would rake this opportunity to
thauk his patrons at South Street for their literal
patronage, and wishes lUem to renumber that he still
con lnues business there as here'o'ore.
J. W. ROBINSON.
aug‘2 eod2m*

O

PRICK

20 State

PA.

Importer*

“

of

package.

a

D. J. lit ME HITT Sc
CO., Proprietors.
Tested tree at tlieir offlre, 117 Hanover St. Boston.
Send for Circular, Wholesale Agents in Boston—
G. C. Goodwin Ctt Co. E. L Sianwuod &
Co, Wholesale Druggists, 47 and 49 Middle st, Sole Agents lor

same

bogus Lye.

“

STREET,

tarrh, gradually growing worse, until I had almost
become a burden to myseirand those around me.
I
was induced by a friend lo try your
reined) ; I have
used not quile one package, and lo my aat inishment I am entirely cured.
I sov to those afflic fit
with Catarrh, try it, and you will bo cure l of that
disease.
annoying
Mi S. MART BAKER, 147 Warren st.
These test monlals area sample ol whar we arc
daily receiving. Wewairan: it to give immediate
and permani nt relief, as can be attested
by tbous
amis who have used it. Sold by all druggists. Price

75 cfnt*.

The Beady Family Nonp Maker.
onlr 6ENDINE Lye in the market. A box of
it will make much more
soap than Potash or any

BOOTS AJSTB SHOES
AT

8

notice

YOU WANT CHEAP SOAP, and at the
time the very best of Soap, nso

“

good assortment ot

Charlestown, Mass,, 1867.
Demeritt, fear Sir: I cannot refrain from
expression of the greatest gratitude to you; indeed I have no language to express the great benefit I have received f om your North American remedy. For ten yea a I was afflicted witii chronic Ca-

Druggista,

Enala d,

first rate

Bent low.

your North American Catarrh
commenced using it 1 had nearly
than two package* completely restored it to mo again, a. can be vouched for bv' toe
many who knew me, the remedy having the denired
effect. I would say to all who are troubled with thin
disease, try the Noith American Catarrh Hemody,
and you will bo satisfied with the result.
N. S. LILLIE,
Employed fur 16 yoars by the American Express Co,

FOR SALR

Housekeepers of

take

Penn’a Salt

Cap
required $4(J00 to $6000.
Address.
801 14,4
**®«lnnd,7 P. O.
Aug 20-wlm#.

s

w3w35

manufactured by

for

h-lp until I tried
Remedy. When I
loot mjr voice; lea.

$1.35

Lewiston, Waterville,

Eastport with

Houltoo stations.

TO

BVAlL

them-, one nal and
embracing tlte best new
ettortsef the editors and choice
selections from the
cont-ibntMins ot eminent
professional

th

FOSTER. Proprietor.

Administrator’s Sale.

By B. F. BAKES end J. F. FABGO.
and a Book of New
Mu5j® BnoltEdition
A1?,?'7
since July tut.
2"r<J
iiymn lunts. Chants, Sentences,
and An-

Visiting

Press Job Office

route to

CURE FOR

D. J.

Standish, Aug 24,186*.

of Temple!

selected,

This remedy made lrom an Indian recipe, ia entirely vegetable and cures without supporters. Circulars or further information sent on receipt of stamp
by addressing the manufacturer, Mrs. Linus Be'cher. Randolph, Ma»s.
Wholesale Agents George C.
Goodwin *£r Co, Boston. Maas: Demos Barnes A Co.,
21 Park Rowt N Y. H. H. Ilay, Portland, General
Agent f»>r Maine. For sale bv druggists everywhere.

an

N. A.

MASS.

EIALL Term begins September 10,1868.

PAMPHLETS

Exchange St., Portland.

aujj&dtd_MADAM

July’S'

Printing.

superior tacllltlee for the execution of

BOOKS,

Young: Ladies,
Street, Portland!

Collegiate

Cure,

For Fenale Weaknam.

DEMERITTS
North American Catarrh Kemrtiy.
Boston, June 19,1868.
Messrs P. J. Demerttt & Co—Gent.: For tlx last
fifteen year. I was afflicted with Cronlc Catarrh.
I
have used many Catarrh remedies but obtained no

Dame

Studies will be resumed Monday, August 31st.
For particulars apply to
SUPERIOR.

Oread

Belcher's

And every description of

Y.

Civil, Mechanical
and Mining Engineering, Chemistrv,an«l Natural
VERY

Congregation

Mrs.

CATARRH.

Polytechnic Institute

OF

A1.FBED HPBEB,
ty For sale by Crosman & Co.
I
Trade sudplied by E. L. STAN WOOD and H. H
HAY.
June e-d&w3mos

A SURE

this School opens Thnrs-

ACADEMY

countenance.

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,
Mercantile

Principals.

N.

!

by tills

Kendail’s Millsand Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, aud tickets purchased in Joston lor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers jYom Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall s Mills only, and alter taking the cars on this road the Couuuctor will furnish tickets and make the due the same through to
Portland or Bostou as via the Maine Central load.
Stages for liookland connect at Bath; and t.*r Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train in m
Boston, leaving at7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon, Anson,
Norrldgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Bkowhegan, and for China, East and North Vaa<*»’boro’ at Vassal boro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's,
and tor Canaan at Pi slum's Ferry.
W HATCH* 8nperlnteadent«
Augusta, May 30, 1868.
junel-dtl

J uue 20-d3m

Seminary

at Troy,

care worn

at

lor St. Andr1*.,
ana with is. K. eg c.

1868.

diate stations on Maine Central road.
This tiain
connects with trams Hr* m Boston ieav ng 7.30 A. M.
Leave Portland daily at 8 15 PM, lor Bath.Aogusta, and intermediate stations, connecting with train
leaving Boston 3.00 P M,
Passenger trains are due at Portland dully, at 8.30
A M, and 2.05 P M; Freight trams at 2.50 and G.50

Cures, F ver and creates APPETI TE. Trv them.
Use none other. Ask for SPEER’S STANDARD
BITTERS. Sold by Druggists and Grocers. See
that my signature Is orer tbe cork of each bottle.

BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

particulars and Catalogue address the PrinciP. O. Box 2059, or apply at their residence. 43
'amorth street, after Sepiember 2nd.
au20dlm

Rensselaer

Postes, Programmes,

BROTHERS.

4-eodtf

PRINTING,

Executed with Neatness and Despatch,

Family & Day School,
PUPILS

& JOB

BOOK, CARD,

the thin, pale, and

Beauty

days.

BROWN,

M. daily for all stations on this line,
i.ewlaton, Farmington and Stations on »he
Androscoggin Knn4; alio ior Bangor and irneime-

it with wonderful Success. Brings COLOH
to tbe pale white lips,

use

o

same

Passenger Trains leave Portland at 1

OBDKI

and Old,

Bloom and

now

pursued at the option

Arrangeaeul, Jane 1,

Fare as low

No. 1 Printers’

On and alter July lat, the Steamers
°* ^ls hue will leave Uanruati
Wuajl,
foot oi Si«»te street, e»ery MON Da V.
WhDNESDlY anti FRIDAY at &
clo« k t\ .11., lor K'-isiourt mu 8c tfohn.
Ifccturning will leave St. Jolin aua Eastport on
A

and for

TONE

Daily Press Job Office, Young

TUKEE XKlirs PER WEEK.

dtf

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

BOOTS.

PERUVIAN BARR,
CAMOMILE FLOWERS,
SNAKE ROOT,
WILD CHERRY BARK.

YDUES, Managing Director.

H. BAILK Y, Local Superintendent.
Portland, July 4,18C8.

well known, with

No 34 Ac 36 middle Wired,
Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Sept 7tb. and continue 12 weeks. Only a limited
number will be received and particular attention
Parents wishing to
given to ensure satisfaction.
i-end their children to a Private School, are requested to consult the Principal before sending elsewhere.
Priva'e instruction given in all branches.
Terms $LOO per week.

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and t'>at pers> rial) unless notice is given, and paid *or at the rate ct
one passenger tor every $500 additioua value.

Hammer

Speer’s Celebrated Wine,

and such other HERBS and ROOTS as will
cases assist Dlges'ion, promote tho Secretions
System in the natural channels, und giro

on

No baggage can be received or checked after time
above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
Prom Lewiston, Montreal, Quebec and
the West, at
8.10 A, M
From Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and
the West, at
2.15 P. M.
Local Train from South Paris and intermediate stations, at
8.00 P. M.
Sleeping Car* ®»* oil night Trains.

C. J. BR

GINGER,

1
| Committee
!

a*

St. Jobs.

Oitfby.WintlKor

Speer’s Standard Wine Bitters

alteration,

secured.

Academy

5G

s,reut.
StreaU-

w

particulars apply at No 28 High St.
ELIZA C. DUBOIN.
augl»-eodtoSeptt

!

O

oth^rshave petiWHEREAS,
tioned the City Council to layout
Sueet

For further

Portland

J

j

out.

Particular attenl ion given te pupils preparing to

§

Os

f

LEAVITT,

JAMFS NOYES.

City

MANSHIP, BOOK KE. PING, NAVIGATION,
&c., sent by mad, or may be had free at tlie College,
343 Waahingioa Street, corner of West street,
Boston.
aug26eod2t'l

hj

requires said

public

way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-eighth day
ot August, A. D., 1868.
JACOB McLELLAN,
] Committee on
ALBERT MARWKK
EZRA CARTER,
T,avin2
y 8 out
J E.
stroet or

GEORGE N. COMER, a. M., Prea*t.

formation,

Eastport,

i

'•yUb^ucreaseo

a

Internationa] Steamship Co

ak

Preparation.

to

RAILWAY

?

by

STRANGERS

LEIGHTON,

S

9.MAU M.’m&US PU m'Q*,S
.,^Ie

West,

N«. 104 Treinont St-,

aug Sillm

E

Islands,

I5(h,

ForWaldoboro. Damariscotta,

lilSQil
yjpj|

MIZE*.

&

d2w_
TICKETS

THROUGH

Scarboro’

are

chasing.

Peak's and Cushing's
DAY,

KIRKWOOD HOUSE

___wtfhg

custom

Drugs, '.Chemicals, Patent medicine, Fancy Woods, Paints,
Oils, Varnishes, Ac.,

Can

bouse power stationary

■»;

the spacious store,

Nos. 47 & 49 Middle Street,

DR. JOHNSON’S

resol

WHERE

IKEWlibODS.

TYPE!

Foreign Patents

Mr. Brown having had considerable
experience as
Assistant Examiner inthe Patent Office, is well acquainted with thti routine of business and the officials therein. Messrs. B. * B. will make
preliminary examinationsln the Patent Office, with a view to
ascertain the Patentability of
any Invention ffeat
may be submitted to them lor that purpose; will
prepare the necessary papers for those who wish to
make applications lor Patents lor their
Inventions,
or ter executions or reissues ol
Patentsalready grantwill
act
as
in
ed;
Attorneys
presenting applications
at the Pat. nt Office, and in
managing them to a final
will
draw
issue;
up Assignments; will examine into
the condition ol rejected applications when desired
and
undertake
todoso,
the prosecution ol suchas
may be considered patentable, and do whatever else
s usually done by Patent Solicitors.
They will also
sell PATENT RIGHTS on commission, being in direct communication with the leading Manuf acturers
all over the country. Theyaretlius enabled to oiler
superior inducements to inventors to employ them,
being in condition both to obtain Patents and to tel
he nights.
Circulars and pamphlets turnishedon
application,

for

Sidewalks .Warden Walks. Carriage
Drives, cellars, Warehouse
Floors,
quired.

W

in

and

—

WHERE

G-UNTN ISON’S.

Misses SYMONDS,

Solicitors ot

NETS,

Next

f!|

^ For the XV est.

BY

B GABLE,

Xhe drawer
(iiul|e
I
.commence her trips to

Landings.

cise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address

AGENT FOR MAINE.

OBTAINED

On aud alter Mondav, August 24th.
the Dummy will ruu beiw. en South
Waterborougli and Saco River as lollo*»: l.e»ve
South Waterboroug1' at 7.43 A. M. and 1.45 P. M
Leave Saco River at 8 50 A. M., tad 3.30 P. M. Stages

Elegant Carriages!

Hinckly Emery.

Upper Gloucester, Aug. 6, 1868.
J.G. Cook, Lewiston:—Mease semi a box of
Burton’s Tobacco Antidote by return mail.
Ezra Tobie.

For the Islands.

Fare

THE

TESTIMONIALS
Pmow« who have been Cured of
Nmokiug and « hcwiug Totacco by

H.

R.

SO

And continue ten weeVs.

From

for

R.

r$j£|ggss~}

-Vo. 14 Preble Street,

W

CATALOGUES and CIRCULARS, giving full in-

This

Patents

JVEJY TYPE,

St

NOTICE.

,This

Tobacco.

on

1*.

Bl»

Falmouth Hotel.

Removes Forever all IJesire lor

Packages sent by mail free

AT

\M4JRS

NTl

the Preble Hoiie,
be opened for the reception ot a Class ol
he can be consulted
Stud tits on MONDAY. Sept 21.
privately, and with
the utmo*t confidence
The examination of candidates for
connect at South Waterborough with both trains,
by the afflicted, at
admission will
bouts dally, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
take place at tlie College, Orono, Me, Thursday Sengy Through trelght dally.
MO X
June
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
tember 17, at 9 o’clock A M.
GEO. W. WOODBURY, Asst. Supt.
affliction ot | rivate diseases, whether arising from
No one will be received under ftf een
us follows until further
August
24,1868.
Running
years of age
nntiee:
Candida res will be required to pa^s a
impure connection ox the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Leave Custom House Wharf lor Peak’s and Cushsatisfactory
examination in Geography,
Devoting Ills entire time to that particular branch of
Arithmetic,
English
Islands
at
Sand 101 A. M. and Zand 3) P M
Ing’s
New and Elegantly Famished
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GuarGrammar, and in Algebra as far as Quadratic Eauafur Por,1“J **
tions.
anteeing a Cube in all Cases, whether of long
Hotel in now open to the TravALL PARTS OP THE
[TO
or
standing
contracted,
the
recently
testimonials
of
.satisfactory
entirely removing
good moral .character
Public.
eling
the
from
l0“u"lPeak’s Island,
and in (ustrious habits will be ri idly exacted
system, and making a perdregs of disease
11.15 A. M. and 5.15 P. M.
fect and PERMANENT CURE.
it is earnestly desired by the Trust* s to make
tbe
.
gp" Tickets down and buck 25 cents. Children 15
It contains all the modern convenience?, and is acHe would call the attention of the afflicted to the
students lam.liar wiili the various terms of h'ud
knowledged bj those who have traveled the world lact of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
JnnsMit
labor eo tar as circumstances will permit, aud
to reLESS
over to be
f lrnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suo
duce the expenses to the lowest practicable
amount,
an. other Route, Irom Maine
CKSSnThan
by
cess.
so that none need be excluded from the
One ot the Finest Fver Built.
Institution
»n Points West, via the
irorn cousidtrations of expense.
All students will
The House is supplied with
therefore, in accordance with the wise demands ol
t'aatlsi tc the Piblle*
TRUNK
GRAND
RAILWAY
the organic act, be required to labor a due
New and
pror orTicket, nt l.owe.t Rate.
tio:» ot the time”, not exceeding three hours per day
Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
Those who desire it can procure, by applying at the
use
should
hit
have
remedies
handed out tor general
on an average, except in cas^s ol
Via Boston, New York Central, Buffalo and Detroit.
physical disability,
Fir*t Cla*M 1 acht», tor sailing or li hing their efficacy established bv well tested experience in
and will be paid according to their iiidustrv and ef- office,
And Intermediate
Por information apply at 28U Congress st. Uraini
with compel ent Manage is.
the bands of a retruiarU educated phvsidan, whose
Tiuna Ticket Office.
ficiency ; the average amount paid being about twenP< rtland w th its magnificent drives and beantithl
he mutl
duties
studies
the
tit
him
lor
all
preparatory
for
cents
thtee
hours
labor.
ty-five
Jtt'.YiidtwIy D. it. UI.ANCHAHU. Agent.
Harbor, makes it one ot the m st deightiul sojournSteamer “t bum IJouabfulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
Three dollars a w eek will be charged for board and
ing plates in llic country. Board *4.00 ]>er day
lon.” ALI>EN WJftCMLNand cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
filtx cents a week tor washing and luel,
payable at
which
not
are
RAMNAY 4k WIIFEIAR,
HACH, Master, will leave
or before the close of the term.
only useless, but always injurious.
ATLAN110 WUAkF, PortThe unfortunate should be particular in seiectiig
Each room will be furnished with a bedProprietors.
July16-d3m
his
as
it
is
a
lamentable yet incontrovertiland, every WEDNESDAY
physician,
stead, mattiess, tiiD’e, sink ami fur chairs. A1
RATES OF
ble tact, tliat many syphilitic pntieuts are made mismorning, at 7 o clock ibr Booihuay, Rouud Pond and
othei bedding and furniture must be supplied
the
by
W
«ld
iboro.
SATURDAY
moi ningat 7o'clock
Every
erable
with
ruined
constitutions by maluearmett
To *11 points ** eat find Mouth, via Boston aud
8iudentB who will also furnish their own lights.
tor Boolbbiv, Hougdon’s .Mills and
amarij.oi ta.
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for
Students will he required to make their own beds
York, it Albany, Boflal or Niagara ra Is
UerCRMNU—will
leave
Damarisco'tu
Itisa point generally conceded by the best gyphllogr.*every Mouand sweep their own rooms.
,)rou8h Tick* s lof salt* at the on y Union Ticket
day morning at 7 o’clock, ami Waldo boro* every
dhers, that the study and management of these come Othce,
49 I-*J t.xcUauxe Mreel,
Each student will be required at Ihe commenceat
7
tor
Portland
aud indlaints
should
whole
time
of
those
who
Thursday
morning
o’clock,
engross the
ment of tbe year to deposit with the Treasurer ol the
termediate .animus.
would be competent and successful in their treatW. D,
d)
College, a bond ol $1( 0 signed by one responsible I1
Fare
trom
Waldoboro
to
Portland
ment
and
cure.
The inexperienced general pract*-$1,00; Round
Juue6 dtt
surety, to secure tbe payment of his board bill and
Pond $10o; I Him iri^cotta $1,00; Booth bay $1,00
tiouer. having neither opportunity nor time to makother incidental charges.
“rm
Mills
will
This
resort
new
and
sea-side
hiiubclf
with
their
Hodgdon’s
$1.00,
acquainted
elegant
pathology, common"y
Each .-tudent will be required to attend daily
To
Fare from Waldoboro to Boston by Boat $2.00;
°hen on MONDAY, June 22d, 18G8, and- pursues one system ot treatment, in most cases makprayers at the College, and public worship on the
Round Pond $2,nO; I tamariscotta $2.o0; Booth bay
For
continue or»en the “year round.”
ing au indiscriminate use ot that antiquated and danSabbaih at cue ot the neighboring churches, unless
$1,50; Hodgdon’s Mils $1,50.
beauty of situation (upon the finest bea< li gerous weapon, the Mercury.
excused by ihe President.
in New England), facililies tor bathing, tidiing and
S3T" Freight received at Atlantic Wbart fbr each
For ail scholars within the State there will be no
drives, the Kirkwood is unsurpassed, and tranFrom Portland to
route at 1 o’clock P. M on davs previous to sailing.
charge lor tuition. Those from out of the State will
Barr*
sient and permanent boarders are assured ot every
ALL POINT*!
il lilUS, AJt\OOi> A Co.,
be charged $12 a term.
Enquire of
A1 who have committed an excess or any kitd
attemion. Billiard Hall connected, and excellent
or
( Has. McLaughlin A co.
The regular course will occupy lour years, and
AT TUB
stable accommodations, with coaches daily meeting whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stln*OEM HER A KUOLBY;
there will be three terms a year ot thirteen weeks
Agent*-Waldoboro,
all trainsatOak Hill Siaiion, on the P. S. & P.R it.
iag rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year?,
South aixI North
West, Round Pond. .1. NloUOLS; Lhuuaiiscotta, A.
ach.
SEEK FOR Afl ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Ali communications should be address* d to
JP’*UNtl AM, Jk.; Hodgdon’s Mills,It. A L. MONTThe essential features of the course are indicated
via.
Bononnud
JAMES GUNNISON,
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
B> all the principal Routes,
GOMERY; Boothbay, K. THOKPE.
Jj lOdtf
Dy the following general outline of studyEnglish
Wortealcr (o Albany ai-d .he ftcw lorU
Kirkwood Hoose, Oak Hill. Me.
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
Language and Literature, Mathematics, including
Ceuiral riailwav lo Buffalo or Mu^ara
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Closed to transient visitors tn the Sabbath.
P. S.
DlllKCT
Trigonometry, Surveying, Naviga ion, and Civil En
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to folFa.In; thence by the Great Went* ru or Fake
July 17. dtl
gineeriiig: Military Science and Tactics; Drawing,
Shoi-e Kailroada, or via (*ew l ork fity ami
low; do not wail tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Chemical Physics, General and Agricultural Chem
the tnr. Altauiic oud Great \\ etleru and
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
i-try- Laboratory {Practice, Animal and Vegetable
Pea any I via uia i eniral Hiiilwayii.
and Complexion.
-TOThe
Physiol gy, Systematic B >tany, Anatomy.
For sale at the l.owed Kntea at the Oaly l'u*
Veterinary Art.Entomology, Draining, Stock Breed■•W
Thraiuda
Ou
Huy
ion Ticket Office* Mo. 40 l-J lixcbauge M.,
Testily to 9 his
This House will be open to the public tor
ing, Book-keeping, Horticulture, Mineralogy, GeoloPortl» ad.
the season on
hy Ushoppy Experience!
gy, Zoology, Political Economy, History, Moral and
Intellectual Philosophy. The French and German
W. i>. LITTLE &
Saturday, June 20th.
men troubled with emissions lx
a
Young
sleep,—
J‘..
The Steamship CARLOTTA, Wm.
Dec 14. dtf
Languages will probably form a part of the course.
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
J~. JB. CHAHIBGRTjAI f, proprietor.
Colby, At aster, will sail lor Halifax
COURSE OF STUDY THE FIRST YEAR.
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warP. S.—Closed to transient company on the Sabdirect, trom Gait’s Wharf,
ranted
or no charge made.
First Term—Algebra, History, Physical Geograbath.
Jel9dtf
Haidly a-day passes but we are consulted by one cr
KYUKY SATURDAY, a I 4 o’clock P. M
phy, Rhetoric.
more young men with the above disease, some ot
Second Te m— Algebra, (concluded) History, (first
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
SPRING
ARRANGEMENT.
Returning leave Pryor’s Wharf, Halifax, for
halt) Botany, (second hall) Physical Geography,
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed te
Portland, every Tuesday at 4 o’cloik p. M.
i^paaswsri
On and after Wednesday. March 25.
Rhetoric.
Cabin jassvge, with State room, $7. Meals extra.
it. All such cases yield to the proper and omy
hive
Term—
Th rd
iig tralm> will run as follows:
Geometry, Botany, Horticulture,
South Side of Peak’s Island,
For luri iter information apply to L. BILLINGS,
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
Natural Philosophy, Rhetoric.
Passenger trains leave Saco ttivcr for Portland at
Atlantic Wbart, or
made to rejoice in perfect health.
0.30 and 9.00 ▲. M.( aud 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
Lectures on Physical Geography, Natural PhilosoJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
HENRY M.
Proprietor.
tor Saco River 7.15
M. 2.0 and 6.15 P. M.
phy, Structural Botany and Practical Agriculture;
May 1C, 1868. dgm
IV1 Id die-Aged Wex.
and Exercises in English Composition and Elocution
Freight trains leav^ Saco River 6-50. A M.: Portland
Open lor Genteel Boarders—threemi'es from Port12.13 P. M.
during the year.
land, Me., within thirty ioUs ot the Oc an—with good
There are many men of the age of thirty who axe
A her the first year a select course will be organopportunities ler Fishing, Sea Bathing, and water troubled with too frequent evacuations from theblad
Hr*8tagesconneot at Ocham for West Gorham,
ized fortfiose who wish to pursue some one or more
excursions.
The steamer Gazelle leaves Custom
Baldwin, Denmark, bebago,
dir, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn- Btamiish, Steep
stu ies ot the regular course,as Chemistry or Botany
House wharf, Portland, lour times daily for the
Brown held, Fr>ebnrg,
1 <g sensation, and weakening the system in a manBridgwn,
Lovell,
Ke-Established !
and not the whoie course.
Island.
jel9it
Bartlett. Jaokson, Limington,Cornish, Por»
ner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
Oinway,
While the Trustees do not require of candidates for
t le urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often te
ter,
Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
Freedom,
admission any knowledge of Latin, they recommend
THREE TRIPS PER
WEEK.
At Buxton Center for Wast Buxton,
f >und,and sometimes email particles of semen or alto all the acquirement ot some knowledge ot that
■ >uth Limington, Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
bumen will appear, or the color will he of a thin milkSteamer CITY OF RICHMOND
m
language, as it will assist them in the study ot the
Ish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearP *raonifle]<i and Oasipee.
4
William K. Dennison, Masft-r, will
sciences, and in obtaining a knowledge of their otm
At Baoearappa for South Windham, Windham BUR
ance. There art many men who die of this difficult),
T^.lX KPicave bail road Wh*rt fool of Sta'e St..
language.
of the cause, which is the
•ad North Windham daily.
ignorant
■KSKBk-v^rv
After the first year candidates for admission will
MONDAY, WEDNEaDA Y, auil
SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
By order of the President..
KRlDAl Evening at 10 (fcluck or on tlie arrival
be required to pass an examination in the History ot
mar 25-dtl
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
March 19, 1868.
Portland,
Train
irom
of
Express
the United States, and the reading and study ot HisBoston, touching at Hock land,
full and healthy restoration of the urinary orgarts.
Camuen, Belfast Scartport, Sandy Point, Buxport,
tory la recommended to students in a course of
OAK HILL,
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dx.,
PORTLAND
Wmterpoit andllampbn.
preparation.
c*n do so by writing, in a plain manner, a descripReturning, will leave Bangor, every MONDAY.
Per Order of the Trustees.
Mites
Portland.
tion of their diseases, and tbe appropriate remedits
WEDNE SDAY, aud FRIDAY, morning at t> o'clock
augl4-d3t&wlm34
will be forwarded immediately.
Will Open for Transient aud Permanent
touchin. at lire s bove named landings.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
For particulars enquire of
Boarders, Thursday, June IN,’ttN*
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
be returned, If desired.
KuSS <& STURDIVANT,
DR. J. B. HUGH KB,
Address:
General Agents, 1,9 Commorcial St.
r-r-n
This house is situated directly upon the
Commencing Monday, May 4 >h, I St
No. 14 Preble Street,
Portland May 12,1
Atlantic Ocean—on the most beaiititul beach
<lit
AT FBYKJBURG, OXFOUD CO., JKE.
Y
e.
Portland,
Next door to the Preble House,
imaginable—3 miles in .extent. Bathing
rMHB—3 Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
(gy Bend a Stamp for Circular.
in the
exceptaq) for South Berwick
PWTRnsblng.
etc,
Direct’y
unequalled.
FALL TERM of this institution will c<*mjElectic Medical
Junction, ortsmouth and Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A. M,
rear of ihe house is a tine large grove of iore?t trees,
1 mence on Wednesday, September ‘Ail,
and 2.55 and 6 00 PM.
beautiful walks, fine drives, etc, with green fields
1808, and coutmue cloven weeks.
will
Guest
beach.
THE
Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 A. M., ana 3.00
TO
ol
the
to
the
edge
clear
running
U'HER W. CUTTS, A. B Principal, with comR. R
and 6.00 P M.
get oft at Oak Hill station, on ihe P. S. & P. will
Assistants.
Miss E. A. WEEoS, Teacher ol
invites all Ladies, wlo
be
0DR. HUGHES
Blddetord tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., returning at
three mdes from the house wht re carriages
Music. F'or further information address
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14 5.20 P. M.
Terms
readiness to convey them to the “Atlantic
REV. D. B SEW ALL,
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the r
S. B. GUNNISON,
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 and 10.00 A. M.,
reasonable. Address
Secretary of Trustees, or the Principal.
especial accommodation.
Atlantic House, oak Hill, Me.
and 5 20 anti 8.00 *\ M.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalAugust 26, 1SGS. dlw*
The train leaving Portsmouth tor Portland at 10.00
jggr" Positively closed to transient visitors on the
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Sabbath.
juuelbtfd
A. M doe* not si op at intermediate stations.
The favorite steamer LfcWISFemale Irregularities. Their action is specific and
On Mondays. Wedn* sdays and Fridays the 6 *>’clk
TON Chas. Dealing, Mssler, will
certain of producing relief m a short time.
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
leave
Whmt foot of Male
n,
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob& Maine It. B stopping only at Saco, blddetord,
every Tuesday and PriNew Gloucester.
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
Kennebunk. South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeat 10 o’clock, or
bCveuiwge,
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
on arrival < f Express train irom Boston, tor Miu
ter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
Fall Term of this Institution will commence
We shall not try to give the merits of this
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays it will run
at Rockland, Cast me, Deer Isie,
asport
touching
the first Tuesday iu
that
shall
only say
with perfect
place lo the public, but
at all times.
via Eastern Railroad, stopping only at Saco, BlddeSedgwick, Mi Desert. Milibridge and Jou^sport.
A limited number of pupi s only will be admitted,
we are now. after
renovating
8ent to any part of the country, with fall director s,
lord, Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Ports->
Reluming, will leave Machiasport every Monday
and over them a loving care and supervision will be
the house, ready to please all, boarders as
DR. HUGHES,
bp
addressing
New
mouth.
Salem
and
»wd
bury
port,
Lynn.
Tburnluf .Horning, ai ft o’clock.
exercised—such as is found under a mother’s eye in
well as the public in general.
lsnlJ86ffdAw.
No. 14 Preble 8treet. Portland.
Trains daily each way, (Buuday excepted.)
The Lewiston usually connects with Sandford*
Freight
the sanctuary of home.'
N
J. B.
YE, Agent.
B
sion
aud Bangor steamer at Rockland. Tte LewFRANCIS
CHASE.
supt.
OT*For further inmrmation, circulars, Ac, address
JuDe 5,1868. dtt
SPEER S STANDARD
iston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt
Portland, April 25, 18*8.
apr28 'tt
LIZZIc M. BAILEY,
the principals.
Desert, (in audition
to
her
usual landing at south w» si Harbor) one
ABBA M. BAILEY.
july9w2m
tr p per week, on her brtday trip irom here going
of Portland.
east, and Thursday trip coming west, from July 3 lo
Sept 7.
OP CANADA.
ROSS & STURDIVANT. General Agent*
W. H. Weeks and others have
179 Commercial Street.
Council to lay out a new
petitioned the
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Street or Publi Way in said city.—beginning at the
Portland, May 13, 1868.
gif
Eastern Promenade and running parallel with VesFall Term begins Sept 7th.
The building
per Street; apd whereas said petition was efered
On and after Monday, July, 6. i*f'8,
rwanmn
lias been vtry much enlarged and thoroughly
the City Council, June 8th, 1868, lo the undersigned,
rains a ill run as follows from India
renovated, and large additions have been made to for them to consider a d act upon, therefore
streeT“Staii«*n, Portland:
tbe pbilo-ophieal and cbeuiioal apparatus.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
For luither particulars apply to the principal.
Uaials
Express Train tor Lewiston, Montreal and Quebec,
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council
J H. HANSON.
at 7 A. M.
aug!8-d&w2w
on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parA llalifltx
ties and view the proposed way on the seventh
Express and Mail Train tor Bangor, Montreal, QuePractical liusiness
bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
day of September 1868, at live o’clock in the afterat
the
street,
Eastern
near
Promenade,
noon,
Vesper
summer arrangement.
Local Train tor South Paris, and intermediate staDAY AND EVENING SESSIONS.
and will then and there proceed to determine and
tions, at 5,P. M.
whether the
convenience
i'

Grateful for the very generous reliance reposed in

Mr.

Ice Cream, &c., &<-.
Tbe above place
March 2M, 1868.

BE FOUND

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Proprietor.

Parties wishing to spend a few weeks in the vicinity of the White Mountains this lap, will find this a
quiet liouse. with large well ventilated iorms, a good
location and low prices.
au?9eod2w

BOSTON.

TOBACCO ANTIDOTE

*

• AN

jU«L -Sf. GIBSOy,

T1I7IEL

INFALLIBLE

IS

square,

—

RAILROADS.

DR. J. 6. HUGHS.

House,

North Conway, N H.

Br. John V. Burton's Comer's Commercial College,

in the field again, and would announce to his old
triends and the public geuerally, that he has bought
out the old

CARD, Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,

Agriculture

Mechanic; .Arts*

Homo

Corner, a one
a hall
slory Brick House; til
stable elapboarded and painted
Lower

0

BAR IV TTJUC

AND

——

up

0

POWER

State College of

Washington

petent

eight

and

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Dr. Burton’s Antidote is put
in white enameled square ooxes, with label
printed in Green Ink, and have imprint of gold medal awarded by the Medical Faculty, done in gold, on
each end.
Each Revenue Stamp bears Dr. T. Abbot’s initials. All others are worthless counterfeits.

makket

y. A.

bound-

on

southerly

o'
N»

Portland Daily Press

Job

Sale,

Or To Let.
French Roof House, near the
Park, containing sevemeen nicely finished
A

Price 50 Cents Per Box.

Not ioe.

29 1868.

-AMD

WM. II. JERKIS,
Real Estate Agent.

>
ft

Jane Boswell Moobe.

BOOK,

house, twtlve finished rooms. Brick cistern,
f excellent water, good stable and oiher outbuildings. Good cellars under house and stable.—
Fme garden, well stocked with Apple, Fear and
Cherry Trees. Also Strawberries, Gooseberries,
Currants, &c. The lot contains more than 25,000

jnneSdtt

*

_mtttBAk.

Jrtttkil

Within the city limits, in a very desirable
neighborlyjd. Modern built two storied

is

In consideration of the tact

imaginable wants from heavy ma
cbinery to the pretty solid paper weight of
glass, and the neat paper collars and cuffr of
this ingenious nineteenth century. It is curious to watch the busy workers at the Bay
State Line Company, and learn that their active fingers make eighty thousand per day.
But scores of other attractions ate here, and
beyond all the prospect in view of Mount
Washington, to crown our journey’s end.

F

amply

though

acknowkding

in

almost all

STEAM

SOAP !

STILL AHEAD.

its

Aug.

»

SALE T

Aug 20-wtf

Insurance made to

The constantly increasing demand and growing

homes,
revolutionary associations
thrill a patriotic heart. How marvellous the
contrast, from the South, here every one is at
work, and manufacturers are busy, supplying

Me.

Itobt.B. Miuturh, Jrf
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Cliauneey,>
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson.
Wm. H. Webb
R L. Taylor,

PEERLESS

its

Portland,

FOR

TWO

Feb G—dlmfteodtojan1*G9&w6w

publishing houses ara
inferior to none, its leading magazines “Littell,” and the “Atlantic,” have long been welaud

premises,

sale by
Feb 10. 1868.-tf

Fletcher Westrav,

John W. !Qnngcr,
Office 166 Pore St., Portland.

To the scholar it is

thousands

ANEW

on Congress
lots on Emery,

Sheppard Ganby.l
liob’t C. Fergusson.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hfwlett, 3d Vice-Prest.
J. H.Chapman,Secretary.

sights lor the curious^eof England than any Amer-

to

C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland.
Benj. Bab jock,

DanielS. Miller,
Paul Spotford,

Boston is lull of

visitors

Perkins,'

Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,1
fJ. Henry Burgy,

A. P.Pillot,
Wm. E. Dodge,
Frarcis Skiddy,
David Lane,
James Bryce.
Charles P. Burdett,

“From whose floor to ceiling
L ke an huge organ, rise the burnished arms;
But f.om tue r silent mouths, no anthem pealing,
Start el toe vil.agers with strange alarms.

come

& CO.

2 tenement house well built, with all
modern comeni^ncies.
Also barn and stable,
corner North and Walnut sis.
Enquire ot
T. CM »NDON, on the
Or at 53 Commtrcal St.
]uue13dit

Cornelius Grinned,

Royal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,

the arsenal,

city
deeply interesting,

K. Bogert,
Joshua J. llearv,

Clias. H. Russel],
Lowell Holbrook,
It. Warren Weston,

changing scenes of the Hudson, with its
sleeping villages, broad bays, crowned rocks,
and the peaks ot the Highlands.
From the
cars of the Albany and Boston railroad, we
catch pleasant glimpses of Pittsfield, near
which are Ibe homes of Herman Melville,
Fanny Kemble Butler, Oliver W. Holmes,
and other celebrities, and see at Springfield

have seen.

Henry

W.H.H.Moore,

deliers reveal a brilliant scene.
The hundreds of state rooms in comfort ar.d elegance
would do credit to a first class hotel, while its
immense saloon, through which a promenade
if wearisome, is fitted up in prtneely splendor,
In turious easy chairs, tables, whose tops of
Elizabethan marble reflect a glass like polish,
with sofas, whose covering of French moquette, resemble the finest flower painting,
are all for the great bouse of De Graaf aud
Taylor, a visit to which is one of the sights
of the metropolis.
On deck we watch the

more

Thirteen

over

trustees:

orama.

we

reasonable terms.
GEO. K. JiAVIS

on

to

Em yf

United States and State of New-York Stocks,
City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,664 485
Loanssccured by Stocks and otherwise, 3,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
-teal Estate, Bonds and
Mortgages,
and other securities,
3,694,668
Oash in Bank
373,374

such

minding us

A.sets,

has

companv

million Dollars, viz:

pass before the eye, like the changes of a pan-

ican

Two House Lots tor ►ale
Congress st, nearly opposite Bishop Bacon’s,

niavl3 dtf

January, 1868.
Insures against Habine and Inland Navigation Risks.

succession of views

a

JOSEPH HOWARD.

Aug 18-dim

ern

gloomier times when on numerbattle fields, and in dreary hospitals, it

we

a

Portland.

BP"*Agents Wanted, both local and traveling, to
whom good commissions will be given.

to later and

brance. As

I will sell ou reasonable terms, my House
ami buildiu.s an
lot, ou lhe corner ol Slate
and Dan tort li streets, with or without the gartract measures about
The
entire
den lotadjoining.
112 by3 132 leet.
•

First

e.

Exchange hi.,

A LE

F OK

This is a rare opportunity to secure a
square teet.
gciucel country residence within Jive minutes’ ride
of the City Mallt Apply to

Palmer,

ilampshii

through Baltimore,

precious privilege

in1835.

General Agent lor Maine aud New

trace the past from the morning, when her
stalwart soldiers, commanded universal admiration on their march

M.

B3f*Eor particular enquire at 19J Market
aug25d3w*

Genteel Suburban Residence

BOSTON.

g'adden the hearts of a sad minority, by the
prospect of a capital defended, a flag upheld|
and a country saved. As we ride now through
her pleasant fields, it is not unnatural that
our thoughts should revert to other days, and

was our

Altorury and fiencral Agent
Itlaine,
OFFICE 88 EXCHANGE STREET,
Opposite Portland Savings Bank, Portland, Me.
Aug 21-dtf

with those of Massachusetts, to

sons came

ous

for

Incorporated,

lot 50x9C feet,situatod

For Sale.

GEO. L. KIMBALL,

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

did, portions, and those by no means
interesting, of ten different Slates.
Maine, to loyal Marylanders, has a claim on
our admiration and sympathy, for it was in
the dark hour ot our history when our people were powerless under mob rule, that her
ours

a

Square.

Apply

NEW ENGLAND

the least

For Sale I
A 1$ st ry House with
at No 26 Elm s ieet.

July 15-dtf

wanted.

and local agents

ONE

ONwill he sold

policy

ol amount

hall of a new two aad a halt story double
*
HoU'**, situa ed ou Cmnb ilan st
For particulars inquire of R. JOHNSON, No 47
au.'vdtt
Commercial st.

HOTELS.

THE

F"ll SALE Oft TO LET.

Miss Jane B. Mrore, a
Organized under tbe Lam ef the Nuleol
New % »k a.>d 8125.000 deposited
the dark days ol the war was one ol
in the luMurniice Dc|»«i‘iineut
their
strength
the angels if mercy who spent
•f the Mtnlr bn a gu:«rnuU-e
fund f*»r lh« policyIn ministering to the necessities of our
holder*.
woimded and suffering soldiers. AccompanCAPITAL,.$160,000.
ied by her mother, a lady delicately reared
rapid success of this Company—fully equal
and tar Irom strong, Miss Moore leit the reto the hopes of its warmest friends—isatisfactofinements and comforts of home, and for
growth turrily guaianties its permanence and
its redecessots.
months the two devoted themselves unspar- passing that ot any ofin all the forms in present use.
Polices are issued
All ]K>licies are absolutely non-forftitable.
ingly to the relief of the wounded in camp
Kegisie-ed Policies countersigned by the tbe Inand hospital.
The published report of the surance
Department otfbe fetate. certifying that such
labors ol the United States Christian Com- policies are secured by a special deposit of public
stocks.
mission in Maryland will afford a
Dividends declared to policy-holder alter two paypaitial idea
ments, applicable at the option of tl emselvcs to an
ot the work of goodness and mercy which
increase of policy, to reduction of future premiums,
these southern ladies were able to accom- or payable in Qash
1 usurers preferring to relinquish their interest in

Ed.]

by 96 feet deep.sltua-

CHARLES CBST18 & CO.,
Rlortou Block, Cong rets st.*
angS9 S&Wtt

during

plish.

SCHOOLS.

_f

~.•

itih "inirii r
1
IkMchn of Travel—A Son them Vmdj’*
■ m presale ns ef New Eu|ltnd.
hi

—

WAFERS

f%

SJ

Are warranted toprevenf and cure all cases of Private Digeates, H'tatnesse*. and Pmtstions, in both
M 'leand Female in ftom two to live days.
Price
$1 50 and $3 00 per box.

CCrgnlntiag

Wafers

warranted to Prevent. If emulate and Remove all
obstructions in from tim e to seven days, are peasant 1o take and harmless to the system! Price 81 00
per box.
The above are in form of r>ozcn?eg. can be carried
on ttie pei son, and taken with- ut su
pulnn.
Sent
by mail on receipt of price and ft cent stamp
Manufactured by Dn. WM. NASOS &CO No
99 Court street, (Ro m 5 ) BuatoD. Maas.
nugttioUly
Aro

Save $2 Per Bbl. on Flour
St. Louis family Flour Co.’s,
AT

Tlurkst »t, opp.

uaw

___

Wo.

m

Pm Ollier

P.ri'and

Inn. vo.li r

Crce Strtioi.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,

PACKFNO ANDSHIPriNO FUBMTURE,
and Polishing done .1 short
uotRr, hy
IT. P. Fit EE MAN.

Vnrniahiug
Mar 21-dU

Button Hole

AND ONLY

Making

and

Sewing

Machine Combined.
That has made its advent in this

tfy»

or

any other

conn*

t his Mac hine Is warranted to execute tn tho
Mfk
est degree ot i«riectiou all kinds ol
Stitching
ming. Fi lling, Tucking, Braidi gy Qui
<}ntherbip and Semng,«to., and oil kinds ot worn dons
any otlrer Machine. It alM> wor*» a
button-hole, embroider* over the edge ol beautiiuL
lahrirs
work* hue-let holes *n \ makes the ovtr~Heummm
stitch, by which sheets and piilow-csse* are mad**
by hand, feats whii-h no other m»thiue can ri» hence
aa we can do
every kind ol sew ug al oik rs
de
and several kim!s none others csn oars is
unquesi ion.
ably tar in uqvance of any other Machine in the markct, ami Is the best to bu*
We have esi b)!«h d a permanent agency at 1.15 1-a
Mi fil e sheet (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
ereryboibj in the city and vicinity call an see these
wouder»Ml Muclnues. Examine into their meritssee what beaut ilul work (hey wilt -to—and get a sample ot the work.
The lady In charge ot the Machines will take pleasure in showing an I explaining them to all who
may
fivor her with a call, and we earnestly Invite all Us
«all and see them in operation before
purchasing A
"owing M«< bine is to last a Ule time, an t h met he
one that will do the greatest ruhge of work and do
it Hi. best, is the oue to buy.
\V. lv,v,; «H nrarln hnmlrwt ol tbe«v Machine
and
m
N.
ami .very one «p«ik»
them. Call and vet a c.rcuiu Oie Ulfllvevt
recommendations.
lar of
Ml kinds ot sl k ana cotton
thread, ami the best

ting'

of

BLACK

The Female

THE FIRST

J*

'can

Concur;,

viclnily,
H.,
i>ral*gol

Machine »il tor sale.
In-truedons g.ven on the Machine
gratuitously to
al! who pwrchaee Macbiu.*.
Alt kind, ol plain and tan.y .titebinn dun. to or*
d*r.
Call ami as. tr»
GEO W. I)KE W. Agent,
125 1-2, Middl. »u^e». Portland Ma,
May a

Me.licai Sotica.
CHADWICK, M. D„ will deyote

U. H.
t.utioii to

apMial at
IliHa ..oltb. Eye. No. lOUtleuiueu*.
Office hour.hvn 11 A. M. MlP.M.

May

M

